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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL AND APPLIED SCIENCES

Electronics and Computer Science

Doctor of Philosophy

IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIAL DISCHARGE SOURCES AND THEIR

LOCATION WITHIN HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS

by M. S. Abd Rahman

This thesis is concerned with developing a new approach to high voltage transform-

ers condition monitoring, which involve partial discharge (PD) measurement and lo-

calisation within high-voltage transformer windings. This is an important source of

information for both diagnosis and prognosis of the health of power transformers. Gen-

erally, Partial discharges (PDs) existence in transformer windings are normally due to

ageing processes, operational over stressing or defects introduced during manufacture.

Although, the presence of PDs does not necessarily indicate imminent failure of a trans-

former, it is however, a serious insulation degradation or ageing mechanism which can be

considered as a precursor of transformer failure. The initial approach taken in this thesis

is based on a lumped parameter network model. The model was created and its param-

eters were approximated using analytical solutions based on the geometrical dimensions

of transformer windings. Based on the lumped parameter network model, theoretically

the rational function should be a positive-real (PR) function and it is shown later on

in this thesis that the model does hold the theoretical assumptions. Nevertheless, im-

pulse response of actual transformer windings constructed for laboratory assessment

was shown differently although different methods were used to find rational functions

with positive-real (PR). Due to the fact that real transformer windings do not hold

the characteristic of positive real transfer function, thus, this thesis finds an alternative

and proposes a different approach for PD localisation which is based on energy distri-

bution and features extraction methods for localisation, particularly Wavelet Transform

(WT) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The idea of the developed approach

is based on the fact that any discharge occurring at any point along windings produce

an electrical signal that will propagate as a travelling wave towards both ends of the

windings. During the propagation of the PD signals along transformer windings, the

response with respect to the propagation path taken and termination characteristics will

cause attenuation and distortion to the waveforms, ultimately produced changes in the

energy characteristics of the PD pulses when they reach measurement sensors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High voltage power transformers are one of the most important components in electrical

system networks, and are used to change voltages to meet requirements of the transmis-

sion and distribution power systems. The evolution of power transformers started over

118 years ago when ABB built one of the earliest power transformers in 1893 which was

the first three phase (3�) power transformer. Essentially, transformer design has not

changed radically since then.

A transformer generally consists of several major components: bushings, windings and

high voltage insulation. Although transformers have been designed to withstand severe

environment and extreme operational conditions, unfortunately, their design is unable

to totally prevent external or internal changes that may occur over the significant period

of time that they may remain in operation. These changes can be known as degradation

or ageing processes which usually effect several parts of the transformer, specially the

transformer winding insulation systems. Degradation processes in transformers might

affect the overall transformer condition and health. If they remain untreated these phe-

nomena will reduce the operational life of power transformers. Therefore, it is necessary

to slow down these processes by appropriate and regular maintenance routines to keep

transformers in service for up to at least 60 years [1].

The maintenance process of high voltage transformers is consists of regular time-based

maintenance, however these traditional methods have been slowly replaced by condition

monitoring techniques which are growing in terms of use since they reduce the high costs

of regular maintenance and offer more reliability in monitoring high voltage transformers

and provide up to date information relating to the health and condition of transformers

so that outages and catastrophic failures can be avoided.
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1.1 Research motivation

There are different causes and conditions leading to the failure of power transformers

(further discussion in Chapter 2). Nevertheless, one of the common causes of transformer

failure is due to ageing and degradation of the solid insulation in the transformer wind-

ings. Generally, ageing which occurs within transformer windings is caused by partial

discharge (PD) activity. It does not indicate imminent failure of the power transformer

but PD is a serious degradation and ageing mechanism in the solid insulation system of

all power plant which can be considered as a precursor of transformer failure that leads

to eventual failures. Although it is not feasible to completely avoid the presence of PD

in high voltage transformers, it is however required to take steps in order to prevent

this PD severity becoming worse. Partial discharges within power transformers can be

divided into two different types: internal and external discharges. External discharges

usually take place on the bushings of the transformer and are either corona or surface

discharges. Internal discharges are due to voids, solid contamination, floating or exposed

conductors occur within the transformer tank and they may also occur somewhere within

the transformer windings.

In partial discharge diagnosis and prognosis studies, one of the important issues that

needs to be addressed is the ability to locate the affected PD area accurately in or-

der for the maintenance process to be carried out effectively. Hence, for solving the

problems associated with PD location within transformer windings, the ability to model

the transformer winding over wide frequencies is very useful. The technique is to use

lumped parameter models which are based on parameters such as resistances (R), series

capacitances (K), inductances (L) and shunt capacitances (Cg). To use this model, es-

timations of these parameters is a concern. However, due to the fact that the structure

of transformer windings are complicated and it is physically sealed within the closed

enclosure of a transformer tank in insulation media, it is difficult to assess the internal

condition from the outside of the transformer. This means that access to the windings is

very limited and consequently an estimation of unknown parameters can be extremely

difficult.

Therefore, this thesis provides another approach, based on purely measured data that

can be used as a black-box test. Theoretically, when PD signals originate inside trans-

former windings, they can be measured effectively at a number of places using measuring

sensors. Nevertheless, the travelling signals may get distorted and attenuated as they

propagate from the point of origin to the measuring sensors. Therefore the research

and development approaches in monitoring the health of power transformers must ac-

cept the limitations of non-intrusive sensors whilst applying a range of signal processing

techniques. As far as PD detection and measurement mechanisms are concerned, PD

activities in power transformers can be detected and identified by various techniques.

The most common detection techniques are: electrical, acoustical, optical and chemical.
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Due to the fact that the discharges occur inside transformer windings, electrical signals

can be considered as travelling waves, based on the fundamental theory using the the-

ory of travelling waves along passive transmission lines by L. V. Bewley [2]. Thus, if

discharges occur within the windings, the produced signals will propagate towards both

ends of the transformer windings to bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection

point.

As a result, this work uses an electrical measurement method and current transducers in

the range of radio frequency bandwidth as measurement sensors. Radio Frequency Cur-

rent Transducers (RFCTs) are located at both ends of the power transformer in order to

capture current signals produced by partial discharge activities. At the neutral to earth

connection point, PD current propagates towards the ground via the RFCT, meanwhile

at the bushing the high-frequency PD signals can propagate across the bushing core bar

to the grounded tap-point due to the bushing capacitance that acts as an equivalent

high pass filter. The system response of the very wide band RFCTs produces signals

that are proportional to the rate of change of currents.

1.2 Research objectives and scope

The research has been undertaken at the Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory, Univer-

sity of Southampton, involving experiments using a transformer winding model consist-

ing of interleaved disc windings in order to study partial discharge propagation behaviour

and energy patterns towards different ends of a transformer winding which ultimately

lead to its localisation. The transformer winding was built at Alstom T&D Transformer

Limited and has been incorporated into an experimental arrangement that includes a

core, tank and bushing. The transformer tank is filled with transformer mineral oil.

Previous Ph.D. work has investigated PD activity inside an interleaved transformer

winding using a model which was based on the PD signal current divergence within a

lumped parameter network model which yields a homogeneous partial differential equa-

tion (PDE) [3]. This gives two sets of solutions that leads to a split winding analysis, one

solution for currents flowing towards the bushing tap-point and the other for currents

flowing towards the neutral to earth connection. The previous research also considered

parameter estimations in the time and frequency domain. The main objectives of this

thesis are to find practical mathematical alternative approaches which can be used to

determine the location of PD sources inside high voltage transformer windings. Thus, in

order to achieve the objectives, the scope of works need to be established while further

discussion of the methods and processes are discussed throughout the thesis. The main

scope of works for the research is as follows:
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Experiments

The first experiment creates common types of artificial partial discharge (PD)

sources and inject the produced PD pulses inside a transformer winding physi-

cal model in order to simulate PD activities from different artificial PD sources.

Eventually, the PD signals are measured at bushing tap point and neutral to earth

connection and the measurement data will be used to study PD signals response

and propagation along a transformer winding. Ultimately, it will be used to in-

vestigate and validate the proposed method. The other experiment uses a signal

generator as a source which generates constant pulses into a transformer winding

to investigate the lumped parameter model.

Transformer modelling

Prior to modelling a transformer winding, the research is developed an alternative

approach to parameter calculations using analytical solutions derived from geomet-

rical dimensions of a transformer winding which ultimately lead to a parametric

transformer model based on lumped parameter network models for a transformer

winding using commercial mathematical simulation package SIMULINK. The model

is used to study signal propagation inside a transformer winding, showing it holds

positive real theorem. The research also considers the use of positive-real ratio-

nal functions (PR) to build a prototype model of transformer windings. Different

methods have been considered in the research to find the positive-real (PR) trans-

fer function from datasets such as vector fitting with passivity enforcement and

interpolation with positive-real functions. In theory, if we accept the validity of

the passive model [4] then identification on real data should give end results some

reasonable approximation of a positive-real function. However, this theoretical

point of view has not been validated from experiment measurements.

Purely measurement data and signal processing approach

Therefore, this research tries to develop a new approach based on a distribution of

energy method with the assumption that hidden features of the PD signal source

captured by PD detection apparatus at both ends of the transformer winding can

be extracted using advanced signal processing and feature extraction techniques.

The research considers the use of WT and PCA. Wavelet Transform was used

to decompose PD signals into different levels containing both time and frequency

information. This Wavelet produces Wavelet coefficients for nine detail levels an

approximation for each pulse and with these allows the quantification of the dis-

tribution of energies in both the time and frequency domains as a feature vector.

The use of PCA as feature extraction tool enable these energy components to com-

press the features into three important features/dimensions, to aid visualisation

and hence to possibly estimate the location of the discharge.
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1.3 Research contributions

This research has made contributions towards PD identification and localisation within

transformer windings that will be demonstrated throughout the thesis. Firstly, this

research has derived, in theory, a lumped parameter network model with passive linear

time-invariant characteristics and it is confirmed using a developed model based on

RLC parameters which are estimated using the model transformer winding geometry.

However, based on the measurement data measured from the model of the transformer

winding, it is shown that the impulse response of the transformer winding is not positive

real which directly indicates that the system cannot be considered as passive linear

time-invariant. Thus, the main contributions of this work are to study as well as to

develop a new approach of PD localisation method within a transformer winding using a

distribution of energy based on measurement data and clustering techniques. Ultimately,

based on the Wavelet filters which can be interpreted as a series of standard filters at

different frequency ranges and PCA, this research has developed a series of principal

component filters in order to perform the PD localisation autonomously that can be

facilitated into on-line condition monitoring of high voltage transformers.

The works in this thesis have contributed to the following publications:

∙ Abd Rahman, M. S., Hao, L. and Lewin, P. L. (2011) Partial discharge location

within a transformer winding using principal component analysis. 17th Interna-

tional Symposium on High Voltage Engineering, Hannover, Germany, 22-26 Aug

2011.

∙ Abd Rahman, M. S., Hao, L. and Lewin, P. L. (2011) Location of partial discharges

within a transformer winding using principal component analysis. The Fourth

UHVnet Colloquium, Winchester, UK, 18-19 Jan 2011.

∙ Abd Rahman, M. S., Hao, L., Rapisarda, P. and Lewin, P. L. (2012) Partial

discharge simulation for a high voltage transformer winding using a model based on

geometrical dimensions. The Fifth UHVnet Colloquium, University of Leicester,

Leicester, UK, 18 - 19 Jan 2012.

∙ Abd Rahman, M.S., Rapisarda, P. and Lewin, P. L. (2012) Partial discharge propa-

gation inside a high voltage transformer winding: comparison of measurement and

simulation. IEEE Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena,

Montreal, Canada, 14 - 17 Oct 2012, pp56-59.

∙ Abd Rahman, M S, Rapisarda, P. and Lewin, P. L. (2013) The study of partial dis-

charge propagation signal limitation for localisation method inside a high voltage

transformer windings. Dielectrics 2013, 10 - 12 Apr 2013.
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∙ Abd Rahman, M S, Rapisarda, P. and Lewin, P. L. (2013) Construction of finite

impulse wavelet filter for partial discharge localisation inside a transformer wind-

ing. IEEE 2013 Electrical Insulation Conference, Ottawa, CA, 02 - 05 June 2013.

pp30-34.

∙ Abd Rahman, M S, Rapisarda, P. and Lewin, P. L. (2014) The use of three dimen-

sional filters for on-line partial discharge localisation in large transformers. IEEE

2014 Electrical Insulation Conference, Philadelphia, USA, 8 -11 June 2014.
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1.4 Thesis organisation

The remainder of the thesis consists of six chapters which are organised in such a way

to demonstrate the work involved in partial discharge (PD) identification and locali-

sation within high voltage transformer windings. Chapter 2 contains explanations on

causes of failures and problems associated with high voltage transformers and how to

monitor these problems. Thus, a review of condition monitoring of high voltage trans-

formers focused on PD is also included in this chapter. There is also an evaluation of the

high voltage transformer windings models for PD propagation studies inside transformer

windings and follows with the previous and current research into partial discharge phe-

nomena within high voltage transformer windings specially for the PD localisation inside

a transformer winding.

Chapter 3 describes a physical configuration of a transformer winding manufactured

by Alstom that has been incorporated into this work that allows the study of PD sig-

nal propagation characteristics inside a winding and also helps developing a simulation

model of a transformer winding which have similar configurations and behaviour over

high-frequency transient signals using a lumped parameter network. The model is used

to simulate PD behaviour inside a winding. R, L and C parameters associated with

the simulation model are calculated using an analytical description based on physical

dimensions of the winding. Studies of behaviour and response of the developed model

to the injected signals were carried out. The sensitivity studies of the model are useful

in providing information on the relationship between the parameters which are depen-

dent on the conditions of the winding and the final behaviour of the signals which are

measured at the opposite ends of the winding. The use of vector fitting with passivity

enforcement and interpolation on positive-real PR to find positive-real (PR) functions

from datasets with the purpose of coming out with an equivalent transformer winding

model and also its limitations are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 describes artificial PD sources and experiments for PD propagation studies

inside a transformer winding. The experiment involved two separate sources, one with

artificial PD sources which include void, corona, surface and floating discharges, and the

other is constant pulse signals produced from a pulse generator. PD signals generated

from artificial sources were injected into the transformer winding in order to simulate

partial discharge activity and create data for further PD analysis. Meanwhile, electrical

pulses from a signal generator are used in order to study the effect of the winding

response to the injected signals using comparisons of a lumped parameter model. Two

similar type of RFCTs are connected to the bushing tap point and neutral to earth

connection for data measurement purposes.

Chapter 5 describes several of the signal processing methods that have been used in PD

data analysis and combinations of the methods are used in order to produce distribution

of energy of original PD signals from measurement data. Basically, Wavelet Transform
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is a series of low-pass, band-pass and high-pass filters and these filters are linked to each

other based on quadrature mirror filters. As a result, the Wavelet can be reconstructed in

the form of finite impulse response (FIR) filters based on infinite impulse response (IIR)

filter approximation that can be linearly combined with first three principal component

loadings in order to produce three principal component filters to replace the combined

process of WT and PCA. These signal analyses are really important which help to

process the data in order to identify the locations of PD within a transformer winding.

Chapter 6 illustrates results obtained based on initial work of this research using Vector

fitting. Due to the fact that, it was not possible to generate transfer functions which

hold positive real, the thesis uses alternative approach using absolute energy distribu-

tion method based on the use of Wavelet analysis and Principal Component Analysis

to estimate the location of PD sources within a transformer winding. The results from

various PD sources, variable voltages and different mother wavelets are presented. Ulti-

mately, the results produced from three dimensional principal component filters which

are designed and constructed based on Wavelet filters and PCA are also presented with

the main motivation to design autonomous localisation tool for on-line PD condition

monitoring of high voltage transformers.

Finally, Chapter 7 emphasise on final discussions, summaries the conclusions and sug-

gests possible future works on this research area.

1.5 Summary

Standard analytical approaches for PD localisation in large transformers have relied on

theory developed in the middle of last century based on linear time invariant models. In

this thesis it is shown that these models do not hold and consequently a new method for

PD source localisation is proposed where a set of FIR filters are implemented that appro-

priate to a non-linear analytical approach for PD source localisation in HV transformer

windings.
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Chapter 2

High voltage transformer

condition monitoring

High voltage (H.V.) transformers constitute some of the most expensive and important

assets for transmission and distribution utilities company in both capital expenditure

and operational requirements [5]. The power rating of transformers can be as low as

a few kVA to over hundreds of MVA depending on the power requirement of power

systems. In practice, the life span of transformers can reach up to 60 years with appro-

priate maintenance [1,6]. However, the majority of power transformers that have been in

service for many years, experience different environments and conditions that can cause

ageing within the system. As the transformers age and also their internal conditions

i.e. insulation strength degrades, the resulting probability of failure increases. There

are many possible factors related to transformers ageing, one of the factors is partial

discharge. On the other hand, operational failures for high voltage transformer, happen

at the point when the insulation system is no longer able to withstand severe condition

by external factors such as lightning strikes, transient over-voltages and short circuits.

Moreover, transformer failures may also occur internally, due to: electromagnetic, dielec-

tric, thermal and chemical degradation which are all dependent on the internal system

within transformers [7].

Eventually, transformer failures can be predicted using the Bayesian methods and Com-

bine Analysis (CA) that have been introduced based on all statistical and mathematical

tools [8]. Based on the these predictions, it is possible to quantify the impacts on service

reliability which effect the customers interrupted. The results have shown, there were 25

transformer outages out of 174 115 kV power transformers during the periods of 1970-

1987 in New England. The predictions calculated for that period in this case study is

almost 99 % accurate hence the prediction using Bayesian analysis and CA approaches

are shown to be an effective means for predicting failures.
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A survey of transformer population from a German utility shows that the failure rate

of transformers exponentially increases at the age of 27 years and the number of service

transformers between 50-55 years are less than ten units. The failure causes of high

voltage transformers according to the report are due to transformer winding faults are

35 % of cases [7]. Another report presents transformer failures within Eskom transmis-

sion networks in South Africa during 1996-2006 [9]. It is reported that, the transformer

failures start in early life, however, there is a period of constant failure rates from early

life up to 25 years which indicates that the failures of below 25 year old transformers are

probably due to design or manufacturing problems in those transformers, as transform-

ers are believed to have a life span of more than 50 years. After 25 years up to 45 years

old transformers, the failure rates increase dramatically with age, hence, it is attributed

to transformer ageing and failure of dielectric components. This report also provide

informations regarding percentage of each component in high voltage transformers that

cause failures in Eskom’s network in South Africa as shown in Table 2.1. It is shown that

the winding part contributes to 16 % of total transformer failures over approximately

2700 high voltage transformers installed on the transmission network during a period of

ten years.

Table 2.1: Percentage of transformer component failures during the years of
1996-2006, Figure 3 in page 3 [9]

Component Failures in %

Windings 16
Bushings 31

Tap changer 34
Core 2

Main tank 13
Oil system 13
Auxiliaries 6

There is also a report [10] which has reproduced from International Council for Large

Electric Systems (CIGRE) questionnaire on transformer failures that identified compo-

nents that cause transformer failures as shown in Table 2.2:

Table 2.2: Components causing the failure of transformers in service, Table 1
in page 4/4 [10]

Component Failures in %

Windings 29
Terminals 29

Magnetic circuit 11
Main tank 13
Oil system 13

On-load tapchanger 13
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Based on the previous table, the failure of transformer windings has contributed to

almost 29 percent of all transformer failures in service and this is the highest factor

which contributes to failures apart from other external causes. Thus, based on these

reports, transformer windings are one of the components that record high percentages

in transformer failures alongside other components such as bushings and tap changer or

terminals. Therefore, problems that are associated with transformer windings are not

trivial and further actions need to be taken in order to prevent this problem and hence

reduce the probability of transformer failures.

Why is it important to prevent or minimise transformer failures? The reasons are that

transformer outages have a significant economic impact on the operation of an electrical

network and affect residential consumers or industrial plants, and an unplanned power

transformer outage often costs millions of pounds, as reported in several papers [7, 11].

Although, faults may be detected during planned routine maintenance (off-line); but

some faults, specially partial discharge for instance may develop rapidly which may

cause worse damage to the transformer before any planned maintenance schedule. For

this reason, diagnosis and on-line condition monitoring system developments are seen to

be more useful for detecting incipient faults which may develop from the beginning of

transformers service rather than waiting for a problem to become worse. This technique

increases both reliability and efficiency, and also the life-span of power transformers by

preventing failures. Ultimately, it will help to reduce the huge amount of replacements.

As a result, transmission and distribution network operators such as National Grid in

the UK have started to pay more attention and invest more money into research projects

in order to develop on-line condition monitoring techniques. The transformer condition

monitoring fundamentals will be discussed further in Section 2.3.

2.1 Evolution of condition monitoring systems

Initially, high voltage transformer maintenances began with traditional routine preven-

tative maintenances using time-based approach. The processes have been done manually

by the use of observation that include the levels and types of dissolved gases in oil-filled

equipment, mechanical routine checks or gas pressure checks [12]. Therefore, they are

usually performed off-line, meaning that transformers need to be taken out of service,

therefore causing possibly interruptions of service provided by utilities. Due to the fact

that, an off-line system does not provide an instantaneous check up of the state of health

of transformers, the traditional off-line monitoring system often provides a lagging indi-

cation of failure as well as providing information about the equipment which has been

monitored after a failure has occurred. As a result of this, information available for pre-

diction of failure was not available. The characteristics of these techniques usually limit

their ability to acquire data and provide an interpretation of the data, therefore limiting
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the ability to provide sufficient information that is required to optimise maintenance

strategies.

In order to improve this situation, condition monitoring techniques as a part of condition-

based maintenance (CBM), have been recently developed to meet the modern require-

ments of asset management in power networks [5, 11]. This is also known as predictive

maintenance. Due to the fact that, information technologies have grown over the last

few years, opening ways for new techniques in transformer CM to emerge, specially to

replace conventional CM by on-line CM which is more suitable in applications with mod-

ern high voltage plants and smart grids. On-line monitoring systems growth is parallel

with the development of sensor and computer technologies as it is usually incorporated

with sensors, computer servers, control systems and data storage. Hence, on-line mon-

itoring can be considered as one of the modern monitoring systems which have been

improved in terms of the way of data acquisition, analysis and distribution where the

Internet also plays a role.

Nevertheless, before applying this kind of system into a whole system, first the existing

condition of the transformer has to be analysed. With the emerging of expert systems,

condition monitoring for high voltage plant are able to provide realistic and accurate

information regarding the health of high voltage plant.

2.2 Condition monitoring benefits

Condition monitoring (CM) is a tool which may be implemented within high voltage

transformers in order to replace routine maintenances and also to reduce unplanned

breakdowns. Hence, extending the life of high voltage transformers and also increas-

ing the plant’s operations. Nevertheless, in order for CM to be successful deployed,

there are two general requirements that need to be fulfilled: the process itself must be

self-sufficient, which means it does not require manual intervention. It must provide

detection of incipient faults, with useful information about the rate of change degrada-

tion of the faults [13, 14]. CM is also believed to be a useful indicative and predictive

tool; in terms of it is able to indicate early incipient faults and predict the remaining

useful life-span of high voltage plants. Thus, maintenance engineers are able to plan

maintenance operation in advance before certain maximum limits are reached. Hence,

attaching condition monitoring equipment to high voltage transformers will help to limit

severity of incipient faults and prevent them from growing further which may effect other

parts within the system before they lead to operation failure. Apart from improving the

maintenance procedures, another advantage of good condition monitoring is the preven-

tion of overloading problems in high voltage transformers. The reason for this is because

condition monitoring enables the root causes of failure or the location of failure to be
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identified in advance, so that maintenance processes can be carried out more effectively,

hence reducing unnecessary costs [7, 11,14].

As far as high voltage power transformers are concerned, transformers are major com-

ponents in the transmission and distribution networks, therefore the loss of a main unit

can have an enormous impact on the security and integrity of the power supply as well

as having significant costs. The value of transformers which are owned by the electric-

ity generation, transmission and distribution companies in the UK equate to billions of

pounds sterling. The replacement costs of transformers alone on the National Grid are

about one billion pounds sterling [10]. Therefore, as a method of fault prevention, in

order to reduce the replacement costs whilst maintaining the integrity and management

of assets, CM is of increasing importance and has started to be used on high voltage

transformers.

2.3 Condition monitoring techniques of power

transformers

In condition monitoring of high voltage transformers, the major concern is to identify the

condition of major components as any weakness/deterioration in any part of transformers

may eventually leads to a catastrophic failure. The main components in this context of

high voltage transformers are; transformer windings, insulation systems, cooling circuits

and bushings. While the key points of strategic monitoring factors are the strength and

rigidity of the windings, the moisture contents of transformer oil, ageing of the dielectric

insulation system associated with PD and the operating temperature also need to be

considered [13].

There are various techniques that are offered by maintenance companies as well as

manufacturers [14], which allow the monitoring of various aspects of the transformer in-

cluding transformer windings. Traditionally, high voltage power transformer condition

monitoring may be undertaken using one common analysis, which is dissolved gas analy-

sis (DGA) which senses the changes in physical conditions of transformers and produces

a relation between faults using measurement analysis. Nevertheless, the tests are avail-

able according to particular situations. According to Figure 2.1, transformer condition

monitoring can be divided into several categories that have been used in order to moni-

tor the health of transformers. Each particular type of analysis in Figure 2.1 is used in

order to achieve condition monitoring but based on different physical parameters that

are related to particular faults. Since faults in transformers normally produce changes

in the transformer such as a temperature change, vibrations or degradation chemicals

as by products [11]. Further details regarding chemical analysis, high voltage electrical

testing, thermal analysis, vibration analysis, DGA, frequency response analysis (FRA),
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supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system have been discussed in liter-

ature [11, 15, 16]. Some of those techniques can be combined in the same system when

necessary or for more accuracy, for example, when condition monitoring is involved in

monitoring the condition of insulation properties of transformer windings.

Figure 2.1: Transformer condition monitoring Techniques

2.3.1 On-line transformers condition monitoring

There are a few examples that illustrate on-line condition monitoring for high voltage

transformers. Alstom T&D, in Germany, is one company which has developed their own

on-line monitoring systems for high voltage transformers, the so called Alstom monitor-

ing system MS 2000 which is able to monitor 400 kV transformers [17, 18]. Meanwhile,

ElectraNet SA, has invested in these areas and has been highly successful in overcoming

the limitations associated with traditional techniques of collecting transformer condition

information. ElectraNet SA does not neglect the existing CM techniques but it asso-

ciates it with a developed intelligent system to be used along with existing traditional

monitoring systems [5].

As far as on-line monitoring systems are concerned, they are dependent on what kind

of sensors are attached to the transformer and the architecture of monitoring systems,

including software that is used in monitoring and diagnosis as it is uniquely based on

particular designs. Figure 2.2 shows an example of principal architecture design of

the AREVA MS 3000 that has been developed by AREVA for monitoring high voltage

power transformers [19]. It is worthwhile to note that there is no possibility that modern

transformer CM will completely replace traditional techniques as some implementations

of on-line CM can be costly. Nevertheless, it is useful to note the differences between the

techniques and through the combination of both approaches improve CM and ultimately

provide the complete solution to transformer monitoring and hence allow optimisation

of maintenance strategies to be achieved.

There are various ways to monitor power transformers as presented earlier. However,

this thesis reported the research that is mainly concerned with transformer condition
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Figure 2.2: On-line condition monitoring of high voltage power transformer,
Fig. 1 in pp.1303 [19]

monitoring techniques which based on PD phenomenon and particularly on localisation

of partial discharge within transformer windings either off-line or on-line.

2.4 Partial discharge sources, characteristics and behaviour

within transformer windings

Formation of partial discharges inside transformer windings is due to several causes such

as contamination or manufactured defects during manufacture processes, but the main

factor may be due to degradation processes occurring in dielectric insulation components

which then develop into different type of PD sources [20–22].

Typically, PD that occurs in high voltage transformers, particularly within windings may

come from different sources, examples include: voids inside dielectric material, sharp

point electrodes, discharges in oil or surface discharges in oil, gas bubble discharges

in oil and discharges in indeterminate-potential particles moving in oil. According to

IEC 60270 standards on high voltage test techniques- Partial discharge measurement,

PD is a localised discharge that only partially bridges the insulation materials placed

between two electrodes (i.e it does not completely bridge the electrodes), when two

criteria are fulfilled [23]. The first criterion is that, the electric field has to be above the

PD inception field or in other words, the inception voltage should be higher than the

threshold voltage. Secondly, electrons also need to be available in order to trigger any

discharge processes [20,24].
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PD events may be described as stochastic in nature, meaning there is a variation in

the time interval between discharge events and magnitude of discharges [25, 26]. How-

ever, if the event occurring is based on the first criterion where the electric field (E)

is larger than the local electric field strength (E′), PD is generated by deterministic

processes where the criterion is completely deterministic. Even if the phase angle is

concerned, discharge events do not occur randomly but they occur in a specific man-

ner with less scatter than is anticipated [27]. It can also be looked at from a different

point of view, where a deterministic process generates apparently stochastic discharge

events where in fact the events are non-linear and sensitive to initial conditions. Thus,

it is most likely possible that there exists deterministic properties explaining the dis-

charge mechanism. Nevertheless, due to the initial position of an electron to start the

avalanche process, ionisation, surface charge distribution and charge recombination are

most probably stochastic in nature with some probability which is described by statis-

tical laws of physics, therefore the real nature of PD events is still regarded as an open

question [24,26].

In another report investigating the PD phenomena inside transformer windings insula-

tion systems [28], it states that PD appears as surface discharges at inception then turn

into internal discharges before they cause the insulation breakdown, but in most cases,

the inter-turn PD inside the transformer windings appear as a combination of surface

and internal discharges. From this report, it seems to be just two different stages in-

volved in the development of discharge activities inside transformer windings. However,

in another report [29], PD activities can be divided into four different stages; initial,

development, severe and dangerous stage in which at each stage, PD may evolve differ-

ently depending on the current and initial conditions of the surrounding. It is because as

mentioned earlier the causes of partial discharges are due to several different unknown

factors which can lead to different discharge processes. Nevertheless, any PD is consid-

ered to be harmful to the system as it causes energy loss depending on the intensity of

the PD activity and leads to further degradation of the solid insulating materials from

the viewpoint of high voltage engineering.

In terms of pulses, PD events inside transformer windings can be visualised as a very

short duration of electrical pulses propagating from the discharge location along the

winding towards measurement points. The duration as well as the shape of PD pulses

depend on the type of partial discharge and the system where the pulses occur i.e. the

system in which PD occurred may influence the characteristic and behaviour of PD

pulses. A report suggested that the pulse is determined by the nature, form and the

extent of the discharge severity [30]. In gas insulation systems (GIS), one of the dis-

charges can be caused from gas voids which have a very short duration lasting only a few

nanoseconds and spectral content from 300 MHz up to or beyond 1 GHz. These type of

discharges also can be found in liquid nitrogen. On the other hand, in a conventional

oil-filled system such as in high voltage transformers, the discharges usually occurs in
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gas-filled voids or voids inside high voltage cable joints or transformer windings inter-

faces/sections, producing discharge pulses with longer duration approximately in the

range of several microseconds (�s), consequently have frequency spectral content of a

few tens of MHz [31].

As far as PD is concerned, it can occur anywhere inside the transformer winding espe-

cially where the insulating materials become aged and weak or bubbles or voids inside

solid insulation exist. These might also be located in the H.V. leads of windings, within

pressboards, near the H.V. winding ends, clamps of windings, inter-sections of windings,

inside the winding and within the transformer oil [32]. If PDs occur along transformer

windings between bushing connections and neutral to earth connections, the discharge

signals will propagate along the winding towards both ends of the transformer winding,

eventually reaching external measurement points. However, owing to the complexity

of transformer structural designs, the measurement points can only be located at cer-

tain locations within the transformer at which the signals are able to reach the selected

points. For example: the transformer tank ground line, neutral to earth connections

and the bushing tap points.

A more important issue regards the propagation behaviour of the discharge signals along

the winding, because of the complex structure of the transformer winding; transformer

windings will provide a fairly complex propagation path from the discharge site towards

the measuring points. Consequently, before discharge signals are able to reach the

measuring terminals, PD pulses suffer distortion and attenuation while travelling from

discharge locations to measuring points. According to L. V. Bewley, the deformation

of pulses in terms of attenuation and distortion occur because of energy losses due to

resistances and by variations in the inductances and capacitances caused by frequency

and position in transformer windings where usually at the end of the winding some of the

parameter values can be higher compared to others based on arrangements. Therefore,

discharge pulses change their shape, becoming elongated, steepness becomes reduced

and the propagating waves are no longer similar [2].

In transformer windings, PD located randomly along the transformer winding and the

deformation (i.e. distortion and attenuation) of the discharge signals is highly dependent

on the PD sites. Thus, it is always difficult to predict discharge intensity and to deter-

mine the type, level and location using a measured signal. However, the only solution to

tackle this problem is, to know and understand the nature of the partial discharge inside

the winding and how PD pulse propagation from the site of origin to the measuring

points will provide a good degree of accuracy in interpretation of the PD signals and its

location inside the winding [30,32–34].
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2.5 Partial discharge detection and measurement systems

Another effect of degradation and ageing processes on dielectric materials is the per-

mittivity (") of solid or liquid dielectrics is gradually reduced. Due to a combination

of higher permittivity from insulating materials and lower permittivity values from a

defect, the electric field strength (E) of the material itself may be increased, hence in-

creases the likelihood of PD activity to occur. Ultimately, further deterioration takes

place within the insulation system.

Thus, it is essential to monitor as well as to measure partial discharge activities in high

voltage transformers in order to slow down or stop any degradation processes which

would effect the performance and lifetime of the transformers. There is on-going re-

search world-wide into on-line condition monitoring using PD detection and measure-

ment for high voltage transformers. It is worthwhile to note that there are a few issues

to be considered before PD detection and measurement can be undertaken. B. Fruth

had described a few considerations during PD measurement, these are; the apparent

charges of PD signals maybe small in magnitude, where they usually superimposed by

interferences and disturbances therefore it is necessary to distinguish the actual PD sig-

nals. Secondly, in three-phase (3�) systems such as real transformers PD sources can be

present in all three phases and the PD signals can crosstalk from one phase to another,

so it is also necessary to distinguish PD from different phases. Thirdly, measuring and

acquisition systems can distort characteristics of PD signals i.e. the signals are not cap-

tured totally or two signals are measured as one if the acquisition system comes with

a low sampling rate or resolution time [20]. Normally, on site e.g a substation, there

is a lot of interference or background noise and the PD signals are easily affected and

it is important to distinguish between a real PD and noise in order to produce precise

results. This is more vital if the system consists of different measurement points at the

same transformer. Therefore, in order to ‘clean’ the signals, de-noising processes have

been introduced and described in the literature to improve the signal to noise ratio, this

process can be achieved by using either wavelet analysis or other techniques [35].

These days, there are several techniques which have been implemented in order to mea-

sure PD activity inside high voltage plants, specially transformers. They can be sub-

divided into different categories which relate to the PD degradation effects and using

different measurement apparatus. R. Bartnikas and R. Schwarz in their papers, studied

the mechanism and detection of PD activity inside a transformer and outlined several

discharge effects that can occur during PD events [36, 37]. The partial discharge ac-

tivity can cause changes in the chemical and physical nature of a system while it is

assumed that the actual process may involve generation of an electrical, thermal, gas

pressure, light or sound emission or a combination of these parameters [38]. During dis-

charging processes, electromagnetic radiation may also be emitted with several ranges

of frequency spectra from radio frequencies (RF) up to ultra-high frequencies (UHF).
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Thus, according to the different processes that occur during a discharge, PD detection

is divided into two different classes: electrical and non-electrical detection approaches.

There is a study that compared several PD measurement techniques which based on

electrical, chemical and acoustical techniques [39]. Nevertheless, this is not the main

issue with PD detection approaches as they might come with their own advantages and

drawbacks, a more important aspect is how to choose the appropriate PD detection

equipments (i.e. sensors) which must be suitable for particular conditions, locations and

signals.

One of the widely implemented sensor in PD measurement is an ultra high frequency

(UHF) type sensor. It has normally been used in gas insulated substations (GIS) as

its wide band frequency range can be up to a few GHz and therefore suitable for de-

tection of PD in GIS and PD in liquid nitrogen (as mentioned in Section 4.1) due to

the fact that the frequency spectrum of PD inside gas insulation systems might be up

to 1 GHz [40]. Nevertheless, narrow band UHF sensors have typically a bandwidth

in the GHz region with variable centre frequency and this can also be applied to PD

detection in detecting propagation of discharge signals inside oil-filled high voltage trans-

former tanks [41]. Many researchers have developed methods using UHF signals [42,43].

Basically, UHF sensors, with detection bandwidths of 500 MHz - 2 GHz are mounted

outside transformer tanks shown in Figure 2.3 and are able to detect and respond to

the wave radiation from PD activities inside transformers. This sensor is found to be

more sensitive than its acoustic sensor counterpart, but the primary limitation on UHF

detection is; that it is usually unable to tolerate high levels of interference from other

sources [41]. Multiple UHF sensors also been fitted to transformers and are able to locate

partial discharge activities within a transformer tank. However, the UHF sensors are

not suitable for detecting and locating PD that occur inside a transformer winding due

to two reasons; firstly because of the geometrical complexity of the transformer winding

itself and secondly because UHF sensors are also able to capture other PD sources at

the same time at different locations inside a transformer tank. As a result, researchers

cannot distinguish whether the source is located inside a winding or in another part of

a transformer insulation system.

On the other hand, PD activity also releases a small amount of energy instantaneously

and it affects the surroundings by changing the pressure of the system. Moreover,

sometimes it may create explosive discharge events on adjacent materials. Due to this

reaction, vibrations and oscillations of pressure are produced, and thus transmitted in

terms of waves via the insulation medium known as an acoustic wave. The waves are

then transmitted from the source location and pressure transducers are able to pick

up the emission waves and convert them to corresponding electrical signals for further

partial discharge analysis. In real applications, acoustic waves that have been generated

by PD are normally detected directly using a non-intrusive method via piezo-electric

sensors.
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Figure 2.3: A UHF sensor mounted on a transformer tank, Fig. 2 in pp.763 [43]

Piezo-electric sensors are usually mounted on the transformer wall externally and the

frequency bandwidth for this type of sensor is 100−400 kHz [10]. Acoustic emission wave

detection methods have also been developed and used at the Tony Davies High Voltage

Laboratory for detection of partial discharge activities in high voltage cable accessories

and cable insulations [44]. However, it was found that the sensitivity and reliability of

this method is reduced in a high noise environment and also if the insulation damping is

high. Furthermore, this measurement method was believed to not work well in dealing

with both direct and indirect acoustic waves produced by PD due to the interference of

both waves and also the impedance transfer function of propagation path is complicated

due to acoustic waves that tend to propagate along multiple pathways [45].

Hence, in order to overcome the limitations, non-intrusive detection methods can be re-

placed by intrusive methods. These methods are conducted in such a way that they are

able to detect direct waves before they are corrupted by other signals from an indirect

path. The best intrusive sensors which can be used are optical fibres as shown in Fig-

ure 2.4. They are also immune to electromagnetic interferences (EMI) which allow them

to perform well in noisy environments which are typical in high voltage power substa-

tions. They are flexible, lighter, smaller in size and have a high sensitivity level compared

to the conventional wall mounted Piezoelectric sensors [46, 47]. An electro-optic mod-

ulator with suitable coupling device such as RFCT or HFCT have been developed for

detection and transmission of partial discharge signals from detection point to analysis

point and can be used for H.V. cables as well as high voltage transformers. It is based on

the use of a Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) as a wave guide modulator which modulates the

intensity of transmitted laser light as a linear function of the voltage [45]. Furthermore,

this system is passive, therefore does not require additional power at the measurement

points. Instead, it uses a polarised light source and photo-diodes connected to a digital

oscilloscope.
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Figure 2.4: Optical fiber for PD detection, Fig. 1 in pp.1069 [47]

Based on what has been reported, PD detection and measurement inside high voltage

transformers can be done using the non-electrical methods. However, PD signals also can

be measured using an electrical method. This system measures high frequency currents

which are induced from discharge activity using an electrical PD measurement circuit

such as inductive or capacitive current transducers. Current transformers based on in-

ductive coupling such as RFCT and HFCT are commonly used for detecting PD current

signals inside transformers [3,23,48] and cable joints [31]. Moreover, RFCT is commonly

used in transformers with a bushing tap while HFCT perfectly suits transformers with-

out a bushing tap [35]. The basic principle of current coupling devices is that, the sensors

have a large impedance against power frequency but have a low impedance against high

frequency components. Hence, this analysis will eliminate power frequency components

and detect discharge currents which contain high frequency components flowing to the

ground. Although this method may provide reliable results and is relatively easy to

implement, there are also limitations with this technique such as it requires a low noise

as well as a good calibration. These factors make them more common in laboratory

tests with low noise environments.
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Figure 2.5: A RFCT sensor connected on a wire neutral to ground, Fig. 3 in
pp.2 [49]

2.6 Transformer modelling

Transformer models are important in studying high voltage transformers behaviour over

different frequency ranges as well as developing condition monitoring techniques. There

are various transformer models that have been presented to date, which have been used

widely for research purposes, such as impulse-voltages in windings, insulation coordina-

tion and analysing various over-voltage events. There are a few research papers that

have reported, the use of modelling approaches for understanding measurements and

propagation of signals in windings due to partial discharge activities [50,51].

Basically, transformer behaviour is dependent on the frequency of the applied voltage

which allows it to react differently in different situations either under normal conditions

i.e. power frequency or transient signals in high frequencies. On the other hand, accord-

ing to physical arrangement of transformers, there are two major components inside a

transformer which may influence an equivalent model: a transformer core and its wind-

ing. A core usually consists of magnetising inductances and the parasitic capacitance

coupled with the magnetising inductance, meanwhile a transformer winding consists of

several electrical parameters. Thus transformer models can be very complicated due to

parameters which are both non-linear and frequency dependent [52].

Although, high voltage transformers normally come with a core and windings, both

of them do not behave in the same manner over a similar frequency region. There

was a study which described that a transformer core behaviour prevails at very low

frequencies, while at higher frequencies the behaviour of winding prevails, meaning the

effect of a transformers core can be neglected [53]. Based on this statement, when the

transformer experiences high frequency components such as partial discharge signals,
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only a winding needs to be considered in a model, which makes the modelling process

more straightforward and easier to carry out.

There are plenty of models that have been developed in order to facilitate transformer

studies. It may be a difficult process to divide all modelling methods into accurate classes

as discussed by F. de Leon and A. Semlyen [54]. However, it is easy to say that most

of the models can be assumed to be in one of two main groups: physical modelling and

purely measurement data approaches. However, there is a combination of both measured

data models and physical models, known as hybrid models which consist of an internal

detailed model and a black box model which has been discussed in detail in [55].

Basically, a physical modelling approach is based on an analytical model of simplified

physical structural data in either mathematical software, electrical circuit simulations

or finite element methods (FEM) [56]. The model normally consists of a transformer’s

internal structure, thus it is also recognised as a detailed model. This approach normally

gives accurate and acceptable results [57]. However, the accuracy of the detailed model

in response to transient characteristic signals relies on the accuracy of the values of

transformer parameters such as RLC which may not be constant over a wide frequency

range or intended frequencies. Moreover, there are also disadvantages associated with

these types of models. First, the development and simulation processes can be long for a

large transformer. Secondly, the required parameters such as transformer winding RLC

are not easily available.

In order to provide an alternative approach to physical modelling, a black box model is

introduced. It is obtained from measurement data from suitable measurement terminals

of a transformer. The measured data can be in terms of time or frequency domains

and will produce transformer responses according to the data [50]. In general, a black

box model does not involve any physical interpretation but instead uses digital signal

processing as well as advanced fitting techniques such as vector fitting [58, 59] and in-

terpolation methods [60] for transfer function representations. Although the time and

frequency domains can be used to model transformer windings. Nevertheless, the fre-

quency response (FR) of the measured data is more favourable than the time domain

analysis as it offers more information such as the distribution of energy in the frequency

domain.

On the other hand, frequency response analysis (FRA) is one of the methods which can

be used in order to detect unwanted events inside transformer windings. Generally, FRA

computes transfer functions of a transformer winding that normally performs consider-

ably well below 1 MHz. The diagnosis of the health of a transformer winding can be

done using this method e.g. for detecting deformations or displacements inside trans-

former windings which may change its transfer functions. Hence it is perfectly suitable

for analysis of mechanical deformation [53] but it is an open question whether it is a

useful tool for partial discharge modelling in terms of PD locations.
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2.7 Transformer winding models for partial discharge

phenomena

As far as transformer winding models are concerned, they are associated with frequency

dependent characteristics due to the physical construction of transformer windings. Any

transient signals propagated may be effected by oscillation, distortion and attenuation

depending on their frequencies. Moreover, PD activities that occur inside the trans-

former winding may produce transient current pulses up to several tens of MHz, normally

in the range of 20 MHz - 100 MHz. Thus, a suitable model that represents a winding

over this frequency range is required in order to study the partial discharge phenom-

ena, such as propagation inside the transformer winding for condition monitoring and

maintenance purposes.

Generally, propagation of PD pulses with different frequency ranges will behave differ-

ently in transformer windings due to a winding transfer function which changes accord-

ingly. PD signals may also be distorted or attenuated at different frequency ranges [34].

The study [34] based on transfer functions of propagation paths of PD shown that a

transformer winding associated with oscillatory and capacitive regions, where the os-

cillatory region is low frequency (less than 400 kHz) and capacitive region is in a high

frequency range (beyond 400 kHz) [61]. In the oscillatory region, the amplitude of PD

signals vary at some frequencies response and are phase shifted due to the propaga-

tion path, whereas in the capacitive region, the amplitude of response is unchanged.

Nevertheless, different studies have shown otherwise [62, 63]. The studies show that

the capacitive region is beyond 1 MHz, and is believed that a capacitive region at low

frequencies (≤ 1 MHz) exists in a hypothetical interleaved winding but not in a conven-

tional disc type winding.

Theoretically, interleaved windings have a frequency range where the winding can be

simulated as a capacitive ladder circuit which is used to determine the initial voltage

distribution in the winding once a transient voltage is applied. As a result, capacitive

ladder networks have provided good results for a lightning impulse voltage distribution

with frequencies centered at approximately 200 kHz in the frequency bandwidth of 100 -

500 kHz [62]. High frequency characteristics of both interleaved and plain disc windings

are compared, and it is confirmed that interleaved winding behaves as a capacitive

ladder network at certain frequency ranges but this is not true in the case of the plain

disc [62]. However, before the winding can be modelled as a capacitive ladder circuit,

the analysis has to satisfy two requirements; within the interest frequency range, the

winding transfer function should have a constant magnitude value, and also the phase

shift must be small [63]. In literature, a mentioned frequency range which the winding

acts as a capacitive ladder network approximately from 100-500 kHz [30,62]. Figure 2.6

shows a capacitive ladder network, where K and C are the series and shunt capacitances

respectively.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic diagram of capacitor ladder network

Although several works have shown that a transformer winding may behave like a ca-

pacitive network for other transient analysis, but the capacitive ladder network may

introduce considerable errors for PD analysis due to the fact that PD pulses are in short

time and very high frequencies that are normally in the ranges of MHz [63]. Moreover, it

is believed that PD signals that propagate along a transformer winding can be associated

in both frequency regions.

Therefore, it remained unclear where the frequency ranges of oscillatory and capacitive

of transformer windings exist. On top of that, how to determine precisely that partial

discharge only consists of a particular frequency in the capacitive region and also to

provide a model to facilitate a specific region i.e. either capacitive or oscillatory region

for propagation of PD inside a winding is still an open question.

A significant number of models have been introduced in many research papers to date,

in order to develop a winding model that able to respond towards PD signals up to

several MHz which include both oscillatory and capacitive regions. The capacitive lad-

der network is inadequate for studying PD propagation and must be replaced by a

more complex lumped circuit model in order to simulate propagation of PD pulses in a

transformer winding as illustrated by Figure 3.11 in Chapter 3.

Ideally, if PD pulse propagation belongs to frequency ranges above 500 kHz, the winding

can be modelled as a complex ladder network known as a lumped parameter network

model with; inductances (L), shunt capacitances (C), series inductances (K), mutual

inductance (M), resistances (R). However, several authors have neglected mutual in-

ductance (M) for simplification and easier analysis [63]. A lumped parameter network

can be modelled using either a physical representation in a simulation package or using

state space equations that represent an input and output equations based on impedance

matrices of a model [64]. It is claimed that a lumped parameter network model does have

a maximum frequency limit of around 1 MHz, above this frequency ranges the lumped

parameter models no longer produce accurate results [65]. Thus, the lumped parameter

models might need to be replaced with a model which can represent the winding more
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accurately over the higher frequency regions which more suitable for PD analysis. Nev-

ertheless, there are research papers that still use a lumped parameter model to simulate

PD signal propagation inside transformer windings [64,66,67].

Apart from a lumped parameter network model, multi-conductor transmission line

(MTL) models have been developed in recent years. These models assume to be valid

and able to provide the response signals with frequency ranges from a few hundred kHz

up to a few tens of MHz [68]. The model assumes that every turn of a transformer

winding acts as a transmission line and their parameters are assumed to be uniform

along the whole line. Figure 2.7 shows a transformer winding represented by a multi-

conductor transmission line model. Theoretically, the winding is considered as a single

input multiple output (SIMO) system where the PD is the input to the system while

the output are the currents or voltages at winding terminals. Mathematical solutions

are used to calculate the current and voltage outputs of the system [69]. However, it

depends on the winding due to different windings having different configurations. In

some circumstances, the MTL is difficult to apply due to the complexity of the core-

type windings, hence, in that situation, single transmission line (STL) models can be

used to overcome the problem [69].
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Figure 2.7: A transformer winding represented by multi-conductor transmission
line model, Fig.2 in pp.472 [33]

Many transformer winding models, specially for partial discharge phenomena still rely

on representing transformers by a number of resistive, inductive and capacitive elements

based on the idea of a lumped parameter network model. Unfortunately, the precision of

the models in representing transformer windings over frequency ranges still have prob-

lems due to the physical structure of the transformer windings and their components are

mostly unknown, non-linear and non-uniform magnetic field distribution probably due
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to charge injection and interaction of current propagation with magnetic core. Although,

most different techniques use either estimations based on short circuit, terminal mea-

surement data or are based on identification using artificial neural network (ANN) [70].

2.8 Localisation of partial discharge within a transformer

winding

As far as partial discharge (PD) condition monitoring is concerned, PD detection and

measurement is just a process in order to quantify partial discharge activity which oc-

curs inside high voltage plant, especially inside a transformer winding. Ultimately, PD

problems need to be addressed with appropriate solutions to prevent catastrophe fail-

ure. In order to provide cost benefit and effective solutions, it is important to determine

the location of partial discharge inside transformer windings, which is also consider as

a part of the condition monitoring and maintenance strategies. Hence, from this vital

process one can identify a discharge site and with this information a suitable decision

with respect to repair or replacement can be made.

Nevertheless, PD localisation is not an easy task for utility engineers, as the discharge

occurs deep inside a transformer winding and there is no access to the transformer

winding. On top of that, localisation inside an enclosed body itself may involve a lot

of problems and inaccuracies for the following reasons; first, due to the complexity of

the transformer winding which affects the propagation of signals in terms of attenuation

and distortion from location to measurement points, and secondly, additive noise and

interference from other internal or external sources which are not related with detected

PD signals may occur.

Due to the fact that, smart grids will be implemented as future power systems which

need advanced on-line condition monitoring for high voltage plants. Because of this,

there are ongoing research to investigate PD localisation techniques which can produce

new approaches or improve the existing techniques in order to provide utility engineers

advanced on-line condition monitoring techniques for high voltage transformers. Ul-

timately, this effort is essential in order to meet a national target of 0 % breakdown

events.

Many researchers have proposed methods in the literature for partial discharge local-

isation based on analysis of different types and the analysis processes for localisation

which may involve additional mathematical solutions and advanced signal processing

techniques [3, 71]. One of the techniques to locate PD sources is based on detecting

electromagnetic (EM) radiation in UHF ranges (300 MHz to 2 GHz). UHF sensors

are installed which detect PD signals normally occurring inside a transformer tank [42].

Generally, this method is popular in gas insulated plants. It has a high sensitivity, robust
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and successfully detects PD. Hence, the application of this technique has been extended

to high voltage transformers. Basically, the UHF sensors locate a PD site by measuring

the shortest time of arrival of the UHF signals to arrive at the sensors. Usually there

are three or more sensors mounted on a transformer tank. A report demonstrates the

details of a complete procedure of PD localisation using electromagnetic radiation in

UHF bandwidths [72]. Although the shortest radiation path is able to provide a good

approximation of a discharge location, it may be disrupted by other factors such as at-

tenuation and scattering of EM waves which are caused by the transformers structure.

Thus, it creates energy losses during the radiation process which result in errors of the

actual time of arrival [73,74].

On the other hand, a technique using acoustic wave shows a similar concept to the

electromagnetic radiation which uses the basis of wave propagation produced from PD

activity in order to determine PD location. Basically, acoustic waves created due to

either changes in pressure or a small explosion, as a result of vaporisation adjacent to

discharge sites release mechanical vibrations. The vibrations produce travelling waves

that radiate to the surrounding before they reach detection sensors. Ultimately, the

location of PD can be measured in two different ways either by measuring the time of

arrival at a sensor or comparing of signal levels from different attached sensors [75].

For the first approach i.e the time of flight localisation technique, needs at least a pair

of sensors in order to apply a triangulation method based on different arrival times of

acoustic waves. On the other hand, measurement of signal levels can still be done using

a single sensor but it is necessary to move the sensor around the possible discharge site

until position of the maximum signal is located. However, this approach is not really

practical for on-line PD measurement. W. Xiaodong et al have described a method of

using 2 dimensional (2D) and 3 dimensional (3D) localisation methods using two and

three sensors respectively. Based on the study, it has been shown that the 3D sensors

approach gave closer results to the PD source position [47]. Thus, this method is more

popular for the detection of PD activities inside transformer tanks, rather than high

voltage cables [31]. Although this technique can be used as a localisation method, it

does come with a few disadvantages which effect its performance and efficiency. Firstly,

propagation of the wave in different media with different viscosity results in different

velocities producing inaccuracy in positions. Secondly, the interference with direct and

indirect waves cause uncertainty in time of flight. Thirdly, if the propagation path

contains complex structures such as the transformer winding, it suffers attenuation hence

reducing its sensitivity. Finally, both of these techniques have high costs, associated with

them. Therefore, utility companies try to find alternative solutions which are cheaper,

whilst not compromising on the quality of obtained results.

Both acoustic and electromagnetic waves can be used as non-electrical condition moni-

toring techniques. However, there are electrical sensors that have been used to measure
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PD activity inside high voltage plant. Therefore, using output signals that can be ob-

tained from the sensors, localisation based on electrical methods can be implemented in

order to replace non-electrical localisation approaches. Normally, electrical methods use

measurement data such as discharge currents, therefore further analysis using a signal

processing method is needed in order to estimate the location of partial discharge. Nev-

ertheless, knowledge of the transformer winding arrangement or representation may be

helpful in order to provide better understanding to determine appropriate localisation

approaches.

One of the techniques is to use poles-zeroes of transfer functions obtained from frequency

domain of PD measurement data. Theoretically, the poles of transfer functions do not

carry any information about the location of PD but they are related to the parameters

of transformer winding impedance. What is more important for localisation using this

approach is the position of the zeroes which will change in respect to the location of

PD. The transformer winding for PD study can be regarded as a single input and

multiple output system, where the input is PD and the outputs are PD current signals

at bushing and neutral connection as measuring points. Transfer functions are calculated

from all possible PD locations inside a transformer winding and show that zeroes in the

transfer functions change with respect to injection location of PD signals [33]. Thus, the

zeroes contain important information for identifying PD locations. There is published

research which used this approach for PD localisation [76]. Basically, this approach is

based on the comparison between simulation model data and experiment data. Initially,

transfer functions for all PD locations from simulation models form a feature template

and the zeroes for each template are extracted. Then, the experiment measurement

data is transformed into the frequency spectrum and the same procedures are carried

out. Both of the measured feature vectors are compared and the location of PD can

be deduced when the maximum match i.e. maximum correlation occurs between these

vectors. This approach seems to work well in the frequency domain and the authors

claimed the localisation error is between 0 - 4 discs or approximately 5 % from the

exact location. Nevertheless, this method requires parameter estimations in order to

build a high frequency transformer winding model which can be difficult to achieve and

can result in errors due to the complexity of windings geometry. Another paper has

suggested the use of time domain analysis [64], but this will suffer from inaccuracy more

than the use of frequency domain analysis if there is a lack of precise models of the

transformer winding transfer function.

Alternatively, other works have also shown that the sectional winding transfer function

(SWTF) of transformers can be used to locate partial discharge sources within trans-

former windings [77, 78]. The SWTF approach depends purely on measurement data.

Therefore, it is really important that appropriate sensors are located at both ends of

the windings where PD measurements are taken simultaneously [79]. Theoretically, this

SWTF method is based on the individual measurement at both ends and usually at
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bushing and neutral points. After the signals have been taken, the individual signals

with respect to each measurement point (the bushing tap and the neutral to earth con-

nection) are mapped at various points along the winding using Sectional winding transfer

functions (SWTFs). Later on both mapped signals are compared at every point along

the winding to find the maximum value to indicate the similarity between mapped sig-

nals, this is to find the actual location of the PD source [80]. Thus, based on the studies

that have been done, SWTFs can be employed to determine PD location along the wind-

ing although the success rates still depends on the first calculated SWTF from both ends

which involve non-linear effects and other assumptions. Moreover, the SWTF technique

can also be employed in combination with artificial neural networks (ANN) where it is

trained by SWTF for evaluating and locating different generated PD in wide frequency

ranges [81]. This approach on localisation uses a transfer function with respect to mea-

surement points of the PD source which reflect the electrical system of a transformer

winding. However, it is an open question is whether the transfer function obtained from

the calculation of the transformer winding system is valid to meet the criteria of linear

time invariants as well as a passive system.

Furthermore, transformer windings will act as a capacitive ladder circuit over a specific

range of frequencies in which the propagated signals do not change phase and constant

magnitudes of transfer functions. As a result, when PD signals associated with this

frequency band, initial voltage distributions with respect to the PD pulse is distributed

along the winding and the voltage ratio of capacitance distributed among components

can be used for PD localisation along with transformer windings [82]. Previous works

on locating PD sources based on voltage measurements at opposite ends of the winding

produced problems which prevented it from being practically applied. However, with the

aid of digital filtering techniques, it is believed that it is possible to extract capacitive

transferred voltage magnitudes and also suppress the noise outside the band and hence

solve the problem [83]. Apart from a digital filtering technique, PD localisation can

also be determined by a matched filtering approach. This method is applied without

the need for extracting initial voltage components along transformer windings and the

PD location is based on the value of a known signal i.e. template and the value of the

unknown signal. Hence, the maximum correlation give an estimation of the location

of the PD site [84]. However, the capacitive ladder network is doubtful to be able

to produce accurate results for localisation as the predominant capacitive region for

transformer windings is less than several hundreds kHz, in contrast to PD signals which

are normally in the tens of MHz.

Most recent works on localisation of PD sources within a high voltage transformer wind-

ing at University of Southampton, have used validation or comparison of relative mag-

nitudes of harmonic frequency components acquired using experiment data with those

generated from theoretical models based on estimates of the amplification factors [3,71].

Theoretically, this work originates from L. V. Bewley when he investigated travelling
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waves inside transmission systems represented as lumped parameter networks, and hence

based on this, he introduced a split winding analysis where a partial differential equation

(PDE) is used to define a travelling wave moving from PD sites towards the winding

ends [2]. Fundamentally, during an event of partial discharge, the PD source can be

modelled as a lightning impulse where it will travel in both directions of the winding,

and by application of Duhamel’s principle in order to solve inhomogenous partial differ-

ential equation, hence, the voltage solutions towards bushing and neutral points can be

evaluated. Consequently, the current solutions towards both ends of a winding can be

obtained by division of known surge impedance towards both ends. The solutions con-

sist of a fixed voltage distribution, infinite series of harmonics and an exponential decay

component. The amplification magnitudes can be estimated with an assumption that

the decay factor is very large with respect to the measurable harmonic frequencies [71].

This localisation method is based on modelling approaches involving assumptions to

determine parameters that fit with the model. Although, convincing results were pro-

duced based on this approach, in order to implement this approach to other transformer

windings with different geometries make the localisation process rather complicated.

Therefore, this thesis aims to developed an alternative method based on purely mea-

surement data i.e. PD signals. As far as the signals are concerned, they can be distorted

and attenuated during the propagation process. Different attenuation levels at different

PD source locations may produce useful information which can assist in differentiating

one signal from another. Consequently, this information may be fully utilised and can

possibly be used to locate PD sources inside a transformer winding.

2.9 Summary

A survey has shown that the failure rate of high voltage transformers normally increases

at the age of 27 years of operation and a survey also reported that 35 % of the failures are

due to transformer windings. Therefore, it is important to monitor the health of power

transformers including transformer windings in order to prevent catastrophic failure

which has unwanted impacts both socially and economically.

Initially, transformer health can be monitored using planned routine maintenances. The

maintenance process is time-based and is performed periodically regardless of asset con-

dition, this leads to higher operational costs. Thus, in order to save maintenance costs

as well as to provide better indicative of incipient failures which can developed rapidly

such as PD, traditional preventive maintenances are replaced by maintenance based on

continuous condition assessments.

Condition monitoring of high voltage transformers is important in maintaining reliabil-

ity and performance of the transformers in service. Due to the fact that the modern

condition monitoring process is developed to be an on-line process. Hence, it is able to
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facilitate the requirements of new power system technologies such as smart grids. Con-

dition monitoring techniques for high voltage transformers incorporated with different

methods. However, for successful condition monitoring, it is vital to take into account

the effect of PD and PD condition monitoring processes rely on sensor technologies for

detection and measurement of PD activities. To date, different sensors have been studied

and used in PD condition monitoring such as UHF, RFCT, acoustic and optical sensor,

to obtain required data for further analysis.

On the other hand, a transformer winding model can be used to represent a real trans-

former winding in order to study transformer winding characteristics over certain fre-

quency ranges and to simulate propagation of PD signals along a winding. The model

can be developed based on either physical representations or using measurement data

with the aid of signal processing techniques such as vector fitting and state space repre-

sentation in control theory. Nevertheless, transformer winding models for PD analysis

are normally difficult to establish due to the fact that the assumptions need to be made,

and non-linear effects and also frequency ranges for PD signals are significantly higher

than the frequency ranges that a model can deal with.

Ultimately, PD localisation within transformer windings is one of the important aspects

that needs to be addressed to enable any required maintenance and replacement works

to be carried out effectively. In order to provide a support in terms of development of

the localisation process, there are lots of on-going research to study possible techniques

and approaches. These methods may involve representation of transformer windings

using either analytical models or measurement data. However, some of the approaches

do come with certain limitations which may limit its ability to be used as a localisation

tool, especially when involved with winding representation. Thus, for practical on-

line condition monitoring which does not require human intervention, the localisation

tool developed based on purely measurement data that is obtained from PD activity

may have advantages as it does not require unnecessary estimation and representations.

Furthermore, it is also useful to study localisation techniques that can directly process

measurement data and are able to differentiate different characteristics associated with

it to be used as an autonomous localisation approach.
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Chapter 3

Transformer winding models and

simulations

Transformer winding construction depends on its application in power systems. Gen-

erally, transformer windings consist of large coils of different dimensions wound around

a laminated iron core. As far as transformer windings are concerned, there are three

common types: helical, layer or disc type windings, each of which have different physical

configuration arrangements as well as electrical connections [85]. This chapter focuses

on and presents the model that is normally used for high voltage transformer windings

which usually consists of plain disc windings or interleaved disc windings. Both of the

windings, regardless of the winding connections are normally incorporated with copper

rectangular conductors and are insulated by oil-impregnated paper and immersed in

transformer oil.

In order to verify the physical construction of transformer windings, especially the one

that has been used in the experiment in order to study the discharge activity, signal

propagation behaviour and energy distribution of the discharge signals, an equivalent

transformer winding model needs to be established. A transformer model is developed

for representing the experimental model of a transformer winding, hence, it is predicted

to be able to generate comparable measurement data where it can be used to validate

the experiments.

The winding models can be developed using different approaches, either using analytical

methods or mathematical models such as transfer functions, for simulating PD discharge

injection and propagation of the PD signals. In order to perform the study of PD activity

within large transformers, the transformer models are believed that they associated with

passive and linear time invariant (LTI) systems.
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3.1 Transformer winding construction

Transformer winding construction depends on the applications and voltage levels. Thus,

different types of transformers have different winding constructions and arrangements.

Shell type winding arrangements can have two different arrangements; single or double

discs wound with turns. This kind of arrangement is suitable for the construction of

both H.V. and L.V. transformer windings. Nevertheless, with increasing voltage levels,

the design of insulation becomes more difficult, specifically when the voltage exceeds

400 kV. Thus, the shell type transformer winding arrangements are no longer applicable

and are replaced by a core type design [85].

Essentially, core type transformer windings have three different arrangements, they are

either: plain disc, interleaved disc or layer type windings. The first two windings are

more common in high voltage transformers and are also used in the transformer model

within the Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory at University of Southampton. It is

commonly used due to the fact that it has the benefits of reduced size, weight and

cost [85]. On the other hand, a layer-type winding can be used in any voltage level with

a few variations, but are based on a similar continuously wound layer type coil. The

difference is only for the direction of turns which can be changed on passing from one

layer to the next, or can remain identical in all layers.

The disc type windings can be manufactured in two ways; either they are wound from

a long continuous wire (pancake design) or by stack winding (stacked design). Gen-

erally, there are two separate discs where each disc contains several numbers of turns,

but both of them act as a single unit when they are wound together. Figures 3.1 and

3.2 illustrate the cross sectional structure of a plain disc and an interleaved disc type

winding respectively, while several sections in both figures indicate the winding turns.

As shown in the figures, the plain disc and interleaved disc windings have similar ar-

rangements and constructions geometrically, but these two windings are different in their

electrical connections and winding configurations. Therefore, different winding types can

be configured as either a plain disc type or an interleaved disc type winding during the

manufacture process. A disc winding goes through a process called interleaving of turns,

which makes the interleaved winding’s capacitance between turns i.e. series capacitance

of the winding, significantly larger than a conventional plain disc type winding.

The interleaved disc-type windings were introduced by Chandwick, Ferguson, Ryder

and Stern in the year 1950. However, during that year, there were established theory

regarding this interleaving process, and it just assumed that the large increase in se-

ries capacitance can be obtained due to interleaving process. Later on, the principle

of interleaving process for large transformer windings was studied and discussed [86].

Having larger series capacitance and a smaller value of distributed earth capacitance i.e

shunt capacitance of a transformer winding can provide a number of advantages such
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as improving the initial impulse voltage distribution along the winding and making the

voltage distribution better and more uniform [62,87].

 

Figure 3.1: A pair of plain disc type winding

 

Inner diameter 

Outer diameter 

Figure 3.2: A pair of disc type winding with interleaved connection

The uniformly distributed initial voltage along the winding helps to decrease the diver-

gence between initial and final voltage distribution hence reducing the local oscillation

at each point on the winding and also the stresses between discs [88].

3.2 The transformer experimental model

The experimental transformer winding model was manufactured by Alstom and it is

divided into two different sections, with the interleaved at the top of the winding and

plain disc type at bottom part of the winding section. These two type of windings were

constructed to have similar geometrical dimensions and materials. Both of them are

wrapped around a central core that is built using a laminated cylindrical core which is

then grounded. Meanwhile, a laminated cylindrical aluminum-core is used to introduce

the effect of an iron core of a conventional transformer when experiencing high and low

frequency transient pulses. Interleaved disc and plain disc winding sections are separated

by end plates, similarly for both bottom and upper parts of the winding sections. The

whole winding section is immersed in an oil filled tank filled with oil specification of

BS148:1998 class 1, which is discharge-free up to 30 kV applied voltage.
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Each winding consists of 14 discs and is divided into 7 disc pairs associated with different

winding arrangements which differentiate the plain and interleaved disc type windings.

Both types of windings have additional connections from disc to disc pairs, also known as

sections, that allow the injection of PD signals at different locations along the winding.

The discs are stacked on top of each other and connected in series. Each disc consists of

equal number of turns which are wound in radial directions. The experimental model of

transformer windings consists of 14 turns per disc. The dimensions b, x, y and R of the

winding disc in Figure 3.3 - 3.4 are important, and are needed in order to estimate the

equivalent physical parameters for the equivalent winding model described in Section 3.4.

R is the mean radius of the winding per disc, the radius thickness of the winding is

represented by b, the thickness of oil duct between disc sections is represented by �d, y and

x represent the height and width of the copper conductor respectively, and �t represents

the thickness of inter-turn insulation. The end plates as illustrated in Figure 3.8 are

used to provide a support to the stack of coils mechanically and also reduce the end

effects of the transformer winding as well as reducing the oscillation of fundamental

harmonic content. The earthed thin aluminium cylinder is incorporated into the design

to represent the transformer tank wall as equivalent to conventional transformer model

and it was manufactured at the Stanlow Works, UK [3].

 

 

R 

b 

y 

Figure 3.3: Dimensions for a rectangular cross-section of a transformer disc type
winding

3.3 Transformer winding insulation system

The most important aspect to be considered when it comes to insulation systems in

transformer windings is to make them capable of withstanding high frequency transients

such as lightning and switching impulses [85]. Moreover, the insulation system also

protects the transformer from high temperatures, electric fields and mechanical stresses

as these parameters may cause ageing processes that reduce reliability. Ultimately, they

will cause breakdowns if the transformer is not properly maintained. Therefore it is
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Figure 3.4: A cross-section of a transformer a disc section with N number of
turns

crucial to know the properties of the materials that is used to design an insulation

system for a transformer winding. Generally, transformer winding insulation can be

divided into three categories: conductor insulation, coil insulation and major insulation;

the first two forming the inter-turn and inter-section insulation systems for a transformer

winding [89]. The inter-turn and inter-section insulations are mainly based on a copper

conductor wound by a paper or oil-impregnated paper insulation while the major part

of the insulation system uses oil in order to provide overall protection, specially between

irregular areas between a winding and the laminated core as well as offering cooling

effects for a transformer winding.

3.3.1 Oil-impregnated paper

Paper is widely used as a part of insulation systems for high voltage transformers as

it is cost effective since it is a good availability material that has excellent electrical

and mechanical properties. Most insulating materials are based on paper which are

derived from cellulose based products which have great dielectric strength [85]. The

dielectric strength and the permittivity ("r) of paper insulation varies, but is usually

around 2. In most cases, copper conductors of transformer windings are insulated with

oil-impregnated Kraft paper which is made from cellulose composites as the permittivity

("r) of cellulose based material is higher than normal paper and is approximately between

5 to 6 [85,90,91]. On the other hand, the relative permittivity for non-impregnated and

impregnated paper is 2.2 and 3.3 respectively [56].

Furthermore, paper insulation is usually applied over the conductor as shown in Fig-

ure 3.4, and the thickness of each insulation layer is approximately 1 mm. Thickness
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and permittivity of the paper insulation inside transformer windings are the main factors

that influence the inter-turn and inter-section capacitances which are important param-

eters in order to derive total series capacitance and shunt capacitances for transformer

disc windings.

3.3.2 Transformer mineral oil

Transformer insulation oil is a form of refined mineral oils and were initially paraffinic

based oils. However, recently it has been replaced with naphtenic based oils [56]. There

is a drawback to this type of oil as it will produce degradation products during ageing

processes such as sludge, and therefore an oil reclamation process is introduced in order

to purify the aged oils in order to provide a cost effective solution [92]. Transformer oil

is normally categorised based on standards such as IEC standards which include all the

physical, electrical and chemical properties of the insulation oil. Based on this standard,

the transformer oil specification for this research belongs to BS148:1998 class 1. Class

1 oils have a flash point greater than 140 ∘C , pour points less than −30 ∘C , kinematic

viscosities less than 16.5 mm2s−1 (cSt) measured at 40 ∘C and the permittivity ("r) of

the virgin transformer oil is around 2.2. Nevertheless these parameters, specially the oil

permittivity, are subject to change due to environmental conditions such as the presence

of moisture, gaseous or acids which might be produced during service [56,85].

3.4 Analytical calculations of transformer winding

parameters

The previous Section 3.2 illustrated the physical arrangement and geometrical dimen-

sions for an experimental high voltage transformer winding. It is vital to understand

the configuration of the transformer winding as well as its properties for developing a

simulation model such as a lumped parameter network. In order to develop a lumped

parameter network model, a physical configuration needs to be transformed into electri-

cal parameters or electrical components such as R, L and C. In the literature there are

various approaches to work out parameter values. The values can be either calculated

based on physical construction or estimated from measurements [70]. Due to the fact

that it is difficult to access the internal part of a winding, this work calculates the value

of parameters based on their geometrical dimensions. This section provides formulas

that can be used to calculate the electrical parameters for a transformer winding model.
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3.4.1 Inductances

There are few formulas for the self inductance, Lo reported in [57,93–96]. Nevertheless,

the formula which is used in this thesis is based on the formula for self inductance of

circular coils with disc type shapes in rectangular cross-sections. These are precisely

based on a disc type with rectangular cross-section transformer windings as previously

described in Section 3.2.

Self inductance (Lo) of such winding coils is given by [97]:

Lo =
RN2

t �

1000
(�H), (3.1)

where R is the mean radius of the winding (meter), Nt is the number of turns and �

is by product of two variables, P ′ and P
′′
. The quantity of P ′ is a function of when P

equals to b
2R . Meanwhile P

′′
takes into account the reduction of inductance due to the

gap between discs and depends upon two unknowns functions, b
2R and y

x . The radial

dimension of the cross-section, b, the conductor width x, the conductor thickness y, as

well as the value of R can be found in Appendix A.

Based on the geometrical design of the transformer winding in this work, b
2R was calcu-

lated as 0.15 while P ′ can be plotted and shown in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) for different

ranges of P . Hence, the value of P ′ can be interpolated using Figure 3.5(b). On the

other hand, P
′′

is equal to 0.9736 obtained from Table 2.4 in [97].

Equation 3.1, uses a few parameters which are based on geometrical dimensions pro-

vided by the manufacturer which could be inaccurate in the first place and an unknown

parameter � which is by product of two different parameters. Therefore, this work has

tried different way to obtain the inductance value, which has also been studied [56, 57].

Essentially, this formula given as:

Lo = �oR

(
ln

(
8R

E

)
− 2

)
(H), (3.2)

where R is the radius of a transformer winding disc (in meter) as shown in Figure 3.3

while E is the geometric mean distance (GMD) of a similar disc for the dimensions (in

meter) as shown in the same figure and is calculated as [56,57]:
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)
(3.3)

(a) A plot of P’ when b
2R

varies from 0 to 1 (b) A close-up plot of P’ when b
2R

varies from 0.1 to
0.2

Figure 3.5: A plot of values of P’ for different range of b
2R

It was found that the inductance value using first formula is 7.51 �H and the second

one is 3.16 �H.

3.4.2 Mutual Inductance

Mutual inductance (M) measures the proportionality of the inductive coupling between

two turns which are caused by the effect of the excited magnetic flux when the cur-

rent pulses pass through. There are a few formulas available in the literature for the

calculation of mutual inductances in transformer windings [94, 97]. Nevertheless, the

calculation of mutual inductance between discs sections in a transformer winding is not

very straightforward. There is a report stated that the calculation of mutual induc-

tance involves Lyle’s method along with Maxwell’s formula [98]. Maxwell’s formula is

accurate only for circular coils or filaments of negligible cross-section, meanwhile Lyle’s

method replaces the coils with significant dimensions of cross-sections with two equiva-

lent filaments. Thus, the formula involves complex calculations. The construction of the

winding needs to be known precisely in order to calculate the mutual inductance between
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its sections. Typically, high voltage transformer windings are incorporated with a lami-

nated aluminum core which is similar to the one used in the experiment in Chapter 4.

Although, the aluminum is a non magnetic material which will not support formation

of magnetic flux, the implementation of this material is due to make the construction

as simple as possible and also to provide easiest solution to the model. As a result of

this, an analytical solution of self inductances, Lo and mutual inductances, M for a

transformer winding can be very similar and may result in a complicated formula [54].

Conversely, in another report, mutual inductance can be easily approximated from pa-

rameter k, where k is the ratio of mutual inductance to self inductance of the coils,

known as a coupling coefficient as the function of a negative exponential with a con-

stant, u given as [99]:

k = e−u, (3.4)

where u is equal to −2.2(�d)
R which varies in terms of �d and R. The k values was worked

out and plotted as shown in Figure (3.6). According to the plot, the value of the coupling

coefficient k was found to be 0.8 for the experimental transformer winding model.

Figure 3.6: Plot of coupling coefficient for winding arrangement with a lami-
nated aluminium core

Hence the mutual inductance M equals:

M = 0.8Lo. (3.5)
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Although the transformer winding for this study had a laminated core, calculations of

mutual inductance based on an air-core is considered to be realistic for high frequency

transient pulses in a winding such as PD signals in order to simplify the estimation

process [100]. This statement agrees with a three-dimensional model that has been

developed in order to study the effects of winding cores, and with which it was discovered

that the influence of the core diminishes towards higher frequencies above 1 MHz. The

results also showed that the voltage responses in a winding with a laminated core and

without a laminated core yield similar approximations [93,101]:

M =
Lo

0.236 + 3.98 sin2 �
where � =

(NS − 1)�

2NS
, (3.6)

Lo is the self inductance and NS is the number of disc sections in a transformer winding.

3.4.3 Resistances

Normally, any losses occurring within a transformer winding model are assumed to be

negligible. However, this work represents the effect of losses in the winding using resis-

tances in series with inductances as illustrated in Figure 3.11. It is believed that the

resistances in the network will attenuate signal propagation along the winding. However,

other losses such as eddy currents in the iron core and dielectric losses i.e parallel re-

sistances within the dielectric insulation, are not taken into account in this transformer

winding model. In order to simplify the model, DC resistance is used and it is derived

based on a simple electrical circuit, without taking into account the effect of frequency,

which also applies for the disc resistance, given by [57,102]:

RDC =
�lmN

xy
Ω, (3.7)

where � is the resistivity of the disc copper conductor; 16.8× 10−9 Ω
m , x ⋅ y is the cross-

sectional area of the conductor in square meters, lm is the mean length per turn of the

winding and N is the number of turns per winding disc. The details of construction

parameters can be found in the Appendix A.

Ideally, this formula is based on the assumption that the current is uniformly distributed

over the cross-sectional area of the copper conductor. This is true if the cross-sectional

area of the conductor is really small and the DC current or the AC current with a low

frequency is present. However the current density is not uniformly distributed at high

frequency [97]. Thus, at high frequency the conductor experiences the ”skin effect” and
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this can cause changes in its resistance, since it effectively reduces the area of cross-

section of the current path as the current tends to concentrate more on the surface layer

of the conductor as the frequency increases. Generally, high frequency resistances are

usually given in terms of the ratio of RDC and RAC [103,104] defined as:

RAC = RDC

[
A(Λ) +

N2 − 1

3
B(Λ)

]
Ω, (3.8)

where N is the number of winding layers/turns while A and B are functions in terms of

Λ as shown in Equations (3.9) and (3.10):

A(Λ) = Λ

(
sinh(2Λ) + sin(2Λ)

cosh(2Λ)− cos(2Λ)

)
(3.9)

B(Λ) = 2Λ

(
sinh(Λ)− sin(Λ)

cosh(Λ) + cos(Λ)

)
, (3.10)

while Λ is varies with the signal frequencies as:

Λ = t

√
!�oy

2�R
. (3.11)

In Equation 3.11, ! is an angular frequency in rad s−1 whereas �o, � are the permeability

of vacuum and the resistivity of the conductor respectively. Equation 3.8 can be further

simplified if the winding is disc type:

RAC = RDC [A(Λ)] Ω. (3.12)

As mentioned, when a current pulse with high frequency propagates through the winding,

the winding resistance is no longer RDC and can be replaced by RAC which increases

exponentially with frequency. Nevertheless, if the ratio of conductor thickness y to the

conductor width x is chosen to be small enough then any significant increment of high

frequency resistance can be reduced [105].

For a winding with 1.81 meters length per turn and a cross-sectional area of 2.5×10−5 m2,

RDC is found to be 0.04 Ω. When the maximum frequency component of PD pulses is
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around 40 MHz which can be easily obtained from PD pulses, the ratio of RAC and RDC

is found to increase by a factor of 1 for every 5 MHz according to Figure 3.7. Hence, for

40 MHz signals a winding resistance is approximately 0.16 Ω which is still comparatively

small compared to DC resistances. Therefore, RDC is used in the current winding model

and frequency dependent resistance can be neglected for this investigation.

Figure 3.7: Skin effect of rectangular cross-sectional area of a copper conductor
[105]

3.4.4 Capacitances

Understanding the capacitance distributions inside a transformer winding is vital, and

information is required in order to analyse its behaviour under propagation of a transient

pulse. Although this thesis focuses on the capacitances which are derived from analytical

calculation methods, there is also a modern technique in order to calculate capacitances

such as Finite Element Methods. Figure 3.8 shows the distribution of capacitances

within a transformer winding, where Ctt is the inter-turn series capacitance, Cg is the

shunt capacitance, and Cs is the inter-disc or inter-section capacitance.

Many researchers have proposed various methods of computing the equivalent series

and shunt capacitance of a winding based on analytical calculations and the derived

equations, which can be found in [106]. The formulas for series capacitance and shunt

capacitances which have been derived in Section 3.4.4.1 and 3.4.4.2 respectively are

based on the distribution of capacitances for an interleaved disc winding. Due to the

fact that the transformer winding arrangement is complex, and also depending on what

winding type is used, a proper consideration and well chosen formulas for specific types

of windings will eventually lead to better accuracy in capacitance calculations.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of the capacitance in a transformer winding

3.4.4.1 Series capacitances

With reference to Figures 3.3 - 3.4 and the corresponding dimensions for the disc type

winding configuration, the inter-turn capacitance (Ctt) and inter-disc capacitance (Cs)

can be calculated using a formula [85] such that:

Ctt = 55.6R
"paper(y + 2�paper)

2�paper
10−12 F per turn (3.13)

Cs =
55.6R

3

b+ �d
2�t

"paper
+ �d

"oil

10−12 F per section (3.14)

Series capacitances for a winding section can be either one or two discs incorporated with

inter-turn capacitances and inter-section capacitances. In order to establish a lumped

parameter model of a transformer winding as shown in Figure 3.11, the resultant series

capacitance (K) needs to be obtained. The distribution and arrangement for plain

disc and interleaved disc winding are geometrically similar as shown in Figure 3.1 and

3.2, the series capacitance for interleaved windings is higher than plain disc windings.

The interleaving of the turn as illustrated in Figure 3.2 where p = 1 which causes
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adjacent turns to be further away without altering the winding geometrically and without

increasing the voltage between adjacent turns. Furthermore, the number of parallel

paths p, in the winding will increase the series capacitance of the interleaved winding.

On the other hand, the oil duct between winding disc turns theoretically reduces the

series capacitance.

In this work, the oil duct is assumed to be negligible and the capacitance between turns

is considered to be separated just by oil-impregnated paper insulation. This assumption

is also agreed upon in [85] describing the series capacitances for interleaved winding

which showed that it is sufficient to consider the inter-turn capacitances only while the

inter-section capacitances can be neglected [85]. Hence, by rearranging Equation 3.13 to

include parallel paths and oil duct parameters, the formula for calculating the resultant

series capacitance is:

K = 55.6R
"paper(y + 2�paper)

2�paper
(pNt − o− 1)Ns ⋅ 10−12 F per disc, (3.15)

where R is the radius of an experimental winding, p is number of parallel paths, Nt is

number of turn per disc, o is the number of oil ducts and Ns is the number of sections in

the winding. Permittivity of oil-paper insulation and thickness of the insulation material

can be represent as �paper and "paper respectively. The oil duct between turns is neglected

and it is assumed that the capacitances between turns are adjacent to each other and

only separated by insulation paper.

3.4.4.2 Shunt capacitances

Shunt capacitance is typically a capacitance that exists in three situations; between

transformer windings in more than a single phase transformer, inner windings to outer

windings and from windings to a core bar. Nevertheless, the shunt capacitances as

referred to Figure 3.8 are from a winding to a grounded core bar. The formula for

calculating capacitances between windings and grounded laminated cores can be derived

by assuming either equivalent parallel plates or cylindrical-symmetry. The formula below

is derived from the capacitance between two concentric cylindrical windings of 2 different

heights [85] and the mean of winding heights are replaced by 1.1H between winding and

core and given as follows:

Cg =
55.6Dm × 1.1H
�oil
"oil

+
�paper
"paper

10−12 F, (3.16)
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where H is the height of the winding and Dm is the mean diameter of oil duct between

the winding and the center core.

3.5 Equivalent models for experimental transformer

winding

There are two transformer winding models which have been developed in this thesis

with an objective of determining the location of PD sources. The two models are a

black-box and a lumped parameter network. The black-box design is based on measured

data at the transformer measurement points that can be either in the frequency domain

or the time domain. This method is a quick way of modelling as it does not require

parameter estimations in order to represent the transformer winding. On the other

hand, transformer windings also can be modelled using a lumped parameter method for

simulating high-frequency transient signals propagation towards measurement points.

The measurement data will indicate the signals behaviour while travelling along the

winding. Although a lot of research has been done in these types of modelling, there

are still very few reported results that show both of these models can be reliably used

to study partial discharge propagation inside transformer windings [107].

3.5.1 A transformer winding model based purely on measurement data

A black-box model involves algorithms in order to develop a type of model such as a

transfer function (TF) model. This model is also one of the reliable methods that can

be applied in order to represent the characteristics of a transformer winding as a linear

time invariant (LTI) system, widely used for PD and transient analysis, transformer

modelling and the detection and location of faults within transformers [34,66,77,108,109].

A transfer function is a mathematical representation and a function of a transformer

depending on the winding (RLC) parameters and it describes the relationship between

inputs and outputs in a system. Fundamentally, the transfer function Hk(s) for injection

at k-th point of a linear time invariant (LTI) system is given by:

Hk(s) =
nk(s)

dk(s)
, (3.17)

where nk and dk are the numerator and denominator of the transfer function respectively.

nk is a polynomial depending on the partial discharge source location within a winding

while dk is a polynomial depending on the RLC parameters of the transformer winding.

The transformer winding is injected with PD source and theoretically, it is believed that

PD can be assimilated to an impulse. Consequently PD at any section k is an impulse
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to a LTI system whose transfer function Hk(s) can be computed through the lumped

parameter model. It has been proven that dk(s) is the same for all sections while it is

nk(s) that varies. All transfer functions of all injection points can be derived using a

vector fitting method that will be further discussed in next part of the thesis.

3.5.2 A model based on vector fitting and localisation

Initially, the investigation of the localisation technique for this thesis was based on

the Vector Fitting method which is used for rational approximation in the frequency

domain [58,59]. This approach has been taken due to the fact it can identify state space

models directly from the computed frequency response of the measurement data as it is

well-known that partial discharges have a strong relationship with the zeroes of the LTI

model obtained from modelling the transformer winding as an RLC ladder circuit [33].

The transfer function equals:

H(s) = (C1 + C2s)(sI −A)−1Bk (3.18)

Consequently, the transfer function poles are determined by the eigenvalues of the matrix

A which do not change with the index k; only the zeroes do. Assuming there is no pole-

zero cancellation, which is an ongoing assumption in the following.

Expanding the Laplace-transform of the k-th partial discharge in power series around

infinity, we obtain:
nk(s)

d(s)
= ℎ0 + ℎ1s

−1 + . . . , (3.19)

with ℎj the j-th Markov parameter.

Rearranging 3.19, we obtain:

nk(s) = (ℎ0 + ℎ1s
−1 + . . .)d(s) . (3.20)

Hence is now written as:

nk(s) =

Nk∑
j=0

nk,js
j

d(s) = d0 + d1s+ . . .+ dNs
N (3.21)

Equation 3.21 can be equivalently written as:

{nk,j}j=0,1,... = {dj}j=0,1,... ∗ {ℎj}j=0,... , (3.22)
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where {nk,j}j=0,1,... is the sequence of coefficients associated with the polynomial nk(s),

similarly for {dj}j=0,1,...; {ℎj}j=0,... is the sequence of Markov parameters; and ‘∗’ is

convolution.

In the idealized situation described above, what distinguishes a discharge in section k

from one in section k′ is the polynomial nk(s) (equivalently, the sequence {nk,j}j=0,...)

as opposed to the polynomial nk′(s) (equivalently, the sequence {nk′,j}j=0,...). From

equation (3.22), any numerator sequence (equivalently, polynomial) can be recovered by

convolution from the sequence of Markov parameters, i.e. the actual numerical values

obtained at one of the terminals of the transformer, with the sequence obtained from the

denominator polynomial; in other words, by filtering the measurements at one terminal

with the denominator of any model of the transformer (or of a partial discharge). Note

that in this formulation, one does not need to first Laplace transform the measurement of

each localised discharge at the terminal; assuming one model is known, the localisation

of the discharge can take place filtering any measurement with the denominator of that

model.

In an idealised situation, the assumptions are the model is linear time invariant and PD

as an impulse. Consequently, an algorithm to localise a partial discharge could be the

following:

Step 1: Model a discharge, to obtaining nk(s)
d(s) ;

Step 2: Filter any subsequent measurement with d(s) according to 3.22, obtaining the

sequence of coefficients of the numerator;

Step 3: Look up the sequence of numerator coefficients in a table.

The next section discusses how to construct H(s) using the vector fitting method in

matlab as well as full implementation of this approach that has been carried out, with

reference to some actual measurements obtained from the experimental set-up in the

lab.

3.5.2.1 An implementation of the approach

Of course the world of partial discharges is much more complicated than the LTI models

used in the previous analysis and in the literature. So how to proceed in reality?

The approach has been to consider the experiments carried out at the k-th section,

and build from those an “average response” so as to smooth out the noise and then

model each of these average responses using a standard algorithm, i.e. the vector-fitting

method of [59]. Note that, Step 1 in the idealised algorithm in the previous section is

independent of the particular method (parametric/non-parametric, etc.): any will do,
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as long of course as the model produced is LTI. In this way (assuming the 8 section

model considered in the experimental set-up) the transfer functions obtained are of the

form:

nk(s)

d(s)
, k = 1, . . . , 8 . (3.23)

Note that in these models, the denominator dk(s) changes with k; it is unrealistic to

expect that all denominators will be the same due to different transformer winding

parameters. Incidentally, the theoretical idea anticipated that they should be such by

verifying the position of the poles of each model; they are indeed more or less the same

as shown in Figure 3.9. Generally, the figure shows pole-zero plots in a complex plain

for terminal 1 - 8 where the symbol ‘×’ represents poles and the symbol ‘∘’ represents

zeros of a rational transfer function.

Of each model nk(s)
dk(s) i.e. transfer function, both nk(s) and dk(s) are collected; the first

one is a “prototype” for the type of numerator that should be obtained by filtering the

data with dk, the second gives the coefficients of the filter to use in order to compute

this estimate of nk(s).

The localisation approach hence proceeded with independently measured experiment

data at both measurement points. The measurement data that is available from one

of the winding terminals, denoted with {ℎj}j=0,..., can be filtered with the FIR filter

coefficients associated with the corresponding dk(s).

This execution of Step 2 of the idealised algorithm results in a sequence of 8 “features”

given by:

{fk,j}j=0,... := {dk,j} ∗ {ℎj}j=0,...np , (3.24)

where k = 1, . . . , 8 and np is the point in the measurement data for both the bushing

and the neutral terminal measurements that have been used hence the system has two

outputs rather than only one i.e.
(
f1
k,j , f

2
k,j

)
. Nevertheless, the next problem was how

to check whether these are indeed bona fide “features” that can be used to identify the

partial discharge location; they need to be checked against the “prototypes” {nk,j}j=0,....

How to do this? The approach tries to adopt a simple method by computation of the

maximum cross-correlation function between the computed “features” and the “proto-

types”.

Just to make one example, consider a discharge from an experiment with artificially

induced partial discharge injected at terminal 5 of the winding; the corresponding

estimated numerator sequence obtained by filtering the data with the eighth model

{d8,j}j=0,... is depicted in Figure 3.10. Notice that this is not a sequence with only

a finite number of non-zero values, as it would happen in an ideal case, in which it
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 3.9: Pole-zero plot
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would simply consist of the finite amount of non-zero coefficients of the numerator nk(s)

padded with an infinite number of zeroes.

Figure 3.10: Estimated numerator sequence {fk=8,j}j=0,...

This may be because of non-linearities and modelling errors involved in the computation.

Evaluating the cross-correlation coefficients between this and the “prototype” sequences

for bushing and neutral terminal gives the values shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Localisation Results based on vector fitting

Cross-correlation with bushing prototype Cross-correlation with neutral prototype

0.8899 0.6005
0.9390 0.8817
0.9409 0.8942
0.9428 0.8895
0.9452 0.6527
0.9103 0.8539
0.8776 0.7918
0.8359 0.6828

In this specific case, with reference to the coefficients in Table 3.1, it is possible to con-

clude that the discharge probably happened in sections 2–6, since the cross-correlation

coefficients are higher in those sections. In fact, the experiment regarded a discharge in

section 5, which happens to have the highest coefficient for the bushing terminal pro-

totype similarity. In this particular case, if the approach had simply been to look at

the maximum of the correlation coefficients in the first column - for example because

the signals measured at the bushing terminal are less contaminated with noise or the

measurement is just taken at one point for instance, the approach would draw the right

conclusion regarding the section number where the discharge took place. The approach

has been tried for different sections and the accuracy of the result is more or less the same

and did not get as good localisation “hits” as with other methods, and consequently this

approach has been abandoned. The accuracy of the approach might be disturbed by

non-linearities that are probably associated with the model and measured data. Due to
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this fact, this technique is not very convincing and hence based on measurement data

alternative solutions were developed.

3.5.3 Winding representation based on a analytical calculation of

geometrical dimensions

Alternatively, a lumped parameter network can be used as an electrical model to rep-

resent a transformer winding where its parameters can be obtained using geometrical

dimensions of the transformer windings experimental model. A transformer equivalent

model based on an analytical approach is believed to be simple and extensively used

for decades in transformer modelling, specially for analysing deformed windings [56].

Although the analytical based models are assumed to be simple and easy to implement,

these methods have limitations regarding the details of a real transformer geometry.

Theoretically, previous works in modelling of transient phenomena in transformer wind-

ings prove that using partial differential equations (PDE) usually neglects the losses

occurred during the signal propagation [2, 110]. However, in this work, the losses are

included, which are difficult to predict using resistance values. Apart from that, there

are also several challenges in this modelling process, due to the fact that the actual

physical parameters in the actual physical model such as inductances and capacitances

are unknown parameters. These parameters need to be calculated using analytical cal-

culations based on geometrical dimensions of the winding and the RLC parameters that

have obtained as shown in Table 3.2. Ultimately, the lumped parameter model is used

to simulate the PD propagation inside a transformer winding to obtain measurement

data that is used for experiment validation.

Table 3.2: RLC parameters for a lumped parameter network

Component Value

Resistance 0.04 Oℎm
Self inductance 7.51 �H

Mutual inductance 6 �H
Series capacitance 930 pF
Shunt capacitance 5.1 pF
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Figure 3.11: A lumped parameter network model represents a high voltage
transformer winding

3.6 Simulation of PD within a model

This section demonstrates the simulation of the signal propagation inside a winding from

injected impulses at each section of a lumped parameter simulation model that has been

developed using a commercially available software package (Matlab-Simulink). The

simulation creates PD signals at both ends of the winding i.e. at terminal 1 and terminal

8, which are grounded through capacitive and resistive elements to represent the bushing

tap point and neutral to earth connection respectively. Furthermore, the sensitivity of

the signal’s behaviour with respect to variations of the parameters of the model has been

investigated to include indirectly the effect of ageing processes because the transformer

winding parameters change with ageing and the development of degradation processes.

3.6.1 Discharge mechanism and PD generator circuit

Typically, PD pulses are recognised as having a low rise time, steep wave-front and short

duration of the order of tens of nanoseconds, which is determined by the discharge type

and also by geometrical dimensions of the cavity if they are generated from voids [30,111].

PDs can also be associated with discharges along dielectric surfaces, which generate

signals with longer rise times and irregular shapes. The irregularity characteristic of PD

makes them difficult to simulate [112].

Chapter 4 demonstrates the undertaken experiments where PD pulses can be generated

either using real PD sources such as a void, surface, corona and floating or with a

pulse generator that generates Dirac pulse which have very steep wave-fronts and short

durations, approximately in the order of nanoseconds. Moreover, PD pulses may be

also represented using an RLC equivalent circuit, either a parallel capacitor circuit or a

combination of RLC parameters [113,114].
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Generally, partial discharge may be described using void discharge mechanisms which

mainly involves variation of voltage across a test object under AC applied voltage due

to different dielectric properties. The discharge takes place when the voltage across

the test object (Vc) increases until it reaches the inception voltage; and providing there

are enough seed electrons then the first discharge occurs, the Vc drops until it reaches

the extinction voltage where the discharge extinguishes. A similar process repeats in

the negative cycle of the applied voltage and will continue with respect to positive

and negative cycles of alternating applied voltage (Vapplied). Figure 3.12 shows the

relationship between applied voltage (Vapplied), voltage across capacitor/test object (Vc)

and discharge pulses (V (t)) as a function of time (t) where Uinception and Uextinction are

inception and extinction voltages respectively [115].

 

Uinception 

Uextinction 

0 

Uinception 

Uextinction 

Vapplied 

Vc 

V(t) 

t 

Figure 3.12: Appearance of PD pulses

In the simulation of PD propagation inside a transformer winding, impulse voltage is

generated by a circuit using a simple parallel resistance and capacitance (RC) as shown in

Figure 3.13 [111]. The circuit consists of a resistance and capacitance where combination

of parameter values determine the duration and shape of the generated pulse. Moreover,

this circuit can also be used as a PD calibrator circuit [116].

The PD pulses that have been obtained from a RC circuit are in the form of a damped

exponential pulse (DEP) shape as shown in Figure 3.14 which is similar to one generated

with a pulse generator during experiments. In order to generate the DEP pulse from the

circuit, the circuit is connected to a pulse generator that produces a square wave signal

as an input signal having a predetermined amplitude and period. The magnitude of the

square wave is 5V and the period of the square wave is 1.6 �s. The output pulses from

the RC is in the form of a DEP can also be represented by a mathematical model:
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Figure 3.13: PD pulse equivalent circuit in MATLAB-Simulink

DEP (t) = U
(

exp
− t

t1 − exp
− t

t2

)
, (3.25)

where U is the voltage peak value of a square wave, t1 and t2 are damping coefficients

[111].

Figure 3.14: Generated DEP pulse using a RC circuit

Alternatively, Matlab-Simulink also provides for the signal or pulse to be imported into

Matlab from other physical instruments. This technique enables the same signals used

in experiments to be injected into a lumped parameter simulation model. However this

technique requires a circuit in order to make a connection between the PD pulse and a

winding model. Figure 3.15 shows a circuit that is used in order to extract or import a

signal from data and then inject it into the winding model.
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Figure 3.15: A circuit for experimental pulse from an experiment to the winding

A pulse generated using the Phillips pulse generator is captured using the Tektronix

oscilloscope and stored as ‘Pd’ in Matlab, the source block and controlled voltage source

is used to read and obtain the data values in a vector format from a storage memory,

meanwhile voltage measurement block is used to view the pulse in simulation ‘Oscil-

loscope’. Figure 3.16 shows the DEP pulse from generator and Figure 3.17 shows a

comparison between a simulated pulse using a RC generator circuit and generated pulse

using a Phillips pulse generator in the lab. Although the pulse which was generated

in the lab has some interference and background noise which may be caught from a

common earthing system, both pulses have more or less a similar shape when the values

of resistance and capacitance for the RC circuit are 100 Ω and 100 pF respectively.

Figure 3.16: A real experimental DEP type pulse from a pulse generator
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of experimental and simulated PD pulse

3.6.2 A simulation model in Matlab-Simulink

A simulation model that represents the experimental set-up consists of eight sections.

Each section replicates a pair of discs having internal winding series resistance (R),

inductances (L), series capacitance (K) and shunt capacitance (Cg). The model also

includes the effect of mutual inductances (M), which are not visible in the schematic

simulation model diagram, and all the electrical parameters have been calculated us-

ing the formulas derived in Section 3.4. The magnetic losses and the effects of the

core and end plates have been ignored and the model that has been implemented using

Matlab-Simulink as illustrated in Figure 3.18. There are few resistances with a negli-

gible value approximately 1 mΩ at every section of the winding denoted as R1−R8 in

order to make series connections between each winding section.

Figure 3.18: Equivalent model of a lumped parameters in Simulink
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The neutral to earth connection is connected to a neutral node and set to ground.

Meanwhile, the opposite end of the winding is connected to a series of RC elements

which represent the transformer bushing which also eventually terminates at the ground.

A measurement system for the constructed simulation model involves several blocks,

these are current measurement blocks, sink block and oscilloscope. The current measure-

ment block is used to measure the instantaneous current that flows in the lumped param-

eter simulation model from any injection point along a transformer winding. Meanwhile

the current sensor is connected to the sink block by which currents from both ends are

read from a respective current sensor block and hence write the data into the computer

memory. Hence, the sink block also saves the current signals as measured data and its

name is specified by the block’s name. The instantaneous measured currents can also be

viewed without the need of plotting the measured current using an oscilloscope which is

one of the devices in the Matlab software package. Figure 3.19(a) and 3.19(b) show the

measurement connections at terminal 1 (bushing tap point) and terminal 8 (neutral to

earth connection) respectively.

(a) Bushing tap point current measurement (b) Neutral to earth connection current measurement

Figure 3.19: Current measurement connections
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3.6.3 Signal propagation inside a simulation model

Matlab-Simulink is proven to be flexible especially to measure, process and display

the generated data as it is incorporated in Matlab. An impulse signal generated by

pulse generator is injected at every ‘terminal’ of the simulation winding model and

consequently the propagated signals are measured at the opposite ends of the winding.

It is important to simulate, and hence to study, the propagation behaviour of partial

discharge signals due to the fact that proper analysis of behaviour and propagation

patterns for both measured signals may produce more accurate results during PD sources

localisation process. The study also includes identification of partial discharge sources

and magnitudes, frequency range, as well as signal duration.

Figure 3.20 shows the frequency spectrum of bushing tap point and neutral to earth

connection measurement signal which are presented using the blue and red respectively.

According to the plots of frequency component, the frequency ranges of measured pulses

either the blue or the red are less than 50 MHz.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.20: Frequency spectra of propagated signal using simulated model a.
bushing tap point b. neutral to earth connection

Meanwhile, Figure 3.21 shows final behaviour of the propagated signal measured at

bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection in the time domain. Basically, it is

predicted that signals from different terminal are measured with different magnitudes

and also some of them may produce different oscillation patterns. For example, the

measured signal at section 1 is totally dissimilar from section 8 in terms of their magni-

tudes. Nevertheless, the comparison of oscillations patterns for terminal 1 and terminal

8 are insignificant different compared to other terminals. On the other hand, both sig-

nals measured from terminal 4 of simulated winding exactly match each other in terms

of shape, oscillations and magnitude as shown in Figure 3.21(d). Meanwhile terminal

5 to terminal 8, the signal measured at neutral to earth connection is larger than the

signal at the bushing tap point. The variation that may occur in terms of magnitude
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and oscillation can be expected due to injection location and the electrical path that the

signals need to travel before they reach the end of a winding even though a similar type

of signal has been injected at every terminal along the winding. The propagation path

influences such as attenuation and distortion depend on the equivalent electrical circuit

of the winding itself.
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 3.21: Simulated signals measured at Bushing tap point and neutral to
earth connection.
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3.6.4 Comparison of measured and simulated PD pulses

Previous sections show that a lumped parameter network model can be used to simulate

propagation of transient pulses that have been presented using several plots for both ends

of the winding. However, the simulated and experiment signals need to be compared in

order to validate the prediction where the obtained results from a physical model and

a simulation model may produce similar propagation behaviours. Ultimately, based on

this comparison the accuracy of the model can be deduced.

Thus, Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 plots show signal comparison at the bushing tap

measurement point and at the neutral to earth connection of the winding respectively.

As far as a simulation model is concerned, it has been developed based on analytical

solutions of physical parameters, therefore, this might explain any variation or difference

between simulation and experimental data. Nevertheless, the simulated signals at both

ends of the winding model show that, based on the derived model, the signals show

good comparison with the experimental measured signals. The signals produced from

a simulation model can slightly differ in terms of the oscillation width, which is due to

inductances (Lo) where a 10 % increase of the inductances will increase the oscillation

width of the signals by a few �s.

Comparisons based on the plots only is inadequate to verify the difference occurring

between both signals. Thus, a least mean square error (LMSE) method is used for further

analysis on this study. The method calculates the difference between the simulation

signal output and the experiment output and the least mean square error is given by:

MSE(po, qo) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(po(i)− qo(i))2 (3.26)

where N is the number of datapoint, while po and qo are a simulated output and an

experimental output respectively. Table 3.3 shows complete mean square error (MSE) for

a comparison between simulated and measured signals for all winding injection terminals.

Table 3.3: Normalised mean square error of simulated and measured data

Terminal MSE Bushing MSE Neutral

1 1 1
2 0.36 0.68
3 0.33 0.57
4 0.02 0.07
5 0.36 0.68
6 0.43 0.82
7 0.02 0.29
8 0.08 0.71
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 3.22: Signals measured at bushing tap point
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 3.23: Signals measured at neutral earth connection
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3.7 Positive real function and validity of the transformer

winding model

A lumped parameters model consists of passive elements of electrical components and

the theorem was introduced by Brune where the transfer function (TF) of the passive

linear time invariant system is to be positive-real (PR) [117–120].

A rational function H(s) is called positive real if it fulfils these requisites [121]:

1. H(s) is real when s is real,

2. ℜH(s) ≥ 0 when ℜs ≥ 0,

Where ℜ is real-part of the rational function H(s).

Researchers have assumed that a lumped parameter model could accurately represent

the behaviour of a transformer winding. However, based on the theorem developed by

Brune, this work investigates how accurately a lumped parameter model can represent

the behaviour of a transformer winding and in particular investigate the positive realness

of the theoretical function whose impulse response is measured in the experiments, using

standard PR identification techniques on the measured data.

There are several works on the identification of PR rational functions from either in-

terpolation or vector fitting with passivity enforcement [4, 58, 59, 107, 122]. It is shown

that the measurement data obtained from the simulation model is PR according to the

results, as shown in Figure 3.24.

(a) Real part of frequency spectrum of
impulse response

(b) Phase angle of the measurement data

Figure 3.24: Impulse response from a simulation model

The study proceeds with the measurement data from both the real PD source and the

pulse generator that have been obtained from propagated signals through a physical

model of a transformer winding. The results are expected to be similar to the one from

the simulation model. However, Figure 3.25 and 3.26 have shown otherwise where a TF
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of the transformer winding that has been derived from both measurement data measured

at one of the measurement terminals is not positive-real as it is not in agreement with

PR rational function conditions.

(a) Impulse response in time domain (b) Real part in the frequency domain

Figure 3.25: Impulse response of an artificial PD pulse

(a) Impulse response in time domain (b) Magnitude of impulse response in fre-
quency domain

(c) Real part of frequency spectrum of im-
pulse response

Figure 3.26: Impulse response of a signal from pulse generator

Thus, in order to investigate why the results from the experimental winding model does

not associated with a positive real function, this thesis studies the effect of the inherent

delay within the experiment data. Hence, another result shows that even if a delay was

eliminated from the impulse response, the real part of the magnitude of impulse response

is still negative at certain frequencies as plotted in Figure 3.27(d).
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(a) Impulse response in the time domain (b) Impulse response in the time domain with
cut off delay

(c) Magnitude of impulse response in the fre-
quency domain

(d) Real part of frequency spectrum of im-
pulse response

Figure 3.27: Zero delay for one of the impulse response

Meanwhile, Figure 3.28 illustrates a PD pulse with a finite duration of time delay, � and

Table 3.4 shows the fractions of � and corresponding percentages of points with real part

of a rational function below zero. The table provides a concrete evidence regarding a

positive-real function, where either without time delay or certain fractions of time delay,

the real part of the magnitude of impulse response still contains up to 60 % negative

values, so it is impossible to regard the data as being a positive-real function.

Table 3.4: Percentage of negative points of real part

�p ! % of points witℎ ℜ < 0

0 1 45
53.2 334.3 43
106.4 668.5 53
159.6 1000 58
212.8 1330 54
266 1670 45

319.2 2000 44
372.4 2330 53
425.6 2670 58
478.8 3000 54
532 3340 45
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Figure 3.28: Total duration of a delay in the time domain

Although in classical circuit theory, it was believed that the passive system consists

of passive RLC elements that provide a positive real rational function, the frequency

response of the impulse when the system was injected with an impulse have shown

otherwise even with or without time delays as presented in Table 3.4. Ultimately, the

estimation of the actual delay can hardly be left to only a visual inspection; that any

other method would inevitably have to rely on assumptions that would be difficult to

justify from first principles, which the data alone should give the model. Therefore, on

the basis of the measurements given in this thesis it is hard to imagine how a reliable and

robust PD localisation methods from data could be based in a fundamental way on the

positive real of the function. Hence, the decision has been made to leave aside methods

of identification of the model, also those aimed at deriving PR models for transformer

windings.

3.8 Summary

The experimental model based on a disc type transformer winding consists of a plain disc

and an interleaved disc windings. However, the interleaved winding was used throughout

this work since it is more appropriate or common for high voltage transformers as it

provides higher series capacitance and lower shunt capacitance to ensure a better impulse

voltage distribution and better performance against surge voltages. Consequently, an

interleaved type equivalent model in the form of a lumped parameter network has been

established for the simulation of PD activity and signal propagation within a transformer

winding.
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The physical dimensions of a transformer winding are used in formulas for analytical

solutions of unknown electrical parameters. Owing to the transformers physical design,

precise geometrical dimensions are required to ensure the accuracy of the parameters

coefficients and to ensure that the equivalent transformer model accurately simulates the

propagation of discharge signals. As far as physical elements inside a winding are con-

cerned, they consist of (RLC) parameters and play an important role in how the winding

response to the high frequency transient signals. The model parameters have been de-

rived from geometrical dimensions of a real transformer winding and the model has been

developed using a commercially available mathematical package in MATLAB-Simulink.

Meanwhile, the PD signals are simulated using either an impulse generator or a RC

circuit. It is shown that the PD generator circuit is able to produce a pulse similar in

shape and duration to that generated using the Phillips pulse generator. However, the

simulation used signals from a pulse generator model in order to ensure close comparison

between experiment and simulation results.

The physical elements of transformer windings degrade with time due to ageing and

other degradation processes and these processes will directly effect the behaviour and

response of the transformer. Therefore, the sensitivity of the lumped parameter model

with respect to changes in physical elements inside a winding such as permittivity and

dielectric insulation have been assessed. The results show that the series capacitances

are sensitive to the changes in paper thickness and permittivity values. Nevertheless,

the thickness of oil impregnated paper is not as important as its permittivity, as it is

shown that the ‘V’ shape curve in the plot is orientated with respect to the y-axis i.e.

the permittivity axis. In contrast, the shunt capacitance values do not greatly influence

the model as it is shown that variation in the solid dielectric insulating material, either

thickness or permittivity, has little effect. However, this is based on the assumption that

the oil does not contribute to ageing processes.

Based on the comparison of the propagation behaviour of the injected ‘PD’ signal, sim-

ulated signal behaviour show comparable results with the signal measured from exper-

iments which generated using a pulse generator. However, it is still doubtful in order

to conclude that the model is able to accurately represent a transformer winding and

manage to respond to transient signals such as PD due to the fact that positive-realness

of lumped parameter models.

A transformer winding based on a lumped parameter model should be associated with

a positive-real rational function. However, according to Figure 3.25, Figure 3.26 and

Table 3.4 the results from both measurement data obtained from the experiments shown

that a real part of the frequency spectrum at certain frequency values, the real part of the

impulse response in the frequency domain is well below zero. Thus, the positive-realness

of a transformer winding transfer function is still not clearly proven as the investigation

that have been carried out in this thesis unable to show the evident of positive realness

of the system. Moreover, there is approximately 40−60% of the real part of the transfer
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function is negative with respect to variation in inherent time delay. Consequently, it is

difficult to conclude the positive-realness of lumped parameter models based on theory

and impulse response of measured data. The non-linearity of a real transformer may

come from the charge injection of the PD activity as well as the magnetic response of the

transformer winding core to the propagation of electrical PD signals along transformer

windings. Therefore, the lumped parameter network model is not able to accurately

represent transformer windings due to the non-linearity effect. This claim is made from

the study and identification of PR transfer functions based on measurement data using

vector fitting with passivity enforcement and interpolation methods based on the passive

linear time invariant system as described in the theory. However, in order to simplify

the modelling approach the linear assumption of transformer windings still can be used

probably over a certain frequency range of signals which need to be further investigated.
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Chapter 4

Partial Discharge Experiments

Chapter 3 described the physical construction of a transformer winding experiment that

was specially manufactured for this work and hence developed an electrical model using a

lumped parameter network, the parameters for which have been obtained from analytical

calculation of geometrical dimensions. In order to investigate PD events which occur

inside a transformer due to imperfection of dielectric insulation material and ultimately

to determine the location of the events, the propagation characteristic and behaviour

of the PD signals are important issues which need to be understood. This chapter

reports the partial discharge sources that were created artificially in order to generate

PD pulses and also the experiments undertaken to investigate PD activity within a

transformer winding and its propagation along the winding from the discharge source

location towards points of measurements connected at the opposite ends of the winding.

The measured PD signals are used in further analysis which is important as input data to

test and validate the proposed method on PD localisation within a transformer winding.

The whole set of PD measurement systems including measurement sensors that were

used in this investigation are also discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Partial discharge sources

PD sources, namely void, surface, corona and floating discharge were used to inject

PD pulses into the winding section at different locations along the winding as input

data. They are common types of discharge events that may occur within high voltage

transformer windings. In order to generate the discharges according to the specific type,

different sources or arrangements need to be set up in the silicone oil bath. Although

the discharge events developed from almost similar physical phenomenon that related

to conduction and ionisation of ions, each PD event produces electrical pulses with

different characteristics which respond to the propagation path of a transformer winding

independently.
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4.1.1 Void discharge

The cylindrical void was created by bonding 3 layers of circular low density Polyethylene

(LDPE), 4 cm in diameter, together with a cylindrical hole with a diameter of 11 mm

and 1.9 mm high within the middle layer of LDPE as shown in Figure 4.1(a).

(a) A void sample (b) Void discharge arrangement

Figure 4.1: Void discharge source a. a void sample b. void discharge arrange-
ment

The layers of moulded LDPE were mounted between a plane of electrodes with a diam-

eter of 24.43 mm and the whole set of artificial PD source arrangement was immersed

in silicone oil. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4.1(b). The upper electrode was

connected to the high voltage source; meanwhile the bottom electrode was connected

at various points along the winding section. The PD inception voltage for this type of

material and void dimensions was found to be approximately 9 kV and three separate

tests also have been done at increasing applied voltage which 18 kV, 20 kV and 22 kV

respectively.

Figures 4.2 - 4.5 show the 2-D phase resolved PD and �-q-n plot of discharge event

using a cylindrical void over 50 cycles of applied voltage at inception voltage, 18 kV, 20

kV and 22 kV respectively. As shown in both plots, these discharges occurred at both

the beginning of each power cycle with almost the same magnitudes and the patterns

remain unchanged for all voltage levels. However, it is noticeable that, the magnitude

of measured PD is related to the level of ac applied voltage where at inception voltage

the PD magnitude is approximately 40 mV and increases significantly to 150 mV at 22

kV.
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(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of discharge in void (b) �-q-n plot for discharge in void

Figure 4.2: Partial discharge for void source at 9 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of discharge in void (b) �-q-n plot for discharge in void

Figure 4.3: Partial discharge for void source at 18 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of discharge in void (b) �-q-n plot for discharge in void

Figure 4.4: Partial discharge for void source at 20 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of discharge in void (b) �-q-n plot for discharge in void

Figure 4.5: Partial discharge for void source at 22 kV
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4.1.2 Surface discharge

Surface discharge may occur either on the electrode boundary or on the interface of di-

electric material such as on oil-impregnated paper or press-board layer which is a typical

insulation component in high voltage transformers. This discharge may cause either an

electrical tree growth or electrical puncture that ultimately causes a breakdown to occur

and sometimes it also causes surface flash-over from one electrode to the ground. Thus,

it is important to include this type of discharge in this partial discharge investigation.

In order to generate artificial discharge on the surface of dielectric material, an electrode

with a sharp point was used and the electrode tip was placed on the surface of LDPE

with circular dimensions with a diameter of 50 mm and thickness about 5 mm was placed

on the bottom electrode as shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Surface discharge arrangement

Inception voltage for surface discharge is typically around 20 kV for surface discharge on

the pressboard layer [123]. However, in the experiments the recorded inception voltage

is 16 kV which is lower probably due to the fact that either there was a different surface

of dielectric or there is already ageing process occurring on the surface layer. Figures 4.7

- 4.10 show the 2-D histogram of PRPD and also �-q-n plot for surface discharge on the

layer of LDPE with applied voltage 16 kV, 18 kV, 20 kV and 23 kV respectively. The

discharge occurred at both positive and negative half cycles, where in the negative half

cycle the magnitude is smaller. However, Figure 4.8(a) shows that the discharge occurs

at the same magnitude in both positive and negative half cycle. The possible reasons is

probably due to the discharge has been generated by corona around a tip of electrode

followed by the surface discharge on the surface of LDPE.
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(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of surface discharge (b) �-q-n plot for surface discharge

Figure 4.7: Partial discharge for surface discharge 16 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of surface discharge (b) �-q-n plot for surface discharge

Figure 4.8: Partial discharge for surface discharge 18 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of surface discharge (b) �-q-n plot for surface discharge

Figure 4.9: Partial discharge for surface discharge 20 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of surface discharge (b) �-q-n plot for surface discharge

Figure 4.10: Partial discharge for surface discharge 23 kV
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4.1.3 Corona discharge in oil

Corona discharge may occur due to either sharp conductor edges or copper strips that

are attached to electrical potential inside a high voltage transformer. It can also be

caused by surface irregularities of electrodes. Hence, the corona discharge activity is

created when the electrical field is able to ionise insulation liquid surrounding a high

potential conductor. In order to facilitate the experiment set up to simulate a corona

discharge event, a sharp needle tip electrode was used and the electrode was immersed

inside silicone oil as shown in Figure 4.11. The gap between the electrode and dielectric

layer was set about 13 mm and a piece of dielectric layer was placed on the bottom

electrode in order to prevent full breakdown from occurring.

Figure 4.11: Corona discharge arrangement

Corona discharge takes place in air and normally occurs more readily when the polarity

of conductor is negative which gives the discharge at the middle of negative half cycle.

However, according to the 2-D histogram of PRPD and �-q-n plots for discharge events

over 50 cycles show that there are positive and negative corona discharge for all applied

voltages but the positive corona sometimes produced unstable discharge activity. The

phase of discharge activity around the peak of both cycles suggests that the occurrence

of corona discharge is governed by instantaneous applied voltage. The inception voltage

for corona discharge in the undertaken experiment was recorded at 14 kV and beyond

this point the discharges start to occur. The highest magnitude of discharge always

occurs in the negative half cycle and at inception voltage the magnitude is 60 mV. That

is as expected that the magnitude of the discharge increases to approximately 80 mV

at 18 kV and almost 100 mV when the applied voltage increases at 20 kV and 22 kV

respectively as shown in Figures 4.12 - 4.15.
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(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of corona discharge (b) �-q-n plot for corona discharge

Figure 4.12: Partial discharge for corona discharge 14 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of corona discharge (b) �-q-n plot for corona discharge

Figure 4.13: Partial discharge for corona discharge 18 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of corona discharge (b) �-q-n plot for corona discharge

Figure 4.14: Partial discharge for corona discharge 20 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of corona discharge (b) �-q-n plot for corona discharge

Figure 4.15: Partial discharge for corona discharge 22 kV
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4.1.4 Floating discharge

Essentially, floating discharges may occur due to foreign impurities which derive from

metallic particles that can move towards high voltage within a liquid insulation medium.

In order to produce an artificial floating discharge event in the laboratory, thin layers

of copper strips were used and they are assumed to be possible floating particles in the

real situation which can be produced from loose conductors. A few strips were placed on

the interface of pressboard and immersed inside silicone oil. A plane electrode was used

instead of sharp point electrode in order to prevent corona discharge as the inception

voltage for corona discharge may be lower than floating discharge. Moreover, the use of

a plane electrode is to increase the surface area of the electrode that will interact with

the copper strips. A schematic diagram for the arrangement is shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Floating discharge arrangement

The 2-D histogram of PRPD pattern shows that this type of discharge event occurred

at both halves of the power cycles. Inception voltage of this activity is around 17 kV

where at this voltage level the maximum of the discharge magnitude measured is 40 mV.

There are also three different voltages applied to the source, 19 kv , 21 kV and 23 kV. At

19 kV, the discharge occurred only in the positive half cycle and the magnitude of the

discharge event remains at 40 mV. When the voltage increases at 21 kV and 23 kV, the

magnitude starts to increase significantly at almost 100 mV - 150 mV. When one refers

to the PRPD plots produced from floating discharge activity, it is noticeable that the

pattern is more or less similar compared to discharge due to corona source. Figures 4.17

- 4.20 show PRPD and �-q-n plots for floating source discharge at four different voltage

levels, where they differ from each other due to the unstable characteristic of floating

discharge sources.
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(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of floating discharge (b) �-q-n plot for floating discharge

Figure 4.17: Partial discharge for floating discharge 17 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of floating discharge (b) �-q-n plot for floating discharge

Figure 4.18: Partial discharge for floating discharge 19 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of floating discharge (b) �-q-n plot for floating discharge

Figure 4.19: Partial discharge for floating discharge 21 kV

(a) 2-D histogram for 50 cycles of floating discharge (b) �-q-n plot for floating discharge

Figure 4.20: Partial discharge for floating discharge 23 kV
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4.2 Experiment design and arrangement

The controlled laboratory based experiment was developed to simulate PD pulses in-

side a transformer winding and hence produce measurement data for PD analysis. In

order to fulfil the requirement of real model of a high voltage transformer and stan-

dard PD condition monitoring in high voltage transformers, it consists of a high voltage

transformer winding, bushing core bar, PD measurement units and sensors. Although

Chapter 3 mentioned two types of transformer windings of experiment model, the under-

taken tests were focus on the PD activity and propagation along an interleaved disc type

winding only. The experiments are summarised in Table 4.1 and the results detailed in

Section 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.

4.2.1 Artificial PD source

The experiment consists of a high voltage transformer winding section, as described in

Section 3.2 that allows the study of PD signal propagation inside a transformer wind-

ing. A 60 kV transformer bushing is connected at the top of the winding and any

high frequency components of the propagated discharge signal can be detected at the

bushing tap-point. A high voltage power supply along with a high voltage transformer

is incorporated with the test arrangement in order to step up the voltage and is con-

nected to a PD source during the measurement process. A commercial partial discharge

measurement system is included in the experiment and it is incorporated with the cou-

pling capacitor. The whole experiment is discharge-free for applied ac voltages up to

30 kV. Figure 4.21 shows a schematic diagram of the experiment which was used to

simulate partial discharge and to produce measurement data for analyses using artificial

PD sources.

During the PD measurement process, a 50Hz applied voltage is connected to the PD

sample via the upper electrode which is interconnected with a high voltage transformer

and coupling capacitor. When the test voltage rises up to a threshold value usually at

9 kV and above, discharges start to occur within the dielectric material. The partial

discharge signal then travels to the bottom electrode and in order to inject PD signal

into the winding section, the bottom electrode of the external PD source is connected

at one of the terminals along the winding section which is directly connected to the

intersection of the disc section. Eventually, the resultant PD signal splits and heads

towards both ends of the winding which are connected (directly and indirectly) to earth.

At the neutral-earth connection, the signal travels via RFCT to the high voltage ground

meanwhile at the bushing, only the high frequency components of the discharge signals

are able to pass through along the bushing core bar - which acts as a capacitor - and

reaches the bushing tap point, where the RFCT captures the signal which eventually

goes to the common high voltage earthing system. The RFCTs were triggered on the
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Figure 4.21: Experiment to inject PD signals into a winding section for investi-
gating propagation of the signals inside a winding

oscilloscope with a zero crossing detector circuit in phase to the applied voltage. The

calibration process using the Mtronix CAL542 charge calibrator was used to quantify

the apparent charge in terms of mV when it was recorded using RFCT and displayed

on an oscilloscope, it was found that 1 mV was equal to 10 pC and this calibrated value

was maintained through out the experiment to produce consistent measurements.

4.2.2 Pulse generator

In this test, a Phillips PM5715 pulse generator over the range of 1 Hz - 50 MHz was

used to inject pulse shaped signals into different terminals along the transformer winding.

The basic arrangement remains unchanged except the pulse generator and a schematic

diagram for the test is shown in Figure 4.22. PD that occur in the insulation system

are influenced by the discharge mechanism, type, location and extent of the discharge

event [124], in most cases the PD rise time duration can be very short with rise time of a

few nanoseconds to few microseconds. Thus, during the experiment, the pulse generator

was set in order to generate pulses which have a constant duration of 50 ns with a rise

time of 10 ns, repetition period approximately 1 �s and amplitude of 0.5 V equivalent to

500 mV (5 nC), which also can be described as damped exponential pulse shape (DEP)

type as shown in Figure 4.23. The DEP pulse was injected along the winding through

50 Ω BNC cable to maintain the impedance value throughout the system i.e. from the

pulse generator output in order to minimise the reflection of the signal at the different

terminal connections. Consequently, the signals propagating towards both ends of the

winding. In this test, the input pulses were used in order to trigger the oscilloscope
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Figure 4.22: Experiment to inject pulses into a winding section for investigating
propagation of the signals inside a winding

Figure 4.23: A DEP type pulse from a pulse generator

instead of using a zero crossing detector which enable to simplify the conversion of the

output data into a readable format.
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Table 4.1: Summary of experiment and its procedures

Experiment Source Procedure

1 Artificial PD sources PD pulses from different discharge sources
as described in previous section were in-
jected along a transformer winding via ex-
ternal terminals. The measurement data
was used to test the developed approaches.

2 Pulse generator signals A controllable pulse which is generated us-
ing a generator was injected, thus provid-
ing a different type of pulse signal in a
more controlled environment in terms of
duration and peak magnitude. This will
provide a variation in measurement data.
The result of this test was compared to the
simulation results using a lumped parame-
ter model when the same signal is injected
into the winding terminals.

4.3 Partial discharge (PD) measurement and signals

extraction

A commercial PD detector from OMICRON MTronix with a MPD600 acquisition unit

was used to detect discharge events that occurred in the oil bath and quantify apparent

charge level; prior to any measurement the PD measurement system was calibrated by

a charge calibrator to provide a calibration measurement of the known apparent charge

that was injected into the sample under test in order to verify that the measurement

system would be able to measure the specified magnitude and hence obtain the accurate

PD magnitude and pattern. Typically, a three-channel Omicron Mtronix MPD600 PD

measurement system as shown in Figure 4.24 has been used under controlled laboratory

conditions. The centre frequency and bandwidth used for PD measurement in this

investigation are selected as 350 kHz and 300 kHz respectively. The system is fully

compliant with the IEC 60270 standard and the details of the system are described

in Table 4.2. Hence, Figure 4.25 shows an example of �-q-n plot for each discharge

source that detected using MTronix detection system which is vital during experiments.

From the plot on computer screen, the user will know the measurement of apparent

charge, applied voltage to the PD source and other information. Moreover, it also can

be used to confirm the PD activity occurred within a transformer winding according to

respective sources. It has been mentioned earlier that corona discharge in oil sometimes

produces unstable discharge occurrences during the positive half cycle which can be seen

in Figure 4.25(c).
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Figure 4.24: Mtronix 600 PD measurement circuit [125]

Table 4.2: Details of Omicron Mtronix system

Unit Remarks

1 The H.V. coupling capacitor blocks the 50 Hz network fre-
quency voltage and transfers the high frequency PD signal.

2 Quadripole unit which acts as the measuring impedance for
the PD detector.

3 The PD acquisition unit for a PD detector, digital signal
processing based A/D converter and an electro-optic con-
verter.

4 Rechargeable Lithium-ion battery or an 8-12 V DC power
supply for powering the PD acquisition unit.

5 USB interface and optic fibre for connecting acquisition unit
to a computer.

6 A computer to control acquisition unit and also to store
PD event data. The phase resolved plot for PD activity is
recorded on the computer for post-processing, replay and
analysis. The amount of data that can be stored is limited
by the operating system and the size of the PC’s hard drive.

7 The Mtronix CAL542 charge calibrator to provide a 300 Hz
pulse train with a pulse rise time of less than 4 ns.

PD pulses can be measured electrically using RFCT sensors. Two RFCTs were con-

nected at bushing tap point and neutral and both are coupled to earth connection.

Generally, RFCTs are designed for use in measuring current pulses such as the PD pulse.

Moreover, previous work demonstrated that they are proven to be able to capture pulses

in a wide range of frequencies band of transient signals [3].
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Thus, knowing that it is ideally suited for this application, an EMCO ferrite split core

RFCT model 93686-5 is used as a sensor device in the experiment. RFCTs have a good

sensitivity for measuring current pulses. Nevertheless, it depends on the core material.

If this device’s core is made from ferrite it will give high sensitivity and it is able to

capture certain minimum magnitude value of signals. In order to improve measurement

gain for RFCT, during the measurement, both RFCTs were wrapped with three turns

of wire conductor which also has been done in previous reported work at the University

of Southampton [3, 48].

Typically, the lowest magnitude that the RFCT can reliably detect is as low as 6 mV.

However, the RFCT sensitivity and reliability to detect the PD of interest can be re-

duced due to the presence of external interference sources. Thus, the experiments have

been done in the laboratory based environment which can ensure a very low level of

background noise. 50 Ω BNC cables were used to interconnect the RFCT sensor to the

Tektronix oscilloscope; they are then displayed, analysed and stored in the digital stor-

age oscilloscope with a sampling rate of 500 Mega sample per second (MS/s) to ensure

good resolution of the signal in the time domain.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.25: �-q-n plot using Omicron Mtronix MPD 600 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge
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4.3.1 PD data and noise level

The signal is measured using a RFCT that has a wide band measurable frequency

range of 10 kHz up to 200 MHz in order to facilitate the measurement system with

a wide range of frequency to minimise loss of information in terms of PD signals. PD

signals were captured and stored using Tektronix DSO7254 in waveform format (.WFM)

which cannot be directly opened by common applications but can store large amounts

of data especially if the data is captured at high sampling frequency, therefore a special

converter is needed to convert these files into appropriate files such as MATLAB files (.mat)

and comma-separated files (.csv). Due to memory constraints, 50 cycles of PD data is

recorded in 5 separate sets of measurement data and there are in total 500M data points

over 50 cycles. Figure 4.26 shows the measured signal using RFCT over two cycles.

The main issue during the measurement is the level of interference coming from external

sources such as common ground, however if this noise level is low enough compared to

the actual signals, the signal can be calibrated and hence the noise can be removed from

the analysis. Figure 4.27 shows external noise level measured by RFCT which the noise

level is approximately 6 mV.

Figure 4.26: Raw signal measured by RFCT

4.3.2 Denoising PD signals

It is possible to use a method known as hard thresholding in this investigation for

de-noising PD signals as well as to extract PD pulses, due to the fact that the tests

have been carried out within controlled laboratory conditions within a low noise level.

For some cases, the threshold value is set at 6.5 mV, 0.5 mV above the noise signal,

but the threshold value can be differed according to particular conditions. Therefore,

prior to the de-noising process it is important to identify the value of background noise
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Figure 4.27: Noise level in the measured data

using a plot which showing off the noise level with PD pulse as shown in Figure 4.26.

After the de-noising process, the raw signal measured by RFCT can be represented as

shown in Figure 4.28 which contains only the PD signals of interest. There is also a de-

noising process that can be carried out using WT as reported in literature [111,126,127].

Hence, all PD pulses within the same measurement data can be extracted and stored

as an individual pulse using a method called ‘calibration’ where a whole set of data is

calibrated by setting the threshold value above the threshold value of the noise level.

Figure 4.28: Measured signal before and after calibration
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4.4 Partial discharge propagation from artificial PD sources

As mentioned earlier in this section, RFCTs that were connected to bushing tap point

and neutral to earth connection are used to measure the PD current propagating along

a winding. Hence, any current signals generated at the discharge location - for this

case at terminal one that - reached measuring points can be measured and recorded

in a Tektronix oscilloscope. Figure 4.29(a) and 4.29(b) show the respective PD pulse

measured at bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection using RFCT, while

Figure 4.29(c) and 4.29(d) plot their corresponding power spectrum density for void

discharge pulses. The PD signals measured from void discharge show that the PD

pulses have a duration of 5 �s. The frequency component for void discharge show that

there are several peaks occurring, up to 50 MHz and 35 MHz for bushing tap point and

neutral to earth connection respectively.

On the other hand, for PD pulses measured from different sources such as surface dis-

charge had longer pulse lengths which measured at both measurement points approxi-

mately for 7 �s. Figure 4.30 shows PD signals and their respective frequency component

which computed using measured pulses generated from surface discharge activity. There

are several peaks up to 10 MHz for bushing tap point measurement data and one peak

for neutral to earth connection at 10 MHz. Apart from signals obtained from void and

surface discharge source, Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32 show PD pulses generated from

corona and floating discharge events which are injected at the same discharge location

and propagated along a transformer winding. It is shown that the duration of the mea-

sured pulses for both PD sources at bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection is

7.5 �s and 12 �s respectively. Corona discharge PD pulses frequency component contain

peaks up to 10 MHz for both bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection while

floating discharges contain higher frequency components up to 35 MHz. The propaga-

tion of PD signals influenced by natural frequency, !n of the transformer winding and

also decay constant, n. The calculated natural frequency of the transformer winding

is approximately 12 MHz based on LC parameters but there may be several natural

frequencies up to a few MHz. Thus, there are different propagation modes of PD signals

from different PD sources with different frequency bandwidths.

Each raw PD data may consist of up to 700 PD pulses with different magnitudes corre-

sponding to the applied voltage. The data have gone through an initial process where

the signals measured at bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection are paired

together. The magnitude of the measured PD pulses either from void, surface, corona

or floating discharge at both measurement points are normally in the range of 8 mV -

170 mV. The wide range of the pulse amplitudes is due to the fact that they are closely

related with the magnitude of PD charge at the discharging location as well as the level

of attenuation process that may occur during the signal propagation process towards

measurement points.
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(a) Measured at bushing tap point (b) Measured at neutral to earth connection

(c) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at bushing tap point

(d) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at neutral to earth connection

Figure 4.29: Measured PD pulse propagation generated from void discharge

(a) Measured at bushing tap point (b) Measured at neutral to earth connection

(c) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at bushing tap point

(d) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at neutral to earth connection

Figure 4.30: Measured PD pulse propagation generated from surface discharge
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(a) Measured at bushing tap point (b) Measured at neutral to earth connection

(c) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at bushing tap point

(d) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at neutral to earth connection

Figure 4.31: Measured PD pulse propagation generated from corona discharge

(a) Measured at bushing tap point (b) Measured at neutral to earth connection

(c) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at bushing tap point

(d) Frequency spectrum PD pulse measured
at neutral to earth connection

Figure 4.32: Measured PD pulse propagation generated from floating discharge
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4.4.1 PD propagations along a winding at different applied voltages

Generally, PD experiments and measurements start with the identification of an incep-

tion voltage for each PD source as it is important to know at what voltage level that

discharge normally starts to occur. It has already been established that the PD incep-

tion voltage may change according to the test sample, gap distance between high voltage

electrode, dimensions of the sample and also the condition of the sample. Thus, this

work has tried to run experiments several times by which the lowest inception voltages

have been recorded. The test for variable applied voltage for PD measurements were

started at inception voltage of the individual PD source. Hence, a.c applied voltage was

increased up to 23 - 24 kV which is reasonable applied voltage in order to prevent break-

down as there is a limit that the sample is able to withstand the voltage applied without

any breakdown occur and also to avoid any PD activity within the whole system.

As far as an inception voltage is concerned, it is unique for each PD source. Therefore,

a.c applied voltage levels for each source can not possibly be identical. Four separate

tests under different applied voltage have been carried out to investigate any changes

that might occur in terms of PD source propagation signals when a transformer is

energised at different voltage ratings. The tests also help to verify whether higher

applied voltage will cause changes in terms of the severity of PD activity occurring

within a transformer winding. Ultimately, these tests will produce measurement data

that are really important which can be used later on in order to investigate a proposed

PD localisation method with respect to applied voltages. For simplification of the content

in this chapter, only the PD pulse measured at terminal one has been considered for

comparison and discussion. Nevertheless, measured PD pulses at both measurement

points for all terminals are illustrated in Appendix C

4.4.2 Void discharge

Initially, void discharge occurred approximately around 9 kV and at this voltage level,

signals magnitude of measured PD pulses mostly at 20 mV and 10 mV at bushing tap

point and neutral to earth connection respectively. The test continued with the applied

voltage at 18 kV and also 20 kV, the measured PD pulse at both measurement points

increased almost 75 % from inception at both voltage levels. Furthermore, when a.c

applied voltage was increased from 20 kV to 22 kV, PD activity generates discharge

signal with 40 % larger magnitude which measured at 150 mV and 60 mV for bushing

tap point and neutral to earth connection respectively. Figures 4.33 - 4.36 show PD pulse

measured at 9 kV, 18 kV, 20 kV and 22 kV respectively. Although the magnitude of

these pulses was increased with respect to the increment of applied voltage, the measured

signals shape and duration are remain identical.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.33: Void discharge at 9 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.34: Void discharge at 18 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.35: Void discharge at 20 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.36: Void discharge at 22 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection
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4.4.3 Surface discharge

The PD pulses magnitude for discharge just starting to occur at the surface layer of di-

electric material under applied voltage were measured approximately 20 mV at bushing

tap point and 10 mV at neutral to earth connection. Due to the fact that the mag-

nitude is considerably smaller, when referring to Figure 4.37, the measured pulses for

the discharge activity at inception voltage is severely interfered by background noise.

It has been mentioned earlier that the background noise may be in the range of 5 mV

- 6 mV in some cases and can be higher. Then, the applied voltage was increased at

18 kV. However, the magnitude still remains at the same level for both pulses. Finally,

when the voltage was applied at 20 kV and 23 kV the magnitude of PD signals increases

significantly. Figure 4.38 - 4.40 plotted the measured signals at 18 kV, 20 kV and 23 kV

respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.37: Surface discharge at 16 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.38: Surface discharge at 18 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.39: Surface discharge at 20 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.40: Surface discharge at 23 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

4.4.4 Corona discharge

PD discharge activity from corona discharge sources also generates PD signals at different

applied voltage in a similar way to other PD sources. It produced smaller discharge

magnitudes at inception voltage where PD pulse recorded at this voltage is 17 mV

for bushing tap point and 7 mV for neutral to earth connection. Similar to surface

discharge, at this voltage level the measured PD pulses at both points especially at

neutral to earth connection may be disrupted by background noise. However, when the

voltage has increased at 18 kV and 20 kV, the signals have measured about 50 mV and

25 mV at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection respectively. The signal

magnitudes remain the same at 22 kV. Figures 4.41 - 4.44 plot the whole measured PD

pulses at bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.41: Corona discharge at 14 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.42: Corona discharge at 18 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.43: Corona discharge at 20 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.44: Corona discharge at 22 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

4.4.5 Floating discharge

Figures 4.45 - 4.48 illustrate both signals at bushing tap point and neutral to earth

connection. Similarly, floating discharge produced the lowest magnitudes of PD pulses

at inception voltage roughly 20 mV at bushing tap point and 12 mV at neutral to earth

connection. The magnitude for the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection

increases with respect to applied voltages. The highest magnitude for floating discharge

pulses were measured at 21 kV where at the bushing tap point the signal reach up to 150

mV and 60 mV at neutral to earth connection. Nevertheless, at 23 kV the magnitude of

PD signals is still significantly higher compare with 17 kV and 18 kV. The drop occurred

between 21 kV and 23 kV probably due to the fact that this type of produced unstable

discharges activity which may effect the produced signal amplitudes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.45: Floating discharge at 17 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.46: Floating discharge at 19 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.47: Floating discharge at 21 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure 4.48: Floating discharge at 23 kV a. Measured at bushing tap point b.
Measured at neutral to earth connection
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4.5 Signals propagation from a pulse generator

Figures 4.49(a) and 4.49(b) illustrate measured signals at the bushing tap point and

neutral to earth connection respectively. The propagation behaviour shown in the figures

using impulses which generated from the pulse generator and the signals were injected

at terminal one. These signals were recorded for 2 �s and the magnitude of pulses at

bushing tap point recorded at 4 mV. Both plotted figures in the time domain show

that a decay rate of this signal is faster compared to real PD sources where there is

less oscillation occurring during propagation from terminal one towards measurement

points.

On the other hand, the signals magnitude that was measured at neutral to earth connec-

tion dropped almost half of magnitude compared to the bushing tap point which is due

to the attenuation process during propagation from a location of signal origin towards

measurement points. Both of the signals either from bushing tap point or neutral to

earth connection is significantly lower than the signals measured generated using real

PD sources at any voltages. It is probably due to the fact that the injected signals were

generated using 5 V of impulse voltage.

Figure 4.49(c) and 4.49(d) show the corresponding frequency spectrum plot of respective

bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection measurement signals. The frequency

ranges of both signals around 10 MHz which is lower than real PD sources.

(a) Measured at bushing tap point (b) Measured at neutral to earth connection

(c) Frequency spectrum measured at bushing
tap point

(d) Frequency spectrum measured at neutral
to earth connection

Figure 4.49: Measured propagation pulse from a signal generator
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4.6 Summary

Partial discharge experiments involve two different sources and arrangements; one using

real PD sources and the other one using a constant pulse which is generated using a

pulse generator. The real PD sources such as void discharge, surface discharge, corona

in oil discharge and floating discharge activity were created in order to produce PD

measurement data which is ultimately used to study the PD localisation method within

a transformer winding. A Void discharge source is made from a low density Polyethylene

(LDPE) which was melted and moulded in a circular sheet. Three different layers

was stacked on top of each other having a cylindrical void at the middle of the layer.

Meanwhile, a sharp needle shaped electrode was used for surface and corona arrangement

and floating discharge generated using floating copper stripes which were attached to

a pressboard. Prior to PD measurement, charge calibration needs to be done to define

PD apparent charge magnitude. Different calibration procedures have been investigated

previously [3] but in this test charge calibration using a commercial PD detector was

undertaken. It requires frequent recalibration in order to maintain good accuracy over

the measurement.

In order to capture the signal propagation inside a transformer winding, a split type

wide band (RFCT) which is capable of measuring in the 10 kHz to 200 MHz range was

used in the experiment as a current sensor to measure high-frequency partial discharge

signal. A zero crossing detector to provide an external trigger and measurement data

were captured and stored using an oscilloscope. Due to the small magnitude of detected

signal and in order to improve the sensitivity of detection, the RFCT are wrapped

with three turns of the earth wire. The plotted signals at the bushing tap point and

neutral to earth connection for both experiments show that there are attenuation and

distortion processes occurring during signal propagation which affect signal magnitude

and oscillation pattern. The attenuation process depends on where the discharges occur

and the effective distance the discharge signal needs to propagate to the measurement

points. These features ultimately can be exploited in order to estimate the location of

a PD source.

Four different applied voltages were used in the experiments to simulate PD activity

at different voltages. The purpose of the undertaken test is to provide information

regarding PD activity and whether it is influenced by applied voltages in terms of its

numbers and intensity. The voltages were chosen from PD inception voltage up to higher

voltage. It is shown that increased voltage results in a greater magnitude of discharge

events and produces a greater magnitude of PD signals as well as a higher number of

discharges. The generated signals will be analysed using a signal processing technique

such as Wavelet Transform which is discussed in the next chapter in order to obtain

the distribution of energy at different measurement points. In this thesis 10 energy

bands are considered due to the fact that there are peaks only at certain frequency
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ranges for all discharge sources normally below 60 MHz and there is a ‘gap’ between

each frequency ranges as refer to Figure 4.29 - 4.32. Thus, there is no need to consider

the whole frequency spectrum of each PD sources. Ultimately, the measurement data

can be used as input data in order to identify PD source location within a transformer

winding.

Both �-q-n plot and PRPD plots can provide further information as well as identification

of PD discharge sources. Based on PRPD plot for void discharge source, the discharge

occurred at both polarities in the first and third quadrant of AC cycle. Meanwhile, the

surface discharge produced bigger PD magnitude at positive polarity and smaller PD

numbers. Floating discharge and corona discharge are not stable especially for floating

discharge where it may occur only at either the positive or negative cycle of a.c applied

voltage.

It has been observed that PD activity may generate considerably small discharge magni-

tude below 20 mV at inception voltage. Hence, these PD signals are further attenuated

during propagation process and eventually reach the measurement points with smaller

magnitude. Thus, the propagated pulses can be severely interrupted by background

noise. It is possible to remove background noise using an efficient denoising method but

if the useful signals are low enough the process can be too complicated. Ultimately,

the measurement data that is recorded for PD localisation may not produce the desired

results. Further explanation and illustration are included in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Partial discharge signal analysis

It has already been discussed that partial discharge pulses that were produced from dis-

charge activity can be measured at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection

in the form of electrical energy using RFCT sensors. Hence, PD activity can be recorded

and measurement data can be produced. As far as measurement data is concerned, this

‘raw’ measurement data can only provide basic information such as signal duration and

magnitude relating to the discharge events. Although this information is really useful,

it is inadequate for the ultimate purpose of PD source localisation as there is no direct

information regarding PD source location within a transformer winding. Thus, mea-

surement data consisting of PD pulses obtained from RFCT need to be further analysed

in order to reveal extra or hidden information which is ultimately useful for fulfilling the

objectives of this investigation. The approaches taken in this investigation are based on

advanced signal processing methods in order to utilise measurement data.

5.1 Pulse analysis and comparison of measurement signals

A pulse analysis is performed on the measurement data in order to extract and store

individual PD signals from the measurement data. It allows the visualisation of PD

signals in different plots and the signals can be checked whether they were correctly

stored. The localisation method of PD source in this research is to be developed from

measurement data at different measurement points. Hence, comparison of measured PD

pulses from the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection for all terminals in the

time domain is a preliminary step of overall analysis. This comparison reveals what sort

of changes occurred for both signals from each terminal of a transformer winding, as it

is known that each section of a winding does associate with the individual characteristic

which may cause changes in PD signals. Moreover, the propagation path that PD pulses

need to go through also varies corresponding to where it is located within a transformer

winding.
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It is assumed that the PD signals may vary in terms of propagation behaviour especially

the magnitude of the signals between different PD sources. The signals duration did

not change whether they are measured at the bushing tap point or neutral to earth

connection, so the only variation that can be used is the signal magnitudes from both

measurement points when the PD sources are injected along a transformer winding.

When the PD sources are injected at terminal 1, the magnitude of PD pulses measured at

the bushing tap point is significantly larger than the pulses that are measured at neutral

to earth connection measurement point regardless of PD sources as can be observed

from Figure 5.1. The bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection are represented

by blue and red colours respectively. However, when the injection point moves along a

transformer winding the difference between magnitude of pulses from the bushing tap

point and neutral to earth connection decreases. Moreover, the magnitudes are almost

the same around the centre of a transformer winding, where beyond that point the

opposite effect starts to take place. Figures 5.2 - 5.5 show a comparison of measured

PD pulses for bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection from terminal 2 to

terminal 5 respectively. On the other hand, Figures 5.6 - 5.8 show plotted both signals

from terminal 6 to terminal 8 where the magnitudes of neutral to earth connection start

to increase and to be larger than the signal measured at the other measurement point.

This variation occurs in the measured data at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth

connection from terminal 1 to terminal 8, is due to the location of the measurement point.

It is already known that bushing tap point is directly connected at terminal 1 and the

neutral to earth connections at terminal 8. On the other hand, when PD were injected

at terminal 2 onwards to terminal 7, the difference in magnitude of both pulses is due

to the length of the propagation path which the respective pulses needed to travel along

the winding where PD signals experience attenuation before reaching the measurement

point either at bushing tap point or at neutral to earth connection. Where, during

propagation process, attenuation and distortion took place on the travelling signals.

Nevertheless, solely focusing on the magnitude of PD pulses may not be an ideal param-

eter to use for PD localisation because the initial discharging magnitudes corresponding

to measured signal from a discharge location is unknown. Therefore, later on this inves-

tigation this works develop an idea based on an energy distributions approach within

discharge pulses where it is assumed that the energy values of the pulses may be distin-

guished by oscillation patterns and propagation paths. Hence, advanced signal process-

ing techniques are needed to analyse the measured data in order to produce derivation

of energy vectors associated with the signals. Ultimately, from these unique features i.e.

the energies that associated with the pulses, the variation of these energies when PD

injected at different terminals is important that can be used to develop a method for

PD source location within transformer windings.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 1 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 2 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.3: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 3 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.4: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 4 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.5: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 5 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.6: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 6 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.7: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 7 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.8: Plots for PD pulses injected at Terminal 8 a. Void discharge b.
Surface discharge c. Corona discharge d. Floating discharge
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5.2 Wavelet Transform

Wavelet analysis has been widely applied for time-frequency domain analysis within sig-

nal processing techniques in many research areas as well as for practical applications.

Recently, this technique has started gaining interest in the subject of PD analysis espe-

cially for de-noising PD signals. However, the main purpose of Wavelet Transform in

this thesis is more to analyse PD discharge signals in the time and frequency domains.

Hence, the signals can be described by components in the different frequency ranges.

Apart from that, the Wavelet Transform has been used in this work due to the fact that

this method is able to decompose PD signals into different levels with different frequency

ranges, this can be done using the Fourier or Laplace Transform but required additional

work for integration.

However, the operation of the Wavelet algorithm is similar to Fourier Transform which

generates a representation of an original signal in a different form. Nevertheless, the

difference being that Fourier Transform employs a sine wave as a basis function but

for Wavelet Transform, it uses mother and father Wavelets as a transforming function

which are better for PD analysis [128]. Therefore, based on the choice of transforming

functions, Fourier Transform is only localised in frequency whereas Wavelet Transform

retains signal information in both the time and frequency domain. Moreover, due to the

fact that the PD signals associated with high frequency transient behaviour [129, 130]

and also to facilitate the research scope of work, the Fourier Transform may not be an

‘ideal’ way to perform the analysis.

Generally, Wavelets can be categorised into two groups: Continuous Wavelet Transforms

(CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) in which the signals are discretely

sampled. Mathematically, Continuous Wavelet Transform of a function, g is defined as

the sum over all time of g(t) multiplied by a scaled and shifted version of the Wavelet

function Ψ [131].

CWT (a, b) =
1√
a

∫
g(t)Ψ

(
t− b
a

)
dt, (5.1)

where a is the scaling parameter and b is the shift operator.

The produced result is a continuous function to all real values of scale coefficient a

(related to frequency) and position coefficient b (related to time) of the time domain

signal. Thus, CWT is computationally intensive as it calculates Wavelet coefficients at

every possible scale and also generates a lot of redundant data [111]. On the other hand,

DWT is more suitable than the CWT for PD analysis due to the fact that the energy of

PD pulse is finite and not all coefficients are needed for reconstruction process. More-

over, DWT is normally associated with orthogonality characteristics which important to

generate an orthogonal decomposition that have no overlap with each other during the
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computation. For these reasons, DWT can be used to substitute CWT to avoid time

consuming computation as well as to eliminate redundancy by characterising the scale

parameter a in dyadic scale a = 2−m and b = n2−m, where m, n are positive integers

and called the scale level and the time shift respectively [111,132].

DWT (a, b) =

∫
g(t)Ψa,b(t)dt, (5.2)

where Ψa,b(t) = aΨ( t−ba ) is the scaled and shifted version of the mother wavelet Ψ(t).

5.2.1 A multi-resolution analysis of Discrete Wavelet Transform

The previous section provides a comparison of mother wavelets and a suitable mother

wavelet is chosen accordingly. Hence, the next stage of analysis is Wavelet Transform

by applying DWT to individual PD pulses. The process involves a multi resolution

algorithm by which a PD signal is decomposed into different scales in different time and

frequency resolutions where at low frequency it provides good frequency resolution with

poor time resolution and vice versa.

In order to make a selection of appropriate decomposition levels in the analysis, an

appreciation of the bandwidth and frequency response of the measurement is critical.

Apart from the frequency range, the decomposition level also needs to fulfil the condition

of Wavelet function (Ψ) and scaling function (') in terms of its support length which is

unique based on the number of the order.

For an example, Daubechies Wavelets filter length is 2N where N is the order. Finally,

the maximum decomposition level may also depend on the number of data points and

the length of the filters, since there is a down-sampling by factor 2 from one level to

the next level. Ultimately, if the decomposition level is carefully chosen it will useful to

prevent unwanted loss of any PD signal in the frequency region of interest.

Briefly, a multi-resolution process of DWT is performed by passing the PD signal through

a series of a quadrature filters. The quadrature filter is incorporated as a pair of low

pass filter (scaling function) and high pass filter (wavelet function). The output signal

produced from a low pass filter is known as approximation, (A) while a detail, (D), is the

output of the high pass filter as shown in Figure 5.9. This decomposition process using

Wavelets involves an iterative process in which the original signal is decomposed into

two components, cA1 and cD1 by scaling function and wavelet function respectively

where the original signal information can be lost. The cA1 is known as approxima-

tion coefficient of level one which is then again decomposed into a level consists of a

new approximation, cA2 and new detail coefficient cD2, the whole process of wavelet

decomposition process as demonstrated in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: A schematic diagram of Wavelet filter

Figure 5.10: An iterative Wavelet decomposition process

Meanwhile, in mathematical expressions the relationship between a low pass filter with

scaling function and high pass filter with Wavelet function can be defined as:

'(n) =
N∑
m=0

g(m)Φ(2n−m), (5.3)

Ψ(n) =
N∑
m=0

ℎ(m)Φ(2n−m), (5.4)

where g and ℎ represent a low pass filter and a high pass filter respectively.

If an input signal Is is applied to Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4), Wavelet Transform

produces first decomposition level given as [133]:
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A1(t) = Is(t)
N∑
m=0

g(m)Φ(2n−m) (5.5)

D1(t) = Is(t)
N∑
m=0

ℎ(m)Φ(2n−m) (5.6)

5.2.2 Selection of Wavelet family and order

A variety of Wavelets can be constructed from small and asymmetric pulses with a zero

mean, and similar wavelets are arranged into “families”, with further variations within

the Wavelet family defined in terms of order. It is important that the right and suitable

“analysing function” or mother Wavelet is selected prior to applying Wavelet Transform

to a signal. Thus, the selection of the mother wavelet is one of the important steps

in Wavelet analysis. It is assumed that a selected wavelet prototype function can be

determined based on the success of the function estimation for analysing signals. In

the other words, the mother wavelet should be closely match to the original PD pulse

shape in terms PD signal pattern for better approximation of transient response of the

analysed signal.

On the other hand, the number of vanishing moments correspond and directly related

to the order (N) of the mother Wavelet. The vanishing moment can be mathematically

defined as:

Ψ� = 0 for � ∈ N (5.7)

where having N order or k number of vanishing moments means that wavelet coefficients

for Nth order polynomial will be zero. That is mean that the wavelet function only can

corresponding to any signal that having polynomial sequence up to order N − 1. Why

vanishing moments of Wavelet function is important in signal analysis? it is because

when the wavelet function is associated with higher vanishing moments, the function

can approximate any complex signals more accurately [134]. Thus, it is important to

select the correct wavelet function in order to produce a good approximation. In order to

choose a wavelet family with the right order, this thesis will demonstrate two procedures;

energy preservation characteristic and energy distribution comparison.

5.2.2.1 Energy preservation characteristic

It is assumed that if Wavelet Transform is able to decompose a PD signal into smaller

components in different levels, an inverse process i.e. the reconstruction process of
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decomposed signal will produce an almost similar energy characteristic to the original

signal. Nevertheless, the accuracy of produced results may depend on the type of Wavelet

that has been used. Therefore, after Wavelet Transform is performed, the signal is

reconstructed and it is compared to the original signal. The easiest way to compare

these two signals is using the energy content of the individual signal. Essentially, the

energy of a signal in the time domain with finite length can be calculated using Parseval’s

theorem which is defined as:

Et =

Nc∑
i=1

(Cwi)
2. (5.8)

The decomposition process will provide a Wavelet decomposition structure which con-

sists of wavelet coefficients at every decomposition level. Every decomposition level

associated with different coefficient lengths. At each level, the decomposed signals is

belong to different frequency bands of the form [!i,!j ] for all positive frequencies ! > 0,

where !i and !j are the lower and upper frequency limits respectively. Hence, a suitable

integration process can be used to reconstruct the whole coefficients of wavelet decom-

position back to the original signals. Thus, the reconstructed signal can be compared to

the real signal in order to calculate any ‘losses’ that may occur during the decomposition

process. The comparison involves two approaches, the first one is a compression ratio

(CR). It calculates the ratio of original signal to the reconstructed signal and the ratio

is defined as:

CR =
Eo
Er
× 100%,

where Eo and Er is the total energy of the original signal and reconstructed signal

respectively.

Apart from the compression ratio, there is another method that can be used to measure

decomposition and reconstruction accuracy which is peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).

This method indicates that the reconstruction signal is more similar to the original signal

when it is produced higher PSNR value.

PSNR = 20log10
Amax

MSEEr,Eo

(dB),

where MSE is mean square error of original and reconstructed signals and Amax maxi-

mum amplitude of the signal.

Based on two calculation methods, Table 5.1 illustrates the influence of different Wavelets

to the quality of the reconstruction process of a measured signal at the bushing tap point,

where ‘dbN’, is the Daubechies wavelet family with order N. According to the table, a
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higher order does not imply better error and reconstruction ratio but the difference is

relatively small. Meanwhile, Figure 5.11 shows the accuracy of reconstructing a PD

signal using ‘db9’ with nine decomposition levels. Thus, this investigation needs to

be extended into energy distribution at each levels instead, which may presents the

difference between different Wavelet families in more detail.

Table 5.1: CR and PSNR for different order of Daubechies

Wavelet CR PSNR

db5 99.99 241

db6 99.96 248

db7 99.97 244

db8 99.98 237

db9 99.98 220

(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Decomposition and reconstruction of a signal using Daubechies
Wavelet (db9) a. Original signal b. Reconstructed signal

5.2.2.2 Comparing energy of original signal

Generally, Wavelet Transform can be used to decompose signals into smaller frequency

components. It is believed that from the decomposition process, the wavelet coefficients

can be used to calculate the signal energies. Therefore, each decomposition level contains

a finite amount of energy within a specific range of frequencies and a total energy of

the signals will be easily distributed. However, the decomposition process as well as

distribution of energies are related to the wavelet function that has been used during

the decomposition of signals.

Daubechies and Symlet are wavelets from different classes which are associated with

different wavelet and scaling functions. These wavelets are chosen due to their char-

acteristic in terms of orthogonality, maximum vanishing moment for better PD pulse

approximation and also symmetrical of the wavelet function [134]. Both of the wavelet
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families associated with different filters coefficient. In order to make a comparison be-

tween energy distributions that have been obtained from different wavelets, the energy

histogram from the same source is displayed in Figure 5.12(a) and Figure 5.12(b), both

of the figures show different energy distributions. As a result, any wavelet which is

able to distribute the signal energy at different frequencies, is believed to be suitable to

analyse PD signals from a transformer winding.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution a. Daubechies b. Symlet

Hence, in order to decide which Wavelet is appropriate for partial discharge analysis,

energy distributions derived from different Wavelet families will be ‘compared’ with the

energy distribution of an original signal. The original PD signal is decomposed into

nine levels and are presented in the form of ten element vectors. Thus, the energy

distributions need to be vectorised.

Meanwhile, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the original signal is performed with the

total frequency divided into different components. Hence, the energy is calculated by

summing the area under the spectrum between two boundaries values as defined:

EFT (!i, !j) =

!j∑
!i

∣F (!)∣2,

where ∣F (!)∣ is the FFT of the signal, !i, !j is the lower and upper value of frequency for

each level respectively according to Table 5.7 where the frequency ranges of FFT energy

distribution are set to be equalled to the frequency ranges at each level of Wavelet energy

distribution where the frequency range for each level is reduced by factor 2.

EFT (!i, !j) for all i, j will give a vector which then will be compared with that given by

the wavelet transform. Hence, the difference between EFT and Wavelet energy distri-

bution can be identified by calculating an angle between two vectors. This can be done

by taking the inner product of normalised vector of the Wavelet energy distribution and
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normalized vector of FFT energy distribution. The cosine of the angle between the two

vectors is defined as:

cos(�) =
EW .EFT

∣∣EW ∣∣.∣∣EFT ∣∣
,

where EW and EFT are the vectors corresponding to the Wavelet and Fourier Transform

energy distribution respectively.

Several Wavelet families have been chosen based on characteristics and the calculation

has been repeated for the same signal. A smaller angle indicates a more accurate wavelet

energy distribution due to the fact that minimal losses occurred during multi resolution

decomposition process. Different Wavelets produce significant difference in the final

outcomes. Different order within the same family is expected to produce different results

due to the different shape of the scaling function, Wavelet function and the supporting

length. Nevertheless, the difference is not really significant. The best Wavelet family

including its order is identified and presented in Table 5.2. All Daubechies (db) and

Symlet (sym) display a highly accurate analysis with a calculated angle is under 15

degree.

Table 5.2: Angle between wavelet energy and EFT energy distribution

Wavelet(N) Angle (�)

db5 14.34

db8 12.76

db9 12.78

db12 12.62

sym9 12.00

sym12 11.50

Based on these two procedures, Daubechies (db) and Symlet (sym) Wavelet families

were found to be closest to the PD signals. This discovery is more convincing as they

have been implemented widely and was proven to be a suitable selection for PD analysis

at Southampton [135] and also reported in other works [111, 128]. Although several

number of order from each mother Wavelet can be used to analyse PD signals, only

two or three wavelet orders from each family Daubechies (db) and Symlet (sym) were

chosen as mother wavelet and presented in this thesis. The chosen wavelet order is from

a lower to higher order which is believe associated with different function characteristics.

It allows the localisation method can be developed from wide range of wavelet orders.

Later on, the wavelet as well as its order can be compared using final results that

ultimately deciding which wavelet is rightly suitable not only for pulse analysis but to

localise PD sources.
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5.3 Wavelet coefficients and energy distributions

As far as Wavelet analysis is concerned, it is usually used for feature extraction, PD

classification, and a denoising method in PD analysis [35,111,126,127]. However, in this

thesis Wavelet Transform is used to decompose a signal in both the time and frequency

domains and identify the distribution of signal energies from the approximation and

details decomposition coefficients as feature vectors. This approach has been used as

a PD classification technique [135]. Furthermore, the use of energy distribution in this

work is based on the assumption which will be proved in this thesis that the different

decomposition levels effectively represent the unique characteristic of PD pulses from

different locations along the transformer winding. This section is also demonstrates

the wavelet coefficients for all decomposition levels that lead to explanation of why the

energy distribution is finally chosen to be applied for developing the localisation method.

5.3.1 Wavelet coefficients

First of all this thesis demonstrates the wavelet coefficients of PD signal that measured

at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show

wavelet decomposition coefficients for all detail, D(t) and approximation, A(t) of ninth

level for a PD pulse which has been captured from the bushing tap point and neutral to

earth connection measurement points respectively. The plotted coefficients indicate there

is small difference between both measurement points, hence, there is limited information

that can be obtained from the details as well as approximation coefficient plots. However,

in order to develop a localisation method for PD sources, enough information regarding

the discharge source as well as propagation signals along a transformer winding are

vital. Thus, an alternative solution is needed in order to utilise wavelet coefficients

which ultimately provide more relevant information.
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Figure 5.13: A PD pulse with its associated Wavelet decomposition coefficients
- measured at the bushing tap point.

5.3.2 Distributions of Wavelet energy

The distribution of energy within a PD signal using Wavelet decomposition coefficients

was found to be a more effective way to visualise the PD pulse characteristic rather than

considering the Wavelet decomposition coefficients themselves. The energy distribution

is better in terms of data dimensionality reduction and removal of the influence of pulse

polarity and has the advantage of identifying the most significant Wavelet decomposition

levels. Wavelet energy has proven successfully to discriminate different PD sources [135].

Thus, this research try to use Wavelet energy in order to identify PD sources at different

locations within a transformer winding.

It is assumed that PD pulse energy distribution is determined not only by the type of

discharge event but also by the particular propagation path that the signal traverses
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Figure 5.14: A PD pulse with its associated Wavelet decomposition coefficients
- measured at the neutral to earth connection.

between source location and sensor. Therefore the use of these energy levels may be

a useful feature that can be used in order to develop a method of locating PD sources

within a transformer winding.

The energy of any signal can be calculated using Parseval’s theorem. It is also stated

in the literature that the energy of a square integrable signal, the energy is preserved

under orthogonal Wavelet transform [136]. Therefore, the energy (Et) can be calculated

using wavelet coefficients which are given by:
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Et =

Nc∑
i=1

(Cfi)
2. (5.9)

Using a given Formula 5.9, the energy of either wavelet approximation or detail coeffi-

cients can be calculated. Generally, for discrete Wavelet decomposition, Wavelet energy

is the percentage of energy corresponding to the approximation (EA) and the details

(ED). The percentage distribution of Wavelet energy in each decomposition level is

defined as [135]:

EA =

∑Nc
j=1Ca

2
j∑DL

i=1

∑Nc
j=1Cd

2
j +

∑Nc
j=1Ca

2
j

× 100, (5.10)

EDs =

∑Nc
j=1Cd

2
i∑DL

i=1

∑Nc
j=1Cd

2
j +

∑Nc
j=1Ca

2
j

× 100, (5.11)

where DL is the number of decomposition levels, Nc is the number of Wavelet coeffi-

cients, Cas is the s-th approximation decomposition coefficient and Cds is the s-th detail

decomposition coefficient.

The Wavelet energy distribution is obtained from bushing tap point and neutral to earth

connection measurement data respectively and energy histograms are used to show the

percentage of energies at different composition levels for each PD signal. Visualisa-

tion of percentage energy histograms between different injection locations and different

measurement terminals either bushing tap or neutral to earth connections is shown in

Figure 5.15 - 5.22. Both are energy distributions for the bushing tap point and neutral

to earth connection when real PD sources have been injected at the different winding

terminals along a transformer winding for terminal 1 to 8 respectively.

According to the Figures, the percentage of energy distribution is varied at different

decomposition levels which directly indicates that at different levels, the signal is decom-

posed into different signal components and different frequency ranges where at different

frequency ranges, PD signal may carry different amounts of energy. Furthermore, a

comparison also can be made between different signals detected at winding terminals,

and based on Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, it is shown that the distribution of energies

associated with each set of Wavelet decomposition levels for bushing tap point and neu-

tral to earth connection at different PD locations along the winding are different. It

is shown that Wavelet energy histograms more likely to indicate which decomposition

level components contain higher energy and hence provide a clearer picture of energy

distribution inside an individual PD signal.

Although, the histogram of wavelet distribution energy show that the energy at different

terminals and measurement points are not similar, the use of Wavelet distribution energy

is not practical when it comes to differentiating which measured signals either at the
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bushing tap point or neutral to earth connection contain greater total energy due to

the fact that everything is scaled to give 100 percent for both the bushing tap point

and neutral to earth connection PD signals. Thus, it may not be possible to locate

a PD source within a transformer winding if the energy distribution is derived from

the wavelet energy. Alternatively, this study considered the use of absolute energy

distribution rather than the individual wavelet energy for each measured signal.

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.15: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 1

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.16: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 2

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.17: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 3
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(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.18: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 4

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.19: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 5

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.20: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 6

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.21: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 7
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(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.22: Histograms of Wavelet energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 8

5.3.3 Distributions of bushing tap point and neutral to earth energy

When PD signals from any PD sources is injected into a transformer winding, they are

split into two components, which propagate towards both ends of the winding, hence,

the signal components can be represented by ib and in where ib is the signal towards

the bushing tap point and in is the signal towards the neutral to earth connection

respectively. In this case any losses occurred during propagation are neglected, thus the

summation of two signal components can be regarded as the absolute or total energy of

the generated PD signal.

Mathematically, the percentage of each approximation and the detail level of the bushing

tap point and neutral to earth connection energy can be represented as the fraction of

each decomposition level energy to the generated PD signal is given:

EA =

∑Nc
j=1Ca

2
j∑DL

i=1

∑Nc
j=1Cdb

2
j +

∑DL
i=1

∑Nc
j=1Cdn

2
j +

∑Nc
j=1Cab

2
j +

∑Nc
j=1Can

2
j

× 100, (5.12)

EDi =

∑Nc
j=1Cd

2
i∑DL

i=1

∑Nc
j=1Cdb

2
j +

∑DL
i=1

∑Nc
j=1Cdn

2
j +

∑Nc
j=1Cab

2
j +

∑Nc
j=1Can

2
j

× 100, (5.13)

where Nc is the number of coefficients, DL is the number of decomposition level, Cab,

Can are approximation coefficients for bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection

while Cdb, Cdn are the coefficients for the detail levels respectively.

The absolute energy is the denominator in Equation 5.12 and Equation 5.13. Both

equations are slightly modified in order to calculate the energy percentage of an ap-

proximation and of the detail levels and as a result, each energy distribution from both

measurement points are related to each others. From the energy values, they can be

illustrated using a histogram plot as shown in Figure 5.23 - 5.30. The plots show an
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example of histogram plots of absolute energy distribution for a void discharge source

from terminal one to terminal eight respectively. Each plot presents two energy his-

tograms obtained using measurement data of real PD source at the bushing tap point

and neutral to earth connection point. There is variation in terms of energy at different

decomposition levels which are similar to the Wavelet energy distribution but when the

absolute energy is taken into account, the variation of energy at different measurement

points and also at different terminals can be revealed. The evidence is supported using

comparison of energy distribution of both measurement data in Table 5.3 - 5.6 which

provides an overall percentage of absolute percentage energy for all PD sources.

The percentage of energy for the bushing tap point signal is higher than the neutral to

earth connection from terminal 1 to terminal 5 or terminal 6 but vice versa from that

terminal up to terminal 8. Nevertheless, due to the non-linearity effect of a transformer

winding the reduction between a terminal to another terminals may be different. It is

clearly shown that using the absolute energy approach of both signals gives better infor-

mation and a clearer picture of both PD pulses at different terminals. The information

from this percentage of energy seems to provide an initial indication about the location

of PD sources within a transformer winding. Nevertheless, further analysis and compu-

tation such as feature extraction or dimensionality reduction on the energy distribution

are needed to manipulate the features and also possibly for the visualisation process

which ultimately indicate PD source location.

Based on Table 5.3 - 5.6,the location of PD source information can be distinguished.

However, due to intensity of the PD signals are varied which may produce different

energy, the energy calculation only is not a good solution. Therefore, this thesis proceed

with the aid of signal processing and clustering technique in order to produce constant

results which can be implemented as a single indicator.

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.23: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 1
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(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.24: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 2

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.25: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 3

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.26: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 4

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.27: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 5
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(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.28: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 6

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.29: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 7

(a) Bushing tap point (b) Neutral to earth connection

Figure 5.30: Histograms of absolute energy distribution. PD signal is injected
at terminal 8

Table 5.3: Void discharge source

Terminal Bushing tap point Neutral to earth connection

1 87.51 12.49
2 85.33 14.67
3 77.59 22.41
4 64.00 35.90
5 51.45 48.55
6 36.84 63.16
7 19.17 80.83
8 7.71 92.29
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Table 5.4: Surface discharge source

Terminal Bushing tap point Neutral to earth connection

1 88.23 11.77
2 89.00 11.00
3 86.54 13.46
4 81.53 18.47
5 70.66 29.34
6 51.97 48.03
7 23.95 76.05
8 8.77 91.23

Table 5.5: Corona discharge source

Terminal Bushing tap point Neutral to earth connection

1 92.00 8.00
2 91.00 9.00
3 88.59 11.41
4 84.55 15.45
5 75.58 24.22
6 57.24 42.76
7 28.81 71.99
8 5.82 94.18

Table 5.6: Floating discharge source

Terminal Bushing tap point Neutral to earth connection

1 92.44 7.56
2 92.39 7.61
3 90.06 9.94
4 84.65 15.35
5 72.67 27.33
6 52.64 47.36
7 27.98 72.02
8 6.11 93.89

5.4 Principal Component Analysis

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method is widely used in research areas such

as neuroscience, image processing, computer graphics and many more [137]. In partial

discharge analysis, PCA has been introduced recently for feature extraction and PD

classification in particular but its application for PD location in transformer condition

monitoring is a new research approach. PCA is a non-parametric statistical method

and is one of the most popular dimensional reduction techniques. When data consists

of large number of variables such as in this case can be either 10 or 20 variables, it is a

problem in order to select a first few important variables for visualising in a plot. Hence,

PCA provides a solution to this problem as it is able to compress and simplify these
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data to the set of values which are principal components. These variables are linearly

uncorrelated. The transformation of original variables is based on an orthogonal linear

transformation that transforms the variables in the direction of greatest variance in the

variables. As a result of that, the new principal component values represent the original

data and the original information can be retained as much as possible whilst removing

any redundancy in the data [135,138].

The actual steps involved in applying PCA are described as follows:

Step 1: The data first should be standardized by subtracting the mean value which

leads to the data having zero mean and unity variance.

Step 2: Determine the (empirical) covariance matrix for each bushing tap point (BT )

and neutral earth connection (NE) as follows:

BT1 = Cov[BT ] =
BT ⋅BT T

Cn − 1
and NE1 = Cov[NE] =

NE ⋅NET

Cn − 1
; (5.14)

where Cn is the number of columns (variables).

Step 3: The eigenvalues (�) with their corresponding eigenvectors (�) are determined

for each matrix and the eigenvalues generated are arranged from highest order to

decreasing order as well as the respective eigenvectors.

Step 4: The original matrices are transposed using the eigenvectors:

BT2 = �TBT1 ⋅BT and NE2 = �TNE1
⋅NE; (5.15)

Step 5: Finally, the first k columns of BT2 and NE2 represent the highest variances in

decreasing order and these principal components scores contain most information

which best represents the 10-Dimensions data of BT and NE. Thus creating a

k-dimensions data. Hence, data dimensional reduction can be achieved.

5.4.1 Principal Component Analysis for PD analysis

As far as PCA is concerned, it can be used as a dimensional reduction technique where

a large number of variables can be compressed to a small number of variables in the

measurement data. Thus, PCA is one of important techniques in PD analysis. PCA can

be applied as a data mining tool in order to reveal or extract any hidden patterns inside

raw data as known as feature extraction as well as PD classification [138]. Normally,

the results of PCA analysis are used to project the actual values from the correlation

matrix into different values of uncorrelated variables in the principal component space.

The transformation of original variables is based on an orthogonal linear transformation
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that transforms the variables in the direction of greatest variance in the variables. Thus,

based on the characteristic of PCA, these variables are linearly uncorrelated where the

first principal component reveal the most important information in the data set and so

on [139].

The previous section demonstrated that Wavelet analysis generates a distribution of ten

energy variables. As such an individual PD pulse for each measurement point can be

represented by a vector of these ten variables. This thesis aims to visualise the features

which are hidden in the data sets as a single point in reduced three dimensional spaces

in order to aid PD localisation which will be discussed in the next chapter. Thus, only

three variables with highest variances are needed for this purpose and PCA was used to

extract these three principal components that best represent the ten energy vectors.

5.5 Design and development of 3-dimensional principal

component filters

In order to develop a localisation method for PD sources within transformer wind-

ings, PD signals have been analysed using wavelet transform and principal component

analysis. The previous section discussed the undertaken analysis that required for the

purpose. The method that has been develop required human intervention and it needs

to be done off-line. Therefore, it is not suitable in practical applications such as on-line

condition monitoring of large transformers. In order to overcome this issue, this research

is developing an advanced approach for PD localisation using standard 3-dimensional

filters. This method is based on the initial work, the wavelet transform and PCA and

use of system identification in the frequency domain which allow measured PD signals

are selected in the specific frequency ranges. Therefore, there is a modification on the

approach where in this work, the wavelet functions at each decomposition level is linearly

combined with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to act as a filter. Hence, the filter

may be used to filter measurement data as shown in Figure 5.31, in order to provide

information about the location of the discharge source within a transformer winding.

In developing this approach, this thesis reports on the construction of standard Finite

Impulse Response filter (FIR) in order to perform directly the wavelet transform and

PCA in a combined operation. The technique presented in this thesis is mainly based

on the linear combination of the Wavelet decomposition filter consists of low pass, high

pass and band pass filter for every level and the related PCA weighting coefficients.

Ultimately, with further implementation using the Yule-walker equation for an Infinite

Impulse Response (IIR) filter approximation [140, 141], it is possible to construct a

standard filter based on the Wavelet Transform and PCA that can be implemented as

an autonomous PD localisation tool.
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Figure 5.31: A schematic diagram for filter process

5.5.1 Wavelet filter and PCA weighting

Wavelet multi-resolution analysis consists of a series of quadrature filter banks which

are associated with a high pass, band pass and low pass filter. In the wavelet analysis,

the selection of a proper mother Wavelet was required according to the analysed signal.

Based on the previous analysis, Symlet and Daubechies have been chosen as mother

Wavelets for the study of PD localisation method. Therefore, in this subsequent analysis,

the same mother Wavelets will be used to maintain the coherence of the produced results

when using the constructed filters in Chapter 6. Every decomposition level in Wavelet

Transform may be associated with either high-pass or band-pass or low-pass filters where

the highpass filter and the low-pass filter correspond to the wavelet function and scaling

function respectively. Meanwhile, the band-pass filter is normally from a combination

of the Wavelet and scaling functions. Thus, in order to calculate the Wavelet filters also

known as frequency-domain filter for each decomposition level, it is vital to obtain the

wavelet function  (m) and scaling function '(m) corresponding to mother wavelet.

Hence, the set of whole wavelet filters for each decomposition level can be calculated

according to the formulae presented in Table 5.7 [142].

Table 5.7: Wavelet filters

Decomposition level Frequency(min) Frequency (max) Frequency-domain filter

D1 fs
4

fs
2  (m2 )

D2 fs
8

fs
4  (m4 )'(m2 )

D3 fs
16

fs
8  (m8 )'(m4 )'(m2 )

D4 fs
32

fs
16  (m16)'(m8 )'(m4 )'(m2 )

D5 fs
64

fs
32  (m32)'(m16)'(m8 )'(m4 )'(m2 )

DDL

fs
2DL+1

fs
2DL

 ( m
2DL

) ⋅
∏DL−1
i=1 '(m

2i
)

ADL
0 fs

2DL+1

∏DL
i=1  (m

2i
)

The combination of wavelet and scaling functions as in Table 5.7 can be plotted indi-

vidually at distinct levels as illustrated in Figure 5.32 - 5.33 for Daubechies and Symlet
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Wavelet families respectively. The length of the filter reduces after each decomposition

level due to the fact that it needs to be associated with the down-sampling process where

the length of the coefficients reduce by factor 2 after every decomposition process.

When the Wavelet function, scaling function or combination of both functions such as

in Figure 5.33 have been transformed in the frequency domain, the actual frequency

spectrum of each wavelet filter at a distinct level can be plotted as shown in Figure 5.34.

It is shown that the approximation, A, of the original signal, S, sampled at fs =

500MSs−1 contains the smallest frequencies (brown line) and the detail level 1, D1

contain the highest frequencies (red line) what is expected based on the formulae in

Table 5.7.

Table 5.8 shows an example of principal component “weightings” from PCA analysis

that has been derived from measurement dataset measured under PD activity inside

a transformer winding and the test was undertaken at the Tony Davies High Voltage

Laboratory, University of Southampton. Principal component weighting is a square

matrix corresponding to the number of decomposition. Nevertheless, due to the fact

that in this work the three highest principal components are taken in account which

discussed in details in Section 6.1, the table shows a principal component weighting

matrix where each row represents the number of variables (i.e. number of details and

approximation) while the column vectors represent principal components. The values

given in the table shown there is a combination of positive and negative PCA weighting

coefficients which provide interpretation of the variables differently. This also provide a

measure to indicate variation that occurred in the analysed data. The positive weighting

coefficient indicates positive correlation between components and variables in the dataset

while the negative weighting indicate the opposite. On the other hand, absolute value

of the weighting is also one of the important things which will indicate the contribution

of that variable to the principal component.

Table 5.8: PCA weighting at distinct levels

Decomposition level �(PC1) � (PC2)  (PC3)

D1 -0.038 0.799 0.570
D2 -0.090 -0.061 -0.006
D3 -0.002 -0.140 0.022
D4 0.161 -0.560 0.806
D5 0.101 -0.085 -0.116
D6 0.973 0.123 -0.099
D7 0.072 0.020 -0.012
D8 0.055 0.024 0.006
D9 0.005 0.013 0.023
A9 0.007 0.022 0.045

After the principal component weighting are known, linear combination of Wavelet filters

and PCA weighting can be established using Equations 5.16 - 5.18:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.32: Wavelet filters for each decomposition levels a. db9 b. db12
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.33: Wavelet filters for each decomposition levels a. sym3 b. sym8
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Figure 5.34: Frequency domains of wavelet filters at different analysis levels

PC1 ∼ FilterA = �10A9 +

DL∑
i=1

�iDi, (5.16)

PC2 ∼ FilterB = �10A9 +

DL∑
i=1

�iDi, (5.17)

PC3 ∼ FilterC = 10A9 +

DL∑
i=1

iDi, (5.18)

From the equations, each derived filter associates with a different characteristic and

is therefore similar to principal components. Figure 5.35 show the example frequency

spectra for the filters derived from Equations 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 respectively with nor-

malized frequency and spectral density. Hence, all three filters clearly demonstrate that

the frequency spectrum associated with them differ considerably from each other, hence,

it strengthens the hypothesis that they will respond differently with an input PD data.

5.5.2 Spectral estimation

The frequency spectra computed from Wavelet filters that are linearly combined with

principal component weighting are shown to be unique for each principal component.

Due to the fact that, the principal component weighting are based on measurement data

i.e. data driven, thus, the frequency spectrum is different with respect to the partial

discharge source locations within a transformer winding.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.35: Plots of frequency spectrum of the filters a. filter A b. filter B c.
filter C
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This new finding was based on the assumption that has been made from the initial results

which have shown that the combination Wavelet decomposition and PCA are able to

produce two separate clusters in 3-D principal component space. Hence, it is possible

that later on these frequency spectra can be used to design a filter for the measurement

data as a standard filter without the necessity of repeating the whole procedures of

wavelet and PCA all over again.

The corresponding filters transfer function consists of numerator and denominator based

on spectra estimation which can be obtained using the Autoregressive Moving-Average

(ARMA) method. The implementation of this approach is to obtain parameters corre-

sponding to each frequency spectrum based on infinite impulse response (IIR) transfer

function coefficients to approximate the Finite Impulse Response filter. The param-

eters of an autoregressive (AR) model has been calculated with the aid of modified

Yule-walker equations (MYW) while the moving average (MA) parameter has been

computed directly from unbiased sample correlation coefficients and the estimated AR

parameters [140, 143]. All the procedures obtaining the parameters required for the fil-

ters are already available in matlab. After all the parameters have been obtained, the

estimated frequency spectra for the 3 dimensional filters can be compared to the original

wavelet and PCA as shown in Figure 5.36.

Comparison shows that the estimated frequency spectrum for all three filters closely

represent the original frequency spectrum and there is approximately 4 percent of error

between original and estimated version of frequency spectrum based on least mean square

error depending on the order of the filter transfer function. Table 5.9 shows the least

mean square errors (LMSE) between the original and estimated versions of different

orders of filter for both bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection measurement

points. Figure 5.37 shows that the comparison results of original and estimated frequency

spectra for bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection which are represented

using the blue and the red lines respectively for higher order. There is advantages and

disadvantages using either lower or higher order of transfer function. Thus, the optimum

selection of filter order during implementation whilst maintaining the accuracy of the

result is vital in order to produce cost effective solution. Results indicate the order of

filter should not be less than 25 and not more than 50.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.36: Comparison of estimated and original frequency spectrum of the
filters a. filter A b. filter B c. filter C
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Table 5.9: Percentage of reconstructed spectra with different order of transfer
function

Order Bushing tap point Neutral to earth connection

10 92.02 92.80
12 93.17 93.63
14 93.94 94.22
16 94.67 94.64
18 95.34 95.25
20 95.75 95.70
22 96.25 96.01
24 96.55 96.41
26 96.80 96.59
28 97.07 96.97
30 97.19 97.22

Figure 5.37: Percentage of accuracy of IIR filter estimated using ARMA model

5.6 Summary

In the beginning of this chapter, a comparison of partial discharge signals from the bush-

ing tap point and neutral to earth connection measurement points are shown, where the

PD signals that have been injected at the same terminal have different signal magni-

tudes when they are measured at different measurement points. Moreover, when PD

signals at each measurement point is compared individually, the magnitude of the sig-

nals are dependent on where the PD source is injected. Thus, the variation occurred

and clearly shown from the signal comparisons may be useful information that can be

further utilised. Ultimately, it will lead to PD source localisation within a transformer

winding.
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Hence, in order to interpret the signal variation in more detail, further analysis needs

to be carried out. The analysis involved a state of the art of digital signal processing

techniques which has been introduced for PD signal analysis. There are two main

processing techniques which have been applied in this thesis; WT and PCA. Wavelet

analysis has been implemented in order to analyse the measured signals in the time-

frequency domain and also to decompose the signals into different regions of frequency.

The Wavelet transform is a method that enables analysis of discrete signals in the

time and frequency domains via a cascading decomposition process for different time-

frequency resolution. Both consist of low-pass and high-pass filters and these filters can

be used as a filter bank (i.e. band-pass filter). Based on Wavelet analysis, Wavelet

energy can be evaluated.

Wavelet energy is a good method to determine the variation of energy inside an individual

signal using a percentage of energy distribution. However, this energy cannot measure

the difference between two energies when it is needed to compare both energy from both

measured signals at the same time. Therefore, the use of percentage distribution of

absolute energy provides an alternative solution towards this issue and looks promising.

The use of PCA as a non-parametric dimension reduction technique to reduce the dataset

is useful to aid the visualization process and feature extraction. The initial works applied

both of these methods to develop a new approach to the PD localisation process inside

transformer winding and has shown promising results [23].

Ultimately, for more practicality, this study considers developing a 3-dimensional filters

based on the idea to linearly combined WT and PCA to do a combine operation that

can be used to facilitate an autonomous on-line condition monitoring of high voltage

transformers. This work can be successfully done due to the fact that wavelet is in

the form of a finite impulse response filter with distinct frequency responses at different

decomposition levels and PCA gives dimensionality reduction which gives coefficients in

3-D plot. The ARMA model provides an approach for spectral estimation and ultimately

designing standard filters according to the computed frequency spectra which can be used

to extract the feature from the PD measurement data
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Chapter 6

Localisation of partial discharge

Localisation of partial discharge is one of the important aspects in the condition monitor-

ing process when applied to high voltage transformers. It can be a complicated process

when a winding is involved. The localisation process can be based on various method-

ologies, either analytical formula [71], sensor based using acoustic or UHF sensors [42] or

other approaches which are described in Chapter 2. In the previous chapter, it is shown

that signal processing is important in order to provide a way to use the data to achieve

the objective of accurate PD source location. Hence, this chapter aims to demonstrate

the developing approach of a localisation technique based on partial discharge signals

and features associated with the signals.

However, prior to studying PD location methods, it is necessary to focus on detection

and measurement of partial discharge (PD) signals inside a transformer winding via the

bushing tap and neutral to earth connections using clamped-type RFCTs. It is assumed

that both PD pulses propagating towards the different ends of the winding contain differ-

ent information due to factors such as different winding lengths and different propagation

paths inside the winding. Therefore, a pairing technique based on a reasonable time of

flight duration is used to find and match pairs of PD pulses before comparison can be

made and produce results which locate PD activity inside the transformer winding.

6.1 Dimensional reduction and clustering technique

Generally, the main idea in this approach is to use the energy distributions from the

Wavelet Transform. However, using the distribution of energy solely in the analysis is

not helpful to aid the visualisation process due to large dimensional data. Thus, PCA

was implemented in this study as a dimensional reduction tool of the multivariate data

in order to transform correlated data into uncorrelated data in different components .

From the process, it generates the principal component values of the data also typically
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called as ‘scores’ which is a representation of the original data in the principal component

space. These values are related to the original data based on the eigenvectors of the

original dataset and it explains the relation of each of the objects in the dataset to the

component. Hence, this analysis allows the original data to be explained with fewer

variables as well as visualisation or clustering.

In order to choose the right number of principal components, there are various non-

statistical tests that have been introduced in the literature [144]. However, this thesis

will not demonstrate the suggested methods but instead use one of the methods, a scree

test [145]. It is due to the fact that this test uses visual exploration of a graphical

representation of the singular values which is really straightforward. Figure 6.1 shows

a scree plot of the principal components of a PD measurement data measured at one of

the measurement points. The plot shows that there is a big drop of approximately 86

percent between the third and fourth principal components. Hence, the fourth principal

component and the remaining eigenvalues are relatively small and all about the same

size. Moreover, it has been suggested that only the 95tℎ percentile of the data should be

included for interpretation [146]. Thus, the results will be plotted in the 3-dimensional

space of principal components throughout this thesis to indicate location of PD sources.

Moreover, due to the fact that the measurement data may vary with respect to PD

sources, applied voltages and PD signals, so when the data is interpreted in 2 principal

component instead of 3 principal component, the correlated variables in the data set

may not be well utilised.

Figure 6.1: A singular values plot of principal components
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In each plot, there will be two main groups of clusters which represent different sets of

measurement data. This thesis used different sets of colours to represent an individual

group; the blue cluster represents the bushing tap signals while the red cluster represents

the neutral to earth terminal and this set of colour arrangement remains throughout

this thesis. It is assumed that these clusters may represent the most significant values

of energy in the data set corresponding to the highest variances which are identified

by PCA. Hence, these energies can be plotted with respect to each measurement data

and the visualisation process later on may be used as an indicator of partial discharge

location within a transformer winding.

Figures 6.2 - 6.5 show cluster plots for void discharge, surface discharge, corona discharge

and floating discharge at an inception voltage respectively. The principal component

values have been normalised in order to standardise the data to unity. According to all

plotted figures, the position of blue and red clusters is in a different half of each plot

typically in the direction of first principal component and it spreads along second and

third principal components. When the PD source was injected at different terminals

along a winding, the clusters with respect to the corresponding data may be clustered

differently. Initially, the clusters plotted using measurement data injected at terminal

one have a clear separation between each other. However, when the PD signal was

injected at terminal two onwards both of the clusters might be seen to come ’closer’

towards each other. It is anticipated that the separation of the clusters will be increased

again after a point where the signal travels in a more or less similar length of propagation

path which is normally at terminal five or six. Hence, Figure f - h for each PD source

proved the assumption that mostly both of the cluster groups fall apart toward different

ends normally after that point and also these clusters rotate in a different position within

principal component space.

The figures also indicate that there is variations of the clusters position for both groups

of clusters for signals that have been injected into different terminals. Hence, the clus-

ters’ behaviour reinforces the (working) hypothesis that has been made where different

PD source locations will produce different separation lengths when analysing the dis-

tribution of signal energies using signal processing techniques. On the other hand, the

cluster patterns produced from measurement data at each transformer winding termi-

nal have shown similarity in general regardless of the type of PD sources. Thus, it is

believed that the PD sources do not affect this approach in order to generate clusters

from measurement data and ultimately to locate a discharge event within a transformer

winding. Nevertheless, this approach needs to be tested with the variation in applied

voltage in order to investigate whether the difference in applied voltage may affect the

proposed method.
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.2: Clusters plot of void discharge at 9 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.3: Clusters plot of surface discharge at 16 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.4: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 14 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.5: Clusters plot of floating discharge at 17 kV
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6.1.1 Clusters for different applied voltages

According to the previous discussion in chapter 4, the magnitude of the measured dis-

charge signal varies when the PD activity is generated at different a.c. applied voltages,

where typically the lowest magnitude in PD activity is measured at inception voltage.

Consequently, if the measured signals is too low, the difference of energy distribution

between measurement points is not significantly distinguishable. Hence, it is assumed

that the blue and red clusters are unable to be clustered perfectly which effect the sepa-

ration between them within the principal component space. Different voltage levels have

been applied on artificial PD sources while measurements were recorded simultaneously

at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection. Hence, the measurement data

have been analysed using the proposed method.

Figure 6.6 - 6.8 show cluster plots for void discharges at 18 kV, 20 kV and 22 kV

respectively. The separation between the blue and red clusters for all applied voltages

can be observed and there is no significant change to the clusters’ separation pattern

along the winding from terminal one towards terminal eight which is measured from PD

activity at all voltage levels. However, when the voltage increases, normally above 20

kV, the change of the clusters’ separation pattern along the injection terminals becomes

clearer (for example, Figure 1.8(f)) which is probably due to the propagation signal

measured at both measurement points at higher voltage level providing a higher levels

of signal magnitude. Hence, the energy distributions within the signals from both sensors

become significantly distinguishable which lead to better clustering. Furthermore, the

result for this discussion can also be supported using evidence from other PD sources

such as surface, corona and floating discharge which are also plotted at three different

voltages. The evidence is illustrated in Figure 6.9 - 6.11 for surface discharge source,

Figure 6.12 - 6.14 for corona discharge and Figure 6.15 - 6.17 for floating discharge

source. All the cluster plots have been obtained from different applied voltages under

30 kV. Thus, this study demonstrates that the approach is independent of the applied

voltages that ultimately produced the cluster pattern for PD source localisation within

a transformer winding.

The results presented in this section have been produced from the analysis which have

used Daubechies order 8 (‘db8′) as a Wavelet function. Nevertheless, as far as the

analysis is concerned, it can be associated with other Wavelet family orders either from

Daubechies or Symlet (which the results will be presented in the following section).

Thus, it is also worth performing extra analysis in order to investigate the effect of

different Wavelet families on the clusters pattern for both bushing tap point and neutral

to earth measurement data. Hence, the next section of the thesis will investigate if there

are any changes that may occur to the clusters patterns when the measurement data

was analysed using a different Wavelet.
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.6: Clusters plot of void discharge at 18 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.7: Clusters plot of void discharge at 20 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.8: Clusters plot of void discharge at 22 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.9: Clusters plot of surface discharge at 18 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.10: Clusters plot of surface discharge at 20 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.11: Clusters plot of surface discharge at 23 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.12: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 18 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.13: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 20 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.14: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 22 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.15: Clusters plot of floating discharge at 19 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.16: Clusters plot of floating discharge at 21 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.17: Clusters plot of floating discharge at 23 kV
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6.1.2 The influence of wavelet families and presentation of clusters

Chapter 5 discusses why a carefully chosen Wavelet family is important to ensure the

quality of the analysis which ultimately contribute to the end results. Initial investigation

discovered that based on the comparison of Wavelet families, these Wavelets only give

a slight difference either in terms of percentage of reconstruction energy or comparison

of absolute energy of original signal. However, the output clusters in the principal

component space which are produced from the analysis using other Wavelet functions

are still unknown due to the fact that small difference in energy may cause big difference

in clustering technique. Therefore, this section illustrates the final results of the analysis

i.e. plots of clusters for other Wavelet functions derived from different orders of each

family which have been chosen based on the Wavelet comparative study where the chosen

Wavelets are db9, db12, sym3 and sym8. For the purpose of illustration, this section

mentioned only the results from void discharge source. However, the results for the other

PD sources can be found in the Appendix D.

As far as principal component clusters are concerned, they represent the individual PD

pulses in the measurement data and due to the fact that the PD pulses have been trans-

formed into a set of features using Wavelet Transform, these features can be influenced

by the Wavelet functions. Figures 6.18 - 6.21 show the cluster plots for the selected

Wavelet families. Based on observation of the plots from Wavelet families with lower

order to higher order, the features produced using a higher order of Wavelet generate

better cluster distribution inside principal component space for both blue and red clus-

ters including the separation gap between them. This is probably due to the number

of vanishing moments of the function where the higher order of Wavelet function does

provide more complexity of signal representation. It is vital to enhance the ability of

the Wavelet function in order to represent the more complex behaviour of the analysed

PD signal which can provide better feature vectors ultimately leading to better cluster

plots. Nevertheless, apart from the blue and the red clusters the plots also show the

outliers existent for all Wavelet orders. The outliers in the plot may indicate that there

is a data associated with a different characteristic appearing within a similar group of

data. Thus, it is necessary to look in detail at what is the cause is of these outliers

and why the clusters can be separate from other small groups of clusters, as shown in

Figure 6.18(f).
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.18: Clusters plot of Daubechies 9
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.19: Clusters plot of Daubechies 12
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.20: Clusters plot of Symlet 3
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.21: Clusters plot of Symlet 8
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6.1.3 Gaussian noise representation in the principal component plot

Generally, dealing with a clustering technique if the measured data is ‘well’ clustered, the

clusters are believed to be plotted as a concentrated and high concentration ‘cloud’ at

one position in the principal component space due to the fact that it is assumed that the

measurement data contains the signals which are produced in the same way and respond

to the same system. It has been established that the PD data which do have minimum

interference in the PD data set and also similar behaviour of signal propagation patterns

can be represented by a clusters plot as shown in Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.22: A plot of high density clusters

However, sometimes it cannot be assumed that the analysed data can be perfectly clus-

tered and only the right clusters will appear. There are few possibilities that may affect

the clustering process which will be discussed later on, as a result when the features

were projected as clusters in the principal components space, it is possible that the clus-

ters from the same data will either spread with outliers or appear in the other different

subgroups illustrated in Figure 6.23.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.23: Cluster plot of the bushing tap point and the neutral to earth
connection a. clusters with outliers b. subgroups of cluster
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The amount of the clusters in a group is dependent on the data size. Furthermore, based

on previous figures, it is shown that using PCA as a dimensional reduction technique,

there are two main cluster groups i.e. the blue and red clusters which are clustered ac-

cordingly. Nevertheless, it is difficult to get a measured PD pulse with similar behaviour

for each discharge event and sometimes the recorded data may not be perfect and there

may be interruption with background noise or external random signals picked up by

measuring sensors by coincidence. As far as external interference or noise is concerned,

to remove the interference of the noise entirely in the PD data is a difficult process es-

pecially when the measurement data consists of a small magnitude of discharge signals

as shown in Figure 6.24.

Figure 6.24: Interference with the PD signal

Moreover, in this study, a hard thresholding method is used in order to eliminate noise

from raw PD data from the laboratory environment and extract PD signals. This de-

noising technique uses a noise level in order to suppress the signals below the noise level

and extract the signals which are above the noise level. Therefore, if the noise signal

is higher than a threshold value, it will remain in the data set. Figure 6.25 shows the

undertaken analysis recording the noise completely for about the same duration of PD

pulse. Hence, it is an indication that the measurement data was severely contaminated

by external noise during experiments where the magnitudes of this noise which exists in

the data may have varied.

Therefore, when the PD data is corrupted, the clusters pattern in principal component

space is scattered and has greater space between each point in one group of either blue

or red clusters. For the worst case, principal component of the features is plotted with a

different set of groups, where one of the groups for each measurement data represent noise

signals. Figure 6.26 show the example of principal component plots from measurement

data that are corrupted by noise. Thus, PCA is able to separate the noise in the system

and later on this noise needs to be removed from the data in order to provide better

clustering.
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Figure 6.25: High level of interference imposed on the PD signal

Figure 6.26: Cluster plot of the bushing tap point and the neutral to earth
connection in principal component space corrupted by noise

The other factor which may influence the distribution of the clusters is due to some

of the discharge signals, which may exhibit a different propagation pattern inside a

transformer winding due to non-linearity and different frequency of injected PD pulses.

On the other hand, the measurement data may consist of an output signal measured

with unusual oscillation pattern with a greater length, as for example, illustrated in

Figure 6.27.

Figure 6.27: A plot of a different output signal
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Hence, the corresponding cluster plot which contains this type of event as shown in

Figure 6.28 where there is a ‘straight line’ of blue and red clusters parallel to each other

along the second principal component. Nevertheless, the plot shows that the clusters are

less spaced compared to the previous Figure 6.26 which was corrupted with Gaussian

white noise. Thus, this plot can be used as an indication that when there are different

behaviours of signal propagation inside the data set the clusters are plotted in a different

way.

Figure 6.28: Principal component plot of a long oscillation pulse

Based on the plot, it is non-trivial to decide when a cluster becomes an outlier. However,

this work uses the approach that the cluster in the principal component space itself is

re-used to retrieve the corresponding signal in the corresponding data set, and it is thus

possible to define whether it is a useful cluster point or an outlier inside the plot. Hence,

a ‘scaling method’ was used in order to remove excessive outliers and refine the cluster

plot as shown in Figure 6.29.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.29: A cluster plot of the bushing tap point and the neutral to earth
connection a. before scaling process b. after scaling process
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6.2 Cluster centroid and separation distance

This approach is based on the observation that at different PD injection locations along

the winding, the principal component plots would produce groups of clusters at different

positions. Formation of clusters in the principal components consists of blue and red

cluster ‘clouds’ which accumulate and concentrate at one part for bushing tap point

and at the other part for neutral to earth connection. Thus, both clusters are separate

and there is a ‘gap’ between the appeared clusters as the result of their position in

the principal component space and directly explain the variation occurring in the data

set. Based on the observation of previous figures in Section 6.1.1, the exact position of

the cluster clouds in the principal component space are varied when they are produced

from measurement data sets which are obtained at different injection points along a

transformer winding from terminal one to terminal eight. Therefore, it may be useful

to measure the separation existing between clusters which is also known as separation

‘distance’ in order to precisely determine how much the variation occurs at each terminal

along a transformer winding. With a different value of separation length (d) between

clusters in PCA plot which has been obtained from the two measurement points at

opposite ends of the winding. It may be used as the approach to identify the location

of a PD event within the transformer winding.

Before applying clustering technique to identify PD source location within a high voltage

transformer winding. This thesis described the analysis that should be take into account

for clustering the data, which is cluster validation. The cluster validation involves mea-

suring cohesion and separation of the clusters. The first step in cluster validation that

need to be fulfilled is the clusters cohesion. The cohesion measures how close of each

objects to a centroid of a cluster and it can be measured by sum of squares error within

(SSW) or variance within the clusters [147]. The sum of square error is calculated the

error of each data point to a centroid of the cluster and hence compute the total sum of

the square errors.

Secondly, how to validate and differentiate the separation between clusters? For an

example, if there are two cluster plots having different clusters with different sizes, the

plot which has two clusters with smaller size will be well separated compared to the plot

which has two clusters with bigger size. One of the technique that can be used is using

sum of square error also can be calculated using different centroid also known as sum of

square error between (SSB) [147]. The smallest the SSW value will give better cohesion

and the largest SSB value indicate well separated clusters. On average, the cluster point

that have been derived from the measurement data at the bushing tap point, the value

of SSW and SSB are 0.25 and 1.34 respectively. Meanwhile, the value of SSW and SSB

for the neutral to earth connection data are 0.16 and 1.25 respectively.

The coefficients of SSW and SSB provide indication that the clusters based on exper-

iment data are in general well cohesive and separated. However, in order to make the
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cluster validation process more convincingly, this thesis uses different formula to calcu-

late coefficients which able to indicate clusters cohesion, separation as well as to choose

the optimal number of clusters at the same time such as Davies-Bouldin index (DBI)

and Silhouette coefficients (SC) [148–150]. Both of these coefficients have a range of

values that can provide better indicator. Davies-Bouldin criterion is based on a ratio

of within cluster and between cluster distances. The DBI index indicates the optimal

clustering when it produces a smallest values. Apart from DBI, another way to validate

clusters is using SC [151, 152]. This coefficient measures both cohesion and separation

which calculate average distance of one point to another point within a cluster and also

to points in another cluster. The coefficient for a point is typically between 0 to 1 where

closer to 1 mean better cohesion as well as separation between another clusters. All

the coefficients can be obtained using available statistical function in Matlab where the

DBI and SC for the clusters in this thesis is approximately 0.37 and 0.94 respectively.

As a result, the measurement data that have been previously analysed can be plotted

optimally using two clusters.

Due to the fact that the measurement data that have been obtained from the transformer

winding can be clustered optimally using two cluster groups which are less scattered,

similar size and well separated that is validated based on cluster validation techniques.

Thus, this work used distance between centroid of clusters in order to measure the

separation between cluster groups. However, this approach is not necessarily true for

all other types of transformer winding where clusters patterns may be changed where

euclidean distance approach is no longer appropriate. Therefore, it is necessary to de-

termine and locate the centroid, C of each blue (b) and red (r) cluster group which lead

to the separation length between clusters. Generally, the centroid is influenced by the

individual cluster’s position within the group inside the space as well as the density of

the clusters. The centroid of clusters is basically a center point of clusters, where to

obtain this position, it is assumed that it can be regarded as the average of all points in

the clusters as in Equation (6.1).

Cx =
1

Np

N∑
i=1

xi, Cy =
1

Np

N∑
i=1

yi, Cz =
1

Np

N∑
i=1

zi. (6.1)

Where x, y and z represent the first, second and third principal component while Np is

the number of cluster points.

Equation 6.2 allows to measure the magnitude of d with respect to each principal com-

ponent between two centroids. Hence, using the value at each principal component, a

direct calculation of separation distance, d between two group of clusters in the three

dimensions of principal component space can be determined. The Equation 6.3 is based

on the euclidean distance using distance formula between two ordinary points.
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dxbn = (Cxb − Cxn)2, dybn = (Cyb − Cyn)2, dzbn = (Czb − Czn)2 (6.2)

d(x, y, z) =

√
(dxbn + dybn + dzbn)2, (6.3)

where dbn is the euclidean distance from the centroid of blue to the centroid of red

cluster.

The previous equations only measured the magnitude of the distance which is vital, but

in order to make it more precise, it is also necessary to take into account the vector

or direction of the separation distance, d with respect to the clusters position within

the plot. In order to take into account the effect, the clustering analysis uses the fact

that, at certain point along a transformer winding, both cluster groups are rotated in

the opposite direction and plotted at a different position in the principal component

space. Hence this shift will be used as an indication of positive or negative direction

for the clusters with the reference point is using the blue cluster. Thus, this thesis

stated that the blue and red clusters interact in the positive direction when the blue

cluster’s position is at positive while the red clusters in the negative part of first or

second principal component as shown in Figure 6.30(a) and 6.30(b) .

(a) (b)

Figure 6.30: Positive distance measured between clusters

On the other hand, the negative direction is measured by the distance from the blue

clusters which are in the negative part of the first principal component while the red

clusters are in the positive side on a similar principal component. Figure 6.31 shows the

example of a cluster plot that measures the negative distance between clusters which

normally occurred from the ‘turning point’ i.e. terminal 6 onwards. Therefore, with

the combination of both magnitude and vector elements, either the positive or negative

distance based on clusters position can be established which enhance the ability of this

approach to locate the PD sources.
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Figure 6.31: Negative distance measured between clusters

6.2.1 Separation distance for all PD sources

The separation distance can be calculated using a centroid of the clusters and Equa-

tion 6.3. Hence, the details of the separation distance measured using the cluster plots

for all PD sources is shown in Tables 6.2.1 - 6.2.1. Most of the terminal 1 and terminal

2 for all PD sources show a small difference regarding the separation distance, therefore

it is assumed that the electrical connection that connects to both terminals is very close

to each other. Furthermore, according to the table, the value of separation distance for

all PD sources lie within the same range approximately around 0.5 down to -0.6 for for

terminal 1 and terminal 8 respectively. Therefore, it emphasises that this approach is

robust to different PD sources and applied voltages. The separation distance can also

be plotted against the winding terminal where Figures 6.32 - 6.35 show the separation

distance plot for Tables 6.2.1 - 6.2.1 respectively.

Based on the figures, a more or less similar pattern of separation distance plots between

two groups of clusters from two different measurement points can be observed. However,

unexpected events such as either excessive noise or variation on PD pulses as described

earlier can cause a decrease in density of the cluster clouds which might also move

the position of the centroid. Thus, it contributes to either a slightly shorter or longer

distance than anticipated which appeared to be a more ‘up and down shape’ on the

plot. Moreover, due to a small difference for the first three winding terminals, the plot

generates a smooth flat curve at the beginning and steeply down afterwards as opposed to

the last three terminals of the winding which produced a bigger difference in separation

distance.

Although the separation distance patterns for all PD sources have shown they are not

really steep, it is still acceptable for this type of winding where in this case there are

only in total 14 discs. It is believe that the pattern is depends on the geometrical

structure of the winding itself. Thus, it is believed if the approach is undertaken on
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Table 6.1: Separation distance of clusters for void discharge source a. 9 kV b.
18 kV c. 20 kV d. 22 kV

a.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.47
2 0.46
3 0.42
4 0.36
5 0.18
6 -0.10
7 -0.4
8 -0.46

b.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.48
2 0.47
3 0.42
4 0.34
5 0.19
6 -0.11
7 -0.34
8 -0.49

c.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.45
2 0.43
3 0.39
4 0.27
5 0.12
6 -0.21
7 -0.48
8 -0.55

d.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.46
2 0.43
3 0.38
4 0.29
5 0.13
6 -0.22
7 -0.51
8 -0.57

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.32: Separation distance for void discharge a. 9 kV b. 18 kV c. 20 kV
d.22 kV
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Table 6.2: Separation distance of clusters for surface discharge source a. 16 kV
b. 18 kV c. 20 kV d. 23 kV

a.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.45
2 0.44
3 0.39
4 0.35
5 0.21
6 -0.08
7 -0.40
8 -0.53

b.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.44
2 0.42
3 0.39
4 0.32
5 0.22
6 0.10
7 -0.37
8 -0.55

c.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.47
2 0.46
3 0.44
4 0.37
5 0.24
6 0.06
7 -0.36
8 -0.53

d.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.47
2 0.46
3 0.44
4 0.38
5 0.24
6 -0.06
7 -0.36
8 -0.54

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.33: Separation distance for surface discharge a. 16 kV b. 18 kV c. 20
kV d. 23 kV
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Table 6.3: Separation distance of clusters for corona discharge source a. 14 kV
b. 18 kV c. 20 kV d. 22 kV

a.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.52
2 0.51
3 0.48
4 0.42
5 0.29
6 0.09
7 -0.35
8 -0.59

b.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.51
2 0.50
3 0.47
4 0.41
5 0.29
6 0.08
7 -0.34
8 -0.60

c.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.63
2 0.51
3 0.48
4 0.42
5 0.31
6 0.12
7 -0.37
8 -0.59

d.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.51
2 0.51
3 0.48
4 0.41
5 0.29
6 0.09
7 -0.39
8 -0.61

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.34: Separation distance for corona discharge a. 14 kV b. 18 kV c. 20
kV d.22 kV
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Table 6.4: Separation distance of clusters for floating discharge source a. 17 kV
b. 19 kV c. 21 kV d. 23 kV

a.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.51
2 0.51
3 0.48
4 0.41
5 0.30
6 0.12
7 -0.36
8 -0.66

b.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.47
2 0.46
3 0.44
4 0.37
5 0.23
6 0.11
7 -0.39
8 -0.58

c.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.51
2 0.49
3 0.46
4 0.38
5 0.25
6 0.10
7 -0.35
8 -0.60

d.

Terminal d(x-y-z)

1 0.52
2 0.51
3 0.47
4 0.42
5 0.31
6 0.12
7 -0.35
8 -0.66

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.35: Separation distance for floating discharge a. 17 kV b. 19 kV c. 21
kV d. 23 kV
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a large transformer the separation distance plot will be significantly steeper than the

patterns that illustrated in this thesis.

Hence, in order to establish a ‘standard’ type of plot, a basic fitting tool can be used

which produces a fit line to the original plot. In this work, a quadratic fit was found

to fit the original plot using separation distance values according to the table as shown

in Figure 6.36 and also the difference between those two was calculated to be about

11 percent. From the plot, a general equation for the fitting can be defined as:

y = ax2 + bx+ c, (6.4)

where a, b and c are the coefficients of the fitting curve.

Figure 6.36: A plot illustrates original and fitting plot of separation distance

The separation distance for all PD sources gives almost similar values. The reference

point can be identified in order to provide a reference point to give a scale or ratio to

all PD sources at various voltages as well as for other transformer windings. Further

discussion is in the following section.

6.2.2 Cluster separation distance for different Wavelet families

As previously shown, different wavelets produced slightly different outputs in terms of

cluster patterns. It is due to the fact that the difference occurring in the energy dis-

tribution, may cause a change to the clusters plot hence affect its separation distance.

Thus, this study is used to demonstrate the influence of different wavelets to the separa-

tion distance of those clusters. Ultimately, the results of this study allow a comparison

between the variety of wavelets at both lower and higher orders, such as db9, db12, sym3

and sym8 with the preferred wavelet is db9. In order to perform this study, measurement

data for void, surface, corona and floating discharge sources at one voltage level around

17-20 kV have been obtained. Hence, the similar procedures using Wavelet Transform
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and PCA has been carried out to produce separation distance plots based on clusters as

shown in Figure 6.37.

It is shown that, when db8 has been used in signal analysis, the results from the PCA will

produce the lowest separation distance among the tested wavelets which is plotted using

a blue line. Moreover, based on the plots db9 and db12 would not make any significant

difference, thus it can be assumed that the higher order of Daubechies wavelet family

would produce a more or less similar separation distance. When the Symlet wavelet

family was used in the analysis, the separation distance is plotted near to the higher

order of Daubechies wavelet for both orders 3 and 8. However, it is shown that using

a yellow line, the produced separation between clusters using sym3 is slightly lower.

Therefore, based on the plots, the separation distance using different wavelets may

produce different values of separation but the values are comparable within a range of

13 percent.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.37: Plot of separation distance produced from different wavelet families
a. Void discharge b. surface discharge c. corona discharge d. floating discharge
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6.2.3 Cluster and separation distance from PD data bushing core bar

Apart from the winding terminal, PD signals can be also injected at bushing core bar and

measured at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection. It was assumed to

have the greatest difference in terms of percentage of energy distribution for bushing tap

and neutral to earth measurement data due to the distance apart from both measurement

points which is almost the length of a transformer winding. With support from this

reduced dataset, clusters pattern plots and with reference point from bushing core bar,

the location of PD source along the transformer winding may be determined. Figure 6.38

shows a clusters plot for pulses injected at bushing core bar.

Figure 6.38: A plot of bushing core bar principal component

Table 6.5: Separation length of clusters for signal injected at bushing core bar

x-y x-z x-y-z

0.670 0.675 0.676

The length of the separation produced from the bushing core bar measurement data

is expected to be the biggest compared to the other when PD signals were injected at

terminals along a winding. This is due to the fact that the signal from bushing core bar

reaches the bushing tap point more easily compared to the neutral to earth connection

point, thus the signal energies measured from the bushing tap point have a greatest

different to the signal that measured at the neutral to earth connection. The separation

distance when the signal is injected at the bushing core bar is given in Table 6.5 and it

is shown that the length of separation is the highest compared to the winding terminals.

Thus, the produced result from PD signals at the bushing core bar may be used as a

point of reference for PD source localisation. This is useful when considering unknown
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transformer windings due to the fact that different transformer windings do have a

different number of sections, different layers and numbers of discs i.e. length. Moreover,

it may be possible to access a bushing externally thus the same measurement can be

done on other high voltage transformers. Thus, a reference length is needed in order to

determine what is the maximum separation distance could be for a particular winding

so the location of PD in other sections can be estimated.

From the separation distance between clusters along a transformer winding, the ratio

of separation length with respect to the bushing separation length can be determined

using Equation 6.5 when necessary.

Rd =
d(terminal)

d(busℎing)
(6.5)

6.2.4 Cluster plot for all transformer winding terminals

Previously, the injection terminals were considered individually and as a result two clus-

ter clouds based on two measurement data have been plotted. However, the data from

all of the terminals can also be analysed simultaneously when the percentage of energies

of approximation and detail levels from the bushing tap point and neutral to earth con-

nection are combined as a vector to represent a total energy. Due to this combination,

the total energy consists of twenty dimensional vectors instead of ten dimensional.

From the vectors, each terminal will produce a different combined ‘feature’ from bushing

and neutral connection measurements and therefore the feature varies corresponding to

the terminals. Hence, the variation of ‘combined feature’ clusters for different injection

terminals can be obtained in three dimensions using PCA. Ultimately, the 3-dimensional

features will be projected into principal component space as clusters. As a result of that,

the PCA ‘scores’ from all different terminals along a transformer winding are plotted

simultaneously and instead of looking at two groups of clusters for a terminal we look

at a whole group of clusters for each terminal as shown in Figure 6.39.

According to Figure 6.39(a), there are eight distinct groups of clusters which are ap-

parently placed next to each other, and the clusters can be seen shifted and arranged

in a line from the negative region towards the positive region with respect to the first

principal component space for terminal 1 to 8. Hence, Figure 6.39(b) shows the 2-

dimensional plot of clusters in the first and second principal component. The clusters

produced from terminal 6 onwards lying on the positive side is probably due to the fact

that the difference in terms of energy distribution for bushing tap point and neutral to

earth connection corresponding to those terminals is significant compared to terminal 1.

Thus, the cluster plot starts at the negative side for terminal 1 onwards and meets the

origin at terminal 5 for this case where the distribution of energy for both measurement

points is more or less similar.
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(a) 3 dimensions view

(b) x-y view

Figure 6.39: Clusters of all terminals
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Furthermore, the centroids of each cluster which are calculated in the first principal

component space are plotted in Figure 6.40. On the other hand, Figure 6.41 shows

the ‘best’ fit line to the centroids that gives the minimum sum of the squares of the

residuals as a cubic fit. The ‘goodness’ of the line that tries to fit the centroid point can

be measured via two ways; either the norm of residuals or the correlation coefficient. The

norm residuals measure the deviation between the cubic fit and the centroids and it was

calculated that the deviation between the original and the fitted line is approximately

3.3 %, which indicates a good fit.

Figure 6.40: Centroids of first principal component

Figure 6.41: Plot of the cubic fit to the centroids of cluster in first principal
component space
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6.3 PD localisation based on 3-dimensional filters design

In the previous chapter, this thesis explained the process required in order to design

the three dimensional filters using wavelet function in the frequency domain and PCA

weighting coefficients that ultimately facilitate on-line localisation of the PD source.

Hence, this section demonstrates the results produced by the designed filters and also

the interpretation and discussion of the obtained results. The pseudo-diagram of the

whole process is shown in Figure 6.42. This study also considers different aspects when

designing the filters which might influence the produced results such as different loca-

tions, PD sources and also wavelet functions.

Figure 6.42: A flowchart of localisation process based on 3-dimensional filters

Initially, for proof of concept, the 3D filters were designed and tested using 50 cycles of

PD data for different PD sources as well as at different applied voltages. The initial work

on this filtering approach will allow the study of the concept and also to demonstrate

its feasibility, and verify that the outputs which are produced from the filters have the

potential for being used as PD localisation in on-line condition monitoring method.

Finally, this section shows the results that have been produced from the procedures that

are designed for on-line application. In order to replicate an on-line system, the PD

data are separated into two groups; the data in the first 25 cycles are used to design the

three dimensional filters and the remaining data are used as input data. Each group

of data over 25 cycles usually consists of approximately 200-300 PD pulses. However,

the actual number of PD pulses really depend on the discharge activity. Hence, the

results will demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique to design the filters based on
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measurement data and ultimately to locate the PD source for a given discharging site

within a transformer winding.

6.3.1 Initial results: Clusters and separation

Essentially, when the input signals i.e. PD pulses were passed through the filters, they

produce output signals in the time domain as shown in Figure 6.43. It is due to the fact

that the filters were constructed based on Wavelet spectra corresponding to different

frequency ranges and PCA weighting, thus, each designed filter produced an output

with different characteristics. Hence, there are in total three different outputs for each

input signal produced from the 3-dimensional filters, A, B and C corresponding to first,

second and third principal component respectively.

Figure 6.43: An example of an output from a filter

Initial works derived energy distribution from wavelet coefficients and PCA is used to

plot them in the principal components as it was found that to be a more effective way

of representing the PD pulses as well as aiding visualisation. Thus, in order to apply

the same principle, the outputs from the designed filters were directly converted into

‘energy’ using Parseval’s theorem and ultimately they can be plotted as a single point

in 3- dimensional plots.

A 3-dimensional plot will be the same as wavelet and PCA but for the designed filter

outputs, a plot of principal components is replaced by a plot of energy and therefore

called in the following as a “3 dimensional energy plot”. The plot consists of the blue

and the red points as shown in Figure 6.44, which are used to represent bushing tap

point and neutral to earth connection data respectively.
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Figure 6.44: A plot of points for bushing tap point and neutral to earth con-
nection within 3-dimensional energy space

Ultimately, for PD source localisation purposes, a separation distance between the blue

and the red clusters need to be calculated. Prior to the calculation, the vector or

direction of the clusters needs to be established. Due to the fact that it is not possible

to have positive and negative sides of each axis, the clusters plot from the filters can

be categorised into positive and negative distance based on the position of the blue and

red cluster groups as shown in Figure 6.45. The positive distance is calculated when the

centroid of blue clusters exist above the centroid of red clusters and its position further

away from origin compared to the red centroid which indicate that the energy for the

blue is greater than the red clusters and vice versa. The positive and negative distance

later on can be used as a vector of separation distance between both clusters. Moreover,

the separation distance in this case also directly indicates the energy difference between

the blue and red clusters due to the clusters being plotted in the energy dimensions.

6.3.1.1 PD sources and variable applied voltages

There are in total four PD sources that have been used in the investigation of their

location within a transformer winding. Previous works show promisingly that, by using

combined analysis using Wavelet Transform and PCA, the location of the PD sources

within a winding can be determined. However, the implementation of this approach

will need the PD detection and measurement techniques to be taken off-line. Thus, an

advanced approach using filter design has been developed and the outcomes such as clus-

ters and separation distance for all possible PD sources will be presented. Figures 6.46

- 6.49 show the plots showing the blue and the red clusters produced from void, surface,

corona and floating discharge sources at different applied voltages. Referring to the blue
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.45: Positive and negative distance measured between clusters

clusters, these clusters appeared at the ‘upper side’ of the plot and most of the cases are

greater that 0.5 from terminal 1 to terminal 5. However, the separation is significantly

reduced towards terminal 5 and it is ‘moving’ towards the red clusters which remain on

the lower side.

It indicates that the energy calculated from the output of designed filters for bushing

tap point is greater than that from the neutral to earth connection. Nevertheless, before

the red clusters overtake the position of blue clusters normally from terminal 6 onwards,

the clusters at terminal 5 have been observed to be close to each other, which is similar

with cluster plots produced from PCA. It suggests that the energy at that location for

both measured data are more or less the same. Based on the cluster plots, they show the

evidence that the designed filters which used ‘energy separation’ also do work in order

to distinctly separate the PD activity location within a transformer winding as expected

although the energy plots for the filter designed are not the same as those produced

directly from PCA.

Meanwhile, the separation distance plot in Figure 6.50 clearly shows a trend for all PD

sources. The trend is almost similar to the plot produced using the off-line method.

It starts at a highest positive value and reduces towards the largest negative value.

Nevertheless, due to the fact that reduction of the separation gap is not linear for all

winding terminals probably affected by noise or other interferences, thus, there is a

slightly ‘up and down’ for certain terminals which affect the smoothness of the produced

plot as shown in the figures. This section has shown the results for one applied voltage,

the clusters and separation distance plots for other applied voltages can be found in

Appendix E.
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.46: Clusters of void discharge at 9 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.47: Clusters of surface discharge at 16 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.48: Clusters of corona discharge at 14 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.49: Clusters of discharge floating discharge at 17 kV
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.50: Separation distance plot based on filter designed a. void discharge
b. surface discharge c. corona discharge d. floating discharge

6.3.2 Clusters and separation distance: On-line PD localisation

It has been shown promisingly that, based on 50 cycles of PD data each designed filter

works well in order to produce an output signal based on frequency spectra of linear

combination of wavelet functions and PCA. Hence, the corresponding energy can be

calculated from the filters output and ultimately plotted in a 3-D energy plot to identify

PD location within a transformer winding. Thus, this research proceeded to implement

the procedure as an on-line application which is able to facilitate condition monitoring of

high voltage transformers with filters that can perform on-line PD localisation process.

The whole process involves measurement of PD activity, designing the required filters

and ultimately the filtering process for PD localisation. For a real on-line application,

the first two steps are taken off-line but the last step of the process is done in on-line

mode.

As a result, Figure 6.51 shows the cluster plot produced from the designed filter using

void discharge source. Meanwhile, Figure 6.52 illustrates the clusters plot using surface
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discharge source for all winding terminals. The PD pulses in each data may vary depend-

ing on the total number of pulses over 50 cycles which are related to a discharging event.

In this case, the average number of PD pulses over 25 cycles from each terminal for

void discharge is approximately 350 pulses while for the surface discharge is 182 pulses.

On the other hand, Figure 6.53 and Figure 6.54 show the clusters plot for corona and

floating discharge source respectively. The number of pulses over 25 cycles for corona

discharge is higher than the floating discharge source. Therefore, there is a difference

such as in terms of size of clusters cloud due to the fact that the size of the clusters

plot is closely related to the number of PD pulses in the particular measurement data.

Why is the size of the cluster cloud mentioned here? It is because the cluster’s centroid

as well as separation distance may be affected by the number of the clusters for each

group and it is become worse if the clusters are scatter. However, in this approach it is

assumed that the size of the clusters cloud may not significantly influence the separation

distance as well as determination of PD location.

All the plotted figures using this approach show similarity to the previous results. The

explanation of clusters pattern for this approach is more straightforward as the clusters

directly represent the energy of the PD pulses measured at bushing tap point and neutral

to earth connection. Moreover, the produced results are very convincing when the

figure shows the blue clusters appearing at the top of the red clusters from terminal

1 where the energy of the PD pulses at bushing tap point are greater. Furthermore,

the plot for terminal 5 is able to visualise prominently the closest point between both

clusters, and the change of the position of the blue and the red clusters at terminal 6

make this approach performs convincingly. Thus, the produced results indicate a great

contribution for this research if these principal component filters can be used to replace

the fundamental approach.
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.51: Cluster plots which are produced using void discharge data
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.52: Cluster plots which are produced using surface discharge data
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.53: Cluster plots which are produced using corona discharge data
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.54: Clusters plot which are produced using floating discharge data
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Although sometimes some of the clusters - either the blue or red clusters - may be

not well clustered, the clusters accumulation and pattern produced using this approach

is better if compared with the ‘wavelet and PCA’ version. Moreover, using observa-

tion on the clusters formation is inadequate to give a justification of clusters behaviour

corresponding to different winding terminals specifically for source localisation. Thus,

separation distances of the clusters are needed and also can provide further illustra-

tion of the changes occurring in the cluster plots. Hence, separation distance is plotted

against the winding terminal as shown in Figure 6.55. The calculated energies have been

normalised and the separation distance is calculated using standard formulae.

It is shown that the plot in Figure 6.55(d) using floating discharge is seen to be closest to

the separation distance plot produced based on PCA. Even though the results produced

in Figures 6.55(a) -6.55(d) are not exactly identical to the previous results, they remain

valid and consistent with the other produced results and the separation distance using

this approach is steeper than the fundamental approach. Therefore, the analysis that

has been done shows promising results that can lead to further investigation and hence

give a good start for the advanced on-line PD monitoring system particularly for source

localisation within a transformer winding.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.55: Separation distance plot for on-line application a. void discharge
b. surface discharge c. corona discharge d. floating discharge
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6.3.2.1 Different Wavelet families

The initial results for a 3-Dimensional filter designed for an on-line application have

been produced using Daubechies wavelet family of order 8, ‘db8’. The results produced

from various PD sources data have shown that different PD data would produce slightly

different the clusters and separation distance plots results.

Therefore, based on the results, it is believed that the difference occurs due to the fact

that the data itself may contain different energy characteristics of PD pulses; it is also

possible that the data may be ‘contaminated’ with different levels of noise. Furthermore,

it is also important to know what will occur to the results when other wavelets are used

to design the filters, and how robust the approach is in terms of wavelet functions? This

section presents the comparison between other wavelets such as Daubechies and Symlet

with different number of orders and hence in order to find the answer for those open

questions and also to observe whether there is improvement of the generated results.

Furthermore, this study also demonstrates the influence of wavelets in terms of filter

design and localisation approach.

In order to make comparison on the basis of wavelets, it is important to ensure that the

other parameters does not give any changes to the results i.e clusters formations do not

vary due to discharge source. Therefore, only one discharge source, the void discharge

source at 22 kV is chosen as a subject of the study. This study will be comparing

the clusters formation produced from different wavelet and from the clusters, and later

on the separation distance between the blue and the red clusters will be obtained and

ultimately indicate if there is any difference as the result of using other wavelets.

Figure 6.56 - Figure 6.62 show the cluster plots for void discharge source using ‘db3’

to ‘sym8’ respectively. What is the differences that can be seen from the produced

plots? First, the orientation in the 3-D space of the clusters for both the blue and

the red clusters seem vary with the choice of wavelet. Normally, the orientation of the

clusters will be resultant vector of energy from Filter A, B and C. However, in this

study some of the plots can be dominant either along the Filter A or Filter B, for an

example in Figure 6.57(b) and Figure 6.59(f) where both of the clusters are orientated

along the x-axis and y-axis respectively. Nevertheless, the actual causes that make the

orientation of the clusters remain unclear, but it is assumed that the PCA weighting

from different principal components greatly influences the clusters plot of designed filters

as the frequency spectra of wavelet changes with the weighting accordingly. Secondly,

the ‘behaviour’ of the cluster for each group either blue or red is also affected by the

wavelet. It is presumable that using a similar PD source will generate a similar pattern

or behaviour for each cluster group. However, when the data are filtered using different

wavelets, the plotted figures have shown otherwise where some of the clusters plot for the

same terminal produce different shape of clusters, as for an example, in Figure 6.56(f)

and Figure 6.57(f).
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.56: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘db3’
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.57: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘db6’
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.58: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘db9’
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.59: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘db12’
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.60: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘sym3’
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.61: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘sym6’
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure 6.62: Clusters plot produced from designed filters using ‘sym8’
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It is probably due to the fact that the filters associated with different wavelets will

process the input data differently hence different energies are computed. Ultimately, the

shape as well as the concentration of the cluster group may affect the overall separation

between the blue and the red clusters.

As already mentioned, the cluster plots only do not adequately show the influence of

different mother wavelets with different orders on the clustering technique. Thus, the

separation distance is used in order to further illustrate the influence of wavelet on the

clusters plot as well as the separation between the two cluster groups. Figure 6.63(a) and

Figure 6.63(b) show the separation distance comparison plot for Daubechies and Symlet

wavelet families respectively. Although the plots show that the separation distance

between wavelets vary but the difference is not really significant as to affect the PD

localisation.

The curves which have been produced using ‘db9’ and ‘sym6’ seem to be most ‘ideal’

curves due to the fact that they are smooth and less ‘curvature’ along the winding termi-

nals although the separation distance for terminal 3 seems not to have so much difference

to terminal 2. Meanwhile, the other curves for ‘db3’ to ‘db8’ are not significantly varied

and this is similarly for ‘sym3’ and ‘sym8’. The plot shows that the curve from ‘db12’

among other Daubechies wavelets produced a separation distance pattern between the

clusters which is comparable to the Symlet family. Based on the comparison, it is clearly

shown that using other wavelets than either Daubechies or Symlet of different orders

would produce more or less similar pattern of clusters and separation distance plots

for all winding terminals. In fact, the separation distance plot for first two or three

terminals that are close to the bushing core bar still do not change significantly which

is similar to the plots that have been produced using the previous approach. For other

results of the separation distance for other PD sources using different wavelets, refer to

Appendix F.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.63: Separation distance plot for different wavelets a. Daubechies b.
Symlet
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6.3.2.2 Construction 3-D filters based on measurement data at different

winding terminal

In a real situation, PD activities can occur at different sections of transformer windings.

Thus, it is important that in an on-line PD localisation process, the localisation filters

are able to perform the process for a measurement data that may be obtained from a PD

activity at various section of a transformer winding. The actual concept is any measured

data may be used to obtain the required parameter for filter design and hence can be

implemented into on-line monitoring systems. In this particular study, 3-dimensional

filters have been constructed using PD data that has been measured from PD activity

at terminal 3; the rest of the terminals have been used as input data. The measurement

data was obtained from a surface discharge source.

This section illustrates the plot of separation distance as shown in Figure 6.64. The plot

of the separation distance for this case also shows a linear trend downward to terminal

5 where it crosses the zero point and continues towards terminal 8, where previously,

this pattern has already been shown in Figure 6.55(b). Therefore, the obtained result

for this study promisingly shows that it is possible to design the filters based on the PD

measurement data that have been measured at any point along a transformer winding

and use the designed filters to localise the discharge source which may occur at different

sections within the same winding. Apart from this study, this research also investigated

of what will happen when the filter is constructed using a different PD source. The

question is whether there is any possibility of correctly detecting and locating another

type of PD source using the principal component filters designed for a different PD

source?

Figure 6.64: A separation distance plot for filters design using measurement
data at different terminal
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6.3.2.3 Construction of 3-D filters based on different PD sources

Finally, the newly developed method is used to design the 3-D filters using measurement

data from one source and then use the filters to produce a cluster plot of different PD

sources. In a real situation, PD activity within transformer windings may be caused by

various discharge types. Moreover, in order to cater for the facility of on-line condition

monitoring, the designed filter needs to be robust in order to localise the discharging site

regardless of the PD source. Therefore, this thesis presents a study that will eventually

verify the method and whether it can be used to locate other PD sources if the filters

have been designed using arbitrary PD sources.

Initially, all the required parameters were obtained from measurement data which were

generated using corona discharge source. Hence, the filters were designed and used to

filter an input PD data from void discharge source. Figure 6.65(a) shows a plot for the

outputs that have been produced from the designed filters. Later on, the measurement

data from void discharge has been used to design the 3-D filters that will be used to

filter other discharge sources such as surface, corona and floating discharge source and

the results are shown in Figure 6.65(b) - Figure 6.65(d) respectively.

Although the filters have been designed using measurement data from different PD

sources, the detection and localisation procedure for all discharge sources based on pre-

chosen filters still produce results in a such way that able to identify the location of PD

source within a transformer winding. From the previous results, it is understood that

sometimes, there can be just a small difference in the separation distance between the

blue and the red clusters for different terminals such as either terminals 1-2 or terminals

7-8. Nevertheless, the result of separation distance for a void discharge source shows

something different at the middle of the winding compared to the other plots. This

effect is probably due to the principal component parameters that have been obtained

from the corona discharge have less variation in the data set. However, apart from the

void discharge source, a plot for surface, corona and floating discharge sources exhibit

a familiar pattern of separation distance using void discharge source. Eventually, this

study verified that the developed system is robust and hence allows a localisation process

to be carried out using the pre-designed filters of other PD sources.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.65: Separation distance plots based on filter designed tested on different
discharge sources a. void discharge b. surface discharge c. corona discharge d.
floating discharge

6.3.3 Comparison of PCA and 3-D designed filters localisation ap-

proach

Earlier in this chapter, the thesis presents PD localisation process based on measurement

data using two different approaches i) Wavelet and PCA ii) the 3-D designed filters.

The first one is fundamental for the technique while the second may be applied for on-

line condition monitoring of partial discharge. Thus, the results of two approaches are

compared in order to have a clear overview of the approaches and whether the results

of the designed filters approach and the first approach are comparable.

In this thesis, the cluster plots cannot be compared due to the fact that the different

approaches use different variables i.e. principal component “scores” and energy. Never-

theless, the separation distance can still be used regardless of the position of the blue and

the red clusters in the respective spaces, as the gap or separation between them would

be corresponding to the injection terminals. Figure 6.66 shows the plots of separation

distance for each PD source where the blue and red line represent a result obtained from

the 3-D designed filters and PCA respectively.
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The separation distance produced from a void and surface discharge sources for both

approaches plotted in Figures 6.66(a)-6.66(b) shown that both approaches produced

more or less the same results but the slope that were obtained from the designed filter

approach is steeper than the PCA approach. Similarly, to the corona and floating

discharges as shown in Figure 6.66(c) and Figure 6.66(d) respectively. However, there is

some dissimilarity in the pattern for surface discharge source at terminal 1 to terminal

4 where the reduction for the designed filters is linear.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.66: A comparison plot of separation distance plots for different ap-
proaches a. void discharge b. surface discharge c. corona discharge d. floating
discharge
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6.4 Summary

The localisation process of partial discharge sources inside a transformer winding in

this work is focused primarily on data driven method, which the PD signals have been

detected and measured using standard detection system and sensors. The measurement

data from the bushing tap point and neutral to earth are just electrical PD signals, thus

in order to process the data and to extract some useful features, this research involved

advanced digital signal processing methods.

In Chapter 3, the vector fitting (VF) approach has used to identify the location of PD

source. However, the results from the VF approach is not really convincing due to the

fact that the transformer winding may not be accurately modelled using that approach

because it was previously shown that from experimental measurement data, a transfer

function of a transformer winding is not a positive real function. Thus, an accuracy of

this method remains uncertain when it comes to being applied in the on-field condition

monitoring process.

Therefore, alternative approaches were developed in order to solve the localisation prob-

lem. The main solution of the approach is to use the extracted features within PD

measurement data and to visualise them properly. The used feature is a vector of dis-

tribution of energy at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection and the

whole process also can be called an energy based method. For this method, there are

two different approaches which have been explained in detail in this chapter. The first

approach is to use signal processing techniques which include data mining in order to

analyse the data as well as to produce the features which can be used to discriminate

the data injected at different terminals. Meanwhile, the second approach uses the basis

of wavelets and PCA weighting in order to design 3-dimensional filters which are based

on wavelet functions obtained at every decomposition level and PCA weighting. The de-

signed filters tend to be applied as an on-line tool for PD localisation within transformer

windings. They are used to filter input data measured at the bushing tap point and

neutral to earth connection and from the output, three different energies corresponding

to three principal components are calculated. These energies can also be plotted in 3-D

space similar to PCA plot but in different axes.

The results obtained using this method are very promising. Nevertheless, a series of fur-

ther investigations on these approaches have been done in order to study the influence

of PD sources, variable voltages as well as wavelets to the developed approaches. Al-

though PD discharge magnitudes change with the applied voltage, the thesis shows that

the applied voltages do not produce any effect on either clusters or separation distance.

The study has used different wavelet families and orders such as ‘db9’, ‘db12’, ‘sym3’

and ‘sym8’ in both analyses. The results show some similarity between the results pro-

duced from different wavelets. Initially, it is assumed that when different wavelet are
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used to analyse PD signal as well as to design the filters, the results may change ac-

cordingly as different filters were designed using different wavelet functions. However,

based on the comparison among wavelet families, ‘db9’ and ‘sym6’ have shown better

results according to the separation distance plots for Daubechies and Symlet families

respectively.

Ultimately, a comparison between combined Wavelet PCA and designed filters ap-

proaches show that the separation between the bushing tap point and the neutral to

earth connection for all winding terminals behave quite similarly although it can be

observed that the values of separation distance for fundamental approach can be 20 per-

cent higher than the designed filters at certain terminals. It is assumed that this may

be due to the blue and the red clusters being plotted in a different side of the principal

component plot where there is an additional distance from the origin. However, both of

the results show convincingly, and the 3 dimensional filters may improve the method in

terms of its practicality and zero human intervention. Moreover, using the filters result

in an indication of PD location based on clusters’ position. Eventually the designed

filters approach may be applied practically for on-line condition monitoring that allow

the localisation of PD sources within a transformer winding.
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Chapter 7

Discussion, conclusions and

future work

7.1 Discussion of research

This research was undertaken with the objectives of studying PD sources identification

and localisation within a transformer winding which reported throughout this thesis.

The whole research covers experiments, simulations using transformer winding model

based on lumped parameter network, PD analysis and ultimately contributes to the

development of PD localisation for both off-line and on-line monitoring.

Experimental works consists of two sets of experiments that have been completed in

order to generate PD activities inside a transformer winding, hence producing measure-

ment data which can be used in this research. Artificial PD sources such as void type

discharges, surface discharges, corona and floating discharges were used in the main ex-

periments. On the other hand, another experiments used an impulse signal generated

from a pulse generator. The main reason for the two experiments is because artificial

discharges might produce non-uniform discharge signals of different amplitudes and fre-

quencies which more practical for localisation method development, whereas the pulse

generator produces impulse voltage signals which have constant rise times, pulse dura-

tions and amplitudes, making it more useful for experiment and simulation validation.

Theoretically, based on travelling waves in transmission line partial discharge signals

travel from a source location to opposite directions towards the ends of windings. There-

fore, in this research the measuring points were located at both ends i.e bushing tap and

neutral to earth connection. Figure 4.21 and 4.22 show the complete circuit arrange-

ment for different sets of experiments in a laboratory environment where both terminal

1 and terminal 8 of a transformer winding are connected with the bushing tap point and

neutral to earth connection respectively.
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Detection and evaluation of partial discharge events were performed using a Mtronix PD

measurement system meanwhile RFCTs were used to measure electrical signals which

were connected at both measurement points. RFCT sensors have been demonstrated

to be capable of measuring discharge signals and it is possible to record and store these

PD signals over 50 cycles of applied a.c voltage. Ultimately, measured PD data can

be used for source identification and development of localisation methods. Moreover,

PD propagation study inside a transformer winding at high frequencies can also be

performed using measurement data that have been measured at both sensors.

A transformer winding model that has been developed is useful for simulating partial

discharge phenomena inside a winding to provide a clearer picture about what has

happened from the moment of injection of PD to detection of signals at measurement

points which can ultimately validate the experiments. There are various transformer

winding models that have been developed for PD analysis. One of the models uses a

capacitive ladder network. The capacitive ladder network model is useful for studying

initial voltage distribution inside a transformer winding but the model is only suitable

for certain frequency ranges where the transfer function of a winding has a constant

magnitude and there is zero phase shift between source location and measured outputs.

Nevertheless, problems arise as most of the events of PD as shown in Chapter 4 and

3.21 are associated with variable, non-uniform and damped high frequency oscillations.

Thus, the frequency range of PD signals measured is beyond the capacitive ladder model

and the capacitive model cannot be used for these types of discharges. Apart from this,

the transformer winding model can also be represented using a state-space approach.

The approach calculates transfer function of a transformer winding from transformer

winding parameters. This thesis also presents another approach to transformer models

using a lumped parameter model. It has been found that the lumped parameter network

derived from the RLC transmission line network theory has the capability to represent

transformer windings. However, both of state space and lumped parameter networks

required parameter estimations which can be difficult to estimate.

The simulation model in Chapter 3.21 represents an experimental winding model using

a lumped parameter network model and hence a comprehensive study of propagation

of PD can be done. The study is vital in order to demonstrate PD behaviour as well

as for PD source localisation. The lumped parameter network model that has been

developed is used to simulate partial discharge which ultimately produced simulated

outputs from two measurement points similar to the experiments. With reference to

Table 3.3, simulated and measured output signals are in reasonable agreement with

signals generated by experiments, especially terminals 4 and 7, with the lowest values of

least mean square error (LMSE) for both measurement points. Although, the injected

signal in the simulation model was just an impulse from a pulse generator, the obtained

results show that the model is able to act as an analogy of RLC transmission line which
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PD discharge may be able to propagate from discharge source location towards both

ends of transformer windings.

The simulation model presented in the thesis consists of calculated RLC parameters

which may vary with their actual values. Moreover, the parameters inside a transformer

winding will be influenced by ageing processes which may change some of the values

such as capacitances. Therefore, sensitivity of the simulation model to parameter varia-

tions has been investigated. Hence, it was found that the series capacitance is sensitive

with changes in the property of the paper insulation with different thickness and per-

mittivity, while the shunt capacitance is generally insensitive. It is assumed that the

effect of changes in the property of the oil insulation system upon shunt capacitances is

insignificant.

Ultimately, this thesis presents PD analysis using Wavelet Transform and Principal

Component Analysis which lead to the development of a PD source localisation tech-

nique. Initially, this thesis presents a technique using vector fitting to obtain a state

space model from frequency responses of PD measurement data. From a vector fitting

approach, the zeroes of the transfer function have been obtained by filtering the subse-

quent measurements with the denominator of the discharge model, hence producing the

sequence of zeroes which indicate PD locations. Due to the fact that the poles of rational

functions are associated with a non-linear parameters, it needs to be transformed into a

linear problem using overdetermined linear solutions.

Generally, it was believed that transformer windings are passive linear time invariant

systems. Therefore the transfer functions are positive real function. The transfer func-

tion of a simulation model shows the positive real rational function that is anticipated.

However, it was found that the transfer function that was obtained from the experiment

transformer winding had non-positive real part. Even though, two different methods

were applied to frequency response data in order to find a positive real function, such

as an interpolation with positive-real functions and vector fitting with passivity enforce-

ment, the results were still the same. It is also proven that the inherent time delay does

not relate to this problem. Hence, it is not convincing to use either a simulation model

or vector fitting method for further works on PD localisation. Therefore, the developed

localisation approach used alternative solution towards energy vectors that have also

been derived from the same measurement data. Application of DWT is a useful signal

processing technique that can produce feature vectors that represent the distribution

of signal energy in both the time and frequency domains. The dataset can be further

reduced and visualised using cluster plots in three dimensional space using PCA. The

results from PCA analysis show the formation of clusters in different groups produced

from different PD measurement data, hence the separation of the two groups of cluster

may be indicative to the location of PD.
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Due to the fact that, the approach shows very promising results and it is known that

wavelets can also be represented using standard filters, the research proceeded into au-

tonomous PD localisation for advanced on-line condition monitoring using 3 dimensional

filters design which based on wavelet transform and PCA. The frequency spectrum of

wavelet filters at every decomposition levels is linearly combined with corresponding

PCA loadings obtained from measurement datasets. Hence, FIR filter can be designed

based on IIR filter approximations using frequency spectra estimations using the ARMA

model. Thus, each filter is unique and ‘represents’ each principal component in the en-

ergy representation.

7.2 Conclusions

This research work on partial discharge identification and localisation within a trans-

former winding has presented the behaviour of high frequency transient signals associ-

ated with partial discharge sources from measurement datasets. The transformer wind-

ing in the experiments was an interleaved disc type winding which is commonly used

in high voltage transformer windings due to higher series capacitances in comparison to

other types of windings. Hence, the winding that has been used in the experiments can

be represented using a lumped parameter network model with typical parameters that

is similar to transmission line systems.

Due to limited access to the geometry of transformer windings, the techniques involved

in order to obtain these parameters is quite a challenging process. Many researchers

have used various approaches mainly parameter estimation in order to solve this issue.

In this thesis, the required parameters are calculated using analytical solutions. The

solutions involve RLC formulas that have been derived based on geometrical dimensions

of a transformer winding. Despite the uniqueness of the solutions, one needs to be clearly

aware of the type of transformer winding when formulas are chosen in determining the

accuracy of calculations.

The lumped parameter network was implemented using the commercial software package

MATLAB-Simulink as the mathematical package is more flexible and more convenient to

use for result analysis. The simulation model has proven to simulate partial discharge

propagation inside a transformer winding with a good level of accuracy. Therefore it can

be concluded that the parameters incorporated with the simulation model have been

derived appropriately. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the transformer winding

in the experiment does not have the characteristics of passive linear time invariant

systems. Thus, the assumptions have been made in most of transformer model are not

convincingly applicable.

Ultimately, a PD localisation process has been implemented using an energy based clus-

tering approach. Cluster plots produced based on a combination of wavelet transform
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and PCA that can be used in order to identify the location of PD within a transformer

winding. Based on this approach, PD localisation can be done without the need of

either a transformer model, for which there is still uncertainty about its characteristics

or transformer winding parameters estimation, which is prone to error. Hence, 3 dimen-

sional filters were developed in order to facilitate autonomous PD condition monitoring.

The further investigations in terms of off-line and on-line, variable voltages, different

wavelet families, different source and location have shown that the influence of these

factors on PD localisation is insignificant.

7.3 Future work

Based on the PD analyses and localisation results, this research can proceed with fur-

ther work on partial discharge activities and localisation in different high voltage trans-

formers. This is because different transformers may have incorporate different winding

configurations. Hence, this further work allows further investigation of validation on this

method. Moreover, this method can also be tested on PD measurement data measured

from different sensors such as UHF sensors.

Apart from this, it is also useful to apply this method on ‘on-field’ measurement data

that are taken from high voltage transformers in order to be tested on the method

whether identification and localisation processes can be done successfully. Similarly,

on-field measurement data can be used to verify the designed filters in terms of its

efficiency and practicality. However, the measurement data needs to go more thoroughly

denoising process as the data from substation may interfere with higher noise level.

Moreover, better denoising techniques will eliminate the noise hence producing better

cluster patterns (i.e separation length) which ultimately improve quality of the produced

results.

In this thesis, 3 dimensional filters have been designed for an on-line purpose. The

results based on 25 cycles of PD data have identified PD location within a transformer

winding. However, further work to investigate what is the optimum number of cycles or

PD pulses needs to be carried out so that filters can be designed perfectly in order to

produce good localisation results whilst reducing processing time. Furthermore, if the

method is able to locate PD sources consistently. The method can be used to locate

PD activity within multiphase systems. The localisation process in multiphase systems

may be challenging due to the fact that the localisation may involve other factors which

need to be take into account such as crosstalk. A combination of PD activities inside a

transformer winding at different locations may be useful in order to find out whether the

current method is able to distinguish different locations of PD activity simultaneously

will also be addressed as future work for this research.
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Investigation on the localisation approach can be furthered with prognosis works, which

may involve the quantification of PD activities within transformer windings based on

the approach in terms of estimating the PD severity at the source of the PD activity.
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Appendix A

Transformer physical

configuration and diagram

A.1 Construction parameters

Table A.1: Physical dimensions

Parameters Dimensions

Number of disc per winding 14
Number of turns per disc 14

Total number of turns per winding 24
Mean length per turn 1810 mm

Width of spacers 40 mm
Radial depth of disc 85 mm

Physical axial length of per winding 150 mm
Width of the conductor 3 mm
Height of the conductor 7 mm

Duct dimension between two adjacent discs 3 mm
Thickness between the end disc and static ring 3 mm

Thickness of static ring 5 mm
Turn insulation thickness 1 mm

Inside diameter of winding 475 mm
Outside diameter of winding 650 mm

Distance from winding to the outer wall of tank 100 mm
Distance from winding to the inner core 50 mm

Distance from upper static ring to bottom 50 mm
Distance from lower static to top pressure plate 50 mm

Total mass 730 kg
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Appendix B

Experimental setup

B.1 A physical model of transformer winding

B.2 A 60 kV transformer bushing
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B.3 RFCT measuring sensor

B.4 Tektronix digital oscilloscope

B.5 Mtronix PD detection system
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Appendix C

Clustering for different applied

voltage

C.1 Void discharge 9 kV

(a) (b)

Figure C.1: Void discharge injected at terminal 1 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.2: Void discharge injected at terminal 2 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection
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(a) (b)

Figure C.3: Void discharge injected at terminal 3 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.4: Void discharge injected at terminal 4 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.5: Void discharge injected at terminal 5 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.6: Void discharge injected at terminal 6 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection
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(a) (b)

Figure C.7: Void discharge injected at terminal 7 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.8: Void discharge injected at terminal 8 a. Measured at bushing tap
point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

C.2 Surface discharge 18kV

(a) (b)

Figure C.9: Surface discharge injected at terminal 1 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection
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(a) (b)

Figure C.10: Surface discharge injected at terminal 2 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.11: Surface discharge injected at terminal 3 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.12: Surface discharge injected at terminal 4 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.13: Surface discharge injected at terminal 5 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection
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(a) (b)

Figure C.14: Surface discharge injected at terminal 6 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.15: Surface discharge injected at terminal 7 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection

(a) (b)

Figure C.16: Surface discharge injected at terminal 8 a. Measured at bushing
tap point b. Measured at neutral to earth connection
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Appendix D

Cluster plots of corona discharge

source using different mother

wavelets

(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

Figure D.1: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 14 kV using Daubechies 9
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(a) Terminal 5 (b) Terminal 6

(c) Terminal 7 (d) Terminal 8

Figure D.2: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 14 kV using Daubechies 9
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure D.3: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 14 kV using Daubechies 12
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure D.4: Clusters plot of corona discharge at 14 kV using Symlet 8
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Appendix E

Cluster and separation distance

plot for different applied voltages

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure E.1: Separation distance plot based on filter designed a. 19 kV b. 21 kV
c. 23 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure E.2: Clusters of discharge floating discharge at 19 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure E.3: Clusters of discharge floating discharge at 21 kV
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(a) Terminal 1 (b) Terminal 2

(c) Terminal 3 (d) Terminal 4

(e) Terminal 5 (f) Terminal 6

(g) Terminal 7 (h) Terminal 8

Figure E.4: Clusters of discharge floating discharge at 23 kV
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Appendix F

Separation distance for other PD

sources different mother wavelet

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure F.1: Separation distance plot for different wavelets a. Corona 18 kV b.
Corona 22 kV c. Floating 17 kV
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure F.2: Separation distance plot for different wavelets a. Floating 22 kV b.
Surface 18 kV c. Surface 23 kV
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